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Introduction.
Welcome to Oxford, and to St Anne’s College. St Anne’s is not a typical Oxbridge college: it
was formed as the Society for Home Students in 1879, to provide educational opportunities for
women who would not otherwise be able to afford to come to Oxford. It became a full college in
1952, was one of the first Oxford colleges to go co-educational in 1979, and now has one of the
largest and most diverse undergraduate intakes in Oxford. Famous alumnae include Edwina
Currie, Penelope Lively and Helen Fielding, and the current Principal is Tim Gardam, formerly
Director of Programmes at Channel 4.

Orientation.
The whole meeting is accommodated on site, though pressure of numbers has meant that the
poster and lecture sessions are in different buildings. Talks are all in the Mary Ogilvie Lecture
Theatre (Room C on the Map); Posters and the drinks reception are in Seminar Rooms 7 and 8
(lower ground floor of the new building, near O); breakfast (for those staying in college), lunches
and the conference dinner are all in the dining room (Room B on the Map). On the first evening,
the college bar (Room P) is open for refreshments; there is also a good selection of pubs and
restaurants across the Woodstock Road, and towards Jericho and the city centre (for example, at
the end of Plantation Road, and on Walton Street).

Acknowledgements.
Many thanks to all those who have helped out with the preparations for the meeting, in particular
the Conference Office at St Anne’s and the administrative staff in Earth Sciences. Thanks also to
the Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press and numerous organisations for ‘in
kind’ support of the meeting; and thanks to all of you who have come (nearly 150 at last count!)
to help make this meeting a success.

David Pyle, Tamsin Mather and Helen Williams,
Oxford, December 2006.
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and/or reduction in temperature. Selective die-back of

1. Impacts of Volcanism

substantial

fractions

of

terrestrial

and

marine

vegetation would have the combined effect of

1.1 The Siberian Large Igneous Province and the

releasing large

End-Permian Mass Extinction

subsequent

Andy Saunders and Marc Reichow

masses of carbon during the

decay

processes,

and

inhibiting

Department of Geology, University of Leicester, U.K.

photosynthetic carbon drawdown. After eruption,

ads@le.ac.uk. and mkr6@le.ac.uk

sulphur

species

would

precipitate

from

the

The Siberian Traps have been implicated in the

atmosphere, and the atmosphere would enter a period

largest known mass extinction, at the end of the Permian,

of sharp warming until plant life had re-established

but understanding the causality is proving elusive. The

the carbon drawdown process. However, even the

occurrence of global warming and oceanic anoxia,

combined effect of releasing volcanic carbon, and

together with a significant shift in carbon isotopes in

terrestrial and marine plant organic carbon, does not

marine sediments, indicate a substantial modification of

explain the large shift in marine carbon isotopes.

the carbon cycle. Direct injection of carbon dioxide from

This probably requires the release of methane

the effusive basaltic volcanism may contribute to global

hydrates (including permafrost), as a result of ocean

warming but, as recently demonstrated by Self et al.

warming initiated by the

(2006; EPSL), the masses of carbon released from

destruction of terrestrial and marine plants.

3

individual flow fields with a volume of ~1000 km are

volcanism and the

(This research is supported by NERC NE/C003276/1)

insignificant compared with the total atmospheric carbon
concentration. This is especially true during the Permian

1.2 Volcanogenic nutrient fluxes and plant

when the atmosphere contained much more carbon than

ecosystems in Large Igneous Provinces. An

at present. Long repose periods between flows would

example from the Columbia River Basalt Group.

also have allowed the system to recover from short-term

David W. Jolley1, Mike Widdowson2, and Stephen

injections of volcanic CO2. In Siberia, individual flow

Self2

fields may have been much larger than those described

1 - Department of Geology and Petroleum Geology, Meston

for the well-documented Columbia River Flood Basalt

Building, King’s College, Aberdeen, AB24 3UE, UK,

3

Province (CRFBP). However, even though a 10,000 km

‘superflow’ could release 75 Gt of C equivalent
(assuming a pre-eruption magmatic C concentration of

d.jolley@abdn.ac.uk
2

Department of Earth Sciences, Open University, Walton

Hall Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK

Research from biological and geological

2700 ppm), spread over an eruption period of 10 years
this is about the same flux as the current anthropogenic
output.
Flows may release large volumes of SO2 and
create short-duration, but potentially extreme, volcanic
winters. A 10,000 km3 ‘superflow’ could release as much
as 100 Gt of SO2 over a period of several years. The
effects of such injection are unknown, but disruption of
the photosynthetic cycle is likely, via light occlusion

sources has highlighted the role of volcanoes in the
out-gassing of P, and thermal fixation and subsequent
atmospheric

oxidation

of

NOx

in

volcanic

environments. The impact of these nutrient fluxes on
biological systems has been demonstrated on present
day

Hawai’i,

allowing

us

to

examine

the

sedimentological and paleontological record for
evidence of the impact on the plant communities
7
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within a large igneous province. The Miocene Columbia

study on ash from Hekla, a tholeitic basalt-andesite

River Basalt Province contains many sedimentary

volcano in Iceland, showed large amounts of nutrients

interbeds between the flows of the major extrusive phase,

released on contact with water (Frogner et al,

interbeds which preserve variable but often diverse

Geology, 2001). We have replicated the experiment

palynofloras. By integration of palynofloral analysis with

using a plug flow-through reactor with ash samples

analysis of macronutrient levels in the interbeds it is

from recent eruptions at Soufrière Hills (Montserrat),

demonstrated that there were significantly elevated levels

Galeras (Columbia), Santa María (Guatemala) and

of P within the lava field proximal to the source vents, a

Sakura-jima (Japan) to assess the differences between

distribution mirrored by Ca and Mg. Within the most

Hekla ash and samples from subduction zone

proximal interbeds, the Ba:Sr ratio and Al:base ratios,

volcanoes. Our results suggest that the chemistry of

abundance of chlorphycean algae and diatoms support

the

volcanogenic nitrification, and concentration of high

significantly with each eruption, with all subduction

productivity

zone samples showing less volume of nutrients

communities

within

fluvio-lacustrine

systems. Volcanogenic nutrification is demonstrated to
3

metal

salts

and

relative

released than the Hekla sample.

amounts

varies

The experiments

be restricted to >1 y duration interbeds, those which are

were repeated using seawater from the Atlantic and

consequently focused within the proximal zone where

the Southern Oceans to assess whether differences in

disturbance is regular. In the median to distal zones, most

seawater chemistry affected the release of ash-

interbeds demonstrate nutrient deficiency, with nutrient

leachates from the ash. Our findings suggest that the

sufficiency being attained through long term symbiotic

climatic impact of a large eruption from a subduction

N-fixation. Elsewhere, this process is short-circuited by

zone source would not be as large as previously

the imput of felsic ash from the nearby Cascades Range

estimated as the release of nutrients is significantly

of volcanoes.

less than those observed for more basic samples.

1.4 Volcanic emissions and the early Earth

1.3 The oceanic fertilisation potential of subduction

atmosphere

zone volcanic ash
1

2

1

*1

R. S. Martin , T. A. Mather2 and D. M. Pyle2

Morgan Jones *, Siguður Gíslason , Steve Sparks
1

Dept of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Queens Road,

1

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge,

Bristol BS8 1RF

Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ.

2

2

Dept of Geology, University of Iceland, Askja, Sturlugata,

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford,

Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PR

101 Reykjavik, Iceland

The interaction of volcanic ash and ocean surface

Email: rsm45@cam.ac.uk

waters is of particular importance as volatiles and metal

Although large uncertainties exist in our

salts coating the ash surfaces (ash-leachates) dissolve on

understanding of volcanism and the composition of

contact with water, releasing both macro- and micro-

the atmosphere in the early Earth, thermodynamic

nutrients into surface waters.

Utilisation of these

modeling can offer an insight into the production of

nutrients by phytoplankton fixes oceanic carbon, which

oxidised trace species (i.e. NO, OH, Cl, Br, SO3) in

in turn depletes the atmosphere of carbon and

high-T mixtures of magmatic and atmospheric gases.

theoretically lowers global temperatures.

Using a thermodynamic model initially developed for

A pioneer

8
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studies of volcanic emissions into the modern Earth

Quartz Latite (QL) erupted from the Messum

atmosphere,

mixture

Complex, NW Namibia. The Goboboseb QL exhibits

compositions of these trace species as a function of

topography-filling facies that resemble the classical

magma temperature over a range of compositions for

deposit

early Earth magmatic and atmospheric gases.

Vertical sections indicate a decrease in flow shear

we

calculate

equilibrium

geometry

of

valley-filling

ignimbrites.

Our results show that high-T early Earth

vertically as deposit facies change from platy jointed

volcanism (T>1400C) could emit significant amounts of

and intensely sheared lower facies to a thick, massive

oxidised

low

to crudely columnar jointed and amygdaloidal QL.

atmospheric O2 due to thermal breakdown of H2O, CO2

Some quartzite clasts were observed within the QL

and SO2 in the high-T magmatic gas. Estimates for the

(~30km from Messum), and are interpreted to have

global fluxes of these species can be made, allowing the

been vent-derived as the substrate across which the

impact on early Earth N and S chemistry to be discussed.

Goboboseb flowed was covered by flood basalt lavas.

trace

species

under

conditions

of

The amygdaloidal upper parts of the QL eruptive
1.5 How are ‘Super’ eruptions preserved in the past?
Volcanological features of Large Volume Silicic
Eruptions of the Paraná-Etendeka

units show prominent shear defining flow lineation’s,
and variations up sequence for the Goboboseb QL
from E-W to N-S; this may reflect a change in

Michael R. Mawby*1, Scott Bryan2 Dougal A. Jerram1,

eruptive source location or changes in substrate

and Jon Davidson1

topography as the QL buried surface irregularities. At

1

University of Durham, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK

2

Kingston University, Penrhyn Road, Kingston Upon Thames,

distances ~30km from the source, the Goboboseb QL
was coherent, exhibiting no basal breccias as

KT1 2EE, UK

expected for lava flows. However, basal breccias

Email: - m.r.mawby@dur.ac.uk

have been described at more distal sections and this

The eruption and emplacement mechanisms of the

lateral facies transition may reflect cooling of QL

Parana-Etendeka (~132 Ma) silicic eruptive units have

material with run-out. Current inferences from

long been a contentious issue. Field relationships and

evidence collected from the recent field-season and

textural evidence observed in the well-exposed sections

described above, indicate that these units may well

in the Etendeka region (NW Namibia) indicate they have

have been emplacement as rheoignimbrites.

features associated with both lava flows and ignimbrites,
therefore posing an enigma with respect to emplacement
mechanisms. This is of particular interest given the
dimensions of some of the erupted units, e.g. the
Springbok is the largest unit with an estimated erupted
volume of 6340km3 whilst the Grootberg (3775km3) and
Goboboseb (2320km3) are also voluminous. If these units
were emplaced as rheoignimbrites then explosive
eruptive activity may have ejected large volumes of ash
and aerosols into the stratosphere. We present initial
results from detailed field studies on the Goboboseb
9
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1.6 A ‘Snake River-type’ ignimbrite: case-study of a

Snake River Plain, consistent with rheomorphic

vast Miocene high-temperature explosive eruption

lineation data from the ignimbrite. The ash fell locally

from the Yellowstone hot-spot.

into shallow water (wave ripples, loaded contacts,

1

1

2

Ellis B *, Branney M , Barry T , Bonnichsen B
1

3

scours) and the base of the ignimbrite is locally

Geology Dept. University of Leicester, University Road,

peperitic where it interacted with wet lake sediments.

Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK
2

Eruption mechanisms responsible for the

Department of Earth Sciences, The Open University, Walton

Hall, Milton Keynes, UK
3

Wooden Shoe Butte Tuff are enigmatic.

The fall

deposits are atypical of Plinian deposits, yet coarser

927 East 7th St., Moscow, ID 83843, USA

In Miocene parts of the Yellowstone hotspot track,
recognition of a highly unusual assemblage of vast
rhyolitic lava-like rheomorphic ignimbrites, extensive,
large volume rhyolite lavas (<200 km3), and widely

(even distally) than is typical of phreatoplinian
deposits (e.g. Hatepe ash, New Zealand). Studies of
vesicle morphology, rheology and volatiles (FTIR of
melt inclusions) are in progress.

dispersed laminated rhyolitic ashfall deposits with ash
pellets and unusually large shards, has given rise to the

2. Volcanic Degassing and Volcanic

notion of ‘Snake River-type volcanism’ that contrasts

Hazards

with

conventional

Plinian-ignimbrite

volcanism

elsewhere. Here, we illustrate the weird character of the
volcanism with a single eruption unit; the > 30 km3

Kīlauea Volcano, Hawai`i

Wooden Shoe Butte Tuff in southern Idaho.
The Wooden Shoe Butte Tuff is an extensive
rhyolitic (72% SiO2) outflow ignimbrite, ≤ 100 m thick.
Geothermometry

indicates

very

high

2.1 Magma Degassing, Overturn and Mixing at

magmatic

temperatures, and high emplacement temperatures are
indicated by intense welding, widespread rheomorphism
and a predominance of ‘lava-like’ lithofacies.

The

ignimbrite lacks fiamme, and granulometric analysis of
rare non-welded parts show much better sorting than is
typical for ignimbrites from other provinces (σφ < 2.5),
with few lithic and pumice lapilli. Rather, it contains
abundant small chips of dense black obsidian. A basal
ashfall deposit contains similar obsidian chips, and its
upper 4 m are fused to vitrophyre. It is well sorted and
composed of megascopic glass shards, crystals and
obsidian chips, but pumice and lithics are scarce. Several
layers contain (often fused) 2-3 mm ash pellets with
single coatings of finer ash. Isopachs of distinctive
marker layers, indicate a northerly source within the

Marie Edmonds1, Terrence M Gerlach2
1- University of East Anglia
2 - United States Geological Survey

Our understanding of the volatile budget at
Kīlauea Volcano is based on measurements of the
abundance of volatile elements in volcanic glasses
and gases. Observations of volcanic gases gave rise to
a fundamental model describing volatile fractionation
between the summit and rift zone during the current
eruption. Analysis of glasses from the Puna Ridge,
Kīlauea Iki and episode 16 of the Pu`u `Ō`ō eruption
indicate that magma degassing, drain-back, mixing
and assimilation are important processes at Kīlauea
Volcano. Volcanic gases have not illustrated these
kinds of processes clearly in the past, mainly owing
to infrequent and poorly-resolved data. New, detailed
studies of volcanic gas emissions, using Open Path
Fourier Transform infra-red spectroscopy, have
refined our understanding of volatile degassing and
10
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magma budgets. Gas compositions vary over time and

We here construct a physico-chemical model

space and can be used to infer magma transport and

of passive degassing for Stromboli. The fluid

ascent, degassing and overturn, magma mixing and gas

dynamical model assumes a rising central plug of

segregation processes within the plumbing system. Gas

vesiculating and degassing magma, surrounded by an

released from Pu`u `Ō`ō in 2004-2005 shows a range in

annulus of down-flowing degassed and thus denser

composition: total H2O content ranges from 60-98 mol

(lower bubble content) and more viscous (lower water

%, while molar C/S ranges from 0.01 to 50. The range in

content) magma. Primitive and final dissolved

volcanic gas composition over time and space is caused

volatile contents, and hence exsolved volatile content,

by magma degassing, overturn and mixing of partially-

are

degassed

magma.

measurements. The nature of magma vesiculation in

Measurements of the mean rate of magma degassing

the shallow conduit is established from textural

(from SO2 emissions) and mean lava effusion rate (from

studies of scoria. Gas geochemistry is used to

lava tube flux) suggest that more magma is degassing

investigate whether the observed gas composition is

than is being erupted. This analysis suggests that magma

consistent

storage in the Rift Zone might be important during

constrains the original CO2 content and magma

eruptions as well as between them, and has important

supply rate.

magma

with

volatile-rich

implications for volcano monitoring.

determined

with

from

existing

closed-system

petrological

degassing

and

We find that at pressures between 85 and 45
MPa the ascending vesiculating magma becomes

2.2 A combined physico-chemical model for passive
degassing from Stromboli volcano.
HM Mader*, MR Burton#, M Polacci#

permeable to gas flow and a transition from closed- to
open-system degassing takes place. The magma loses
most of the remaining H2O and SO2 at this transition,

*Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Bristol,

having already exsolved almost all its CO2. SO2/HCl

BS8 1RJ, UK

ratios in passive gas emissions result from a

#

INGV sezione di Catania, Catania, Italy

superposition of SO2 flux from the transition region

Degassing from basaltic volcanoes is the most

and HCl flux from lower pressures. The flow model

common form of volcanic activity and a primary source

constrains the radius of the conduit to be ~1.5m,

of the Earth’s atmospheric gases. It typically consists of a

implying a residence time for magma above the

persistent, non-explosive passive degassing interspersed

transition to just 11 hours, using magma input rates

with episodes of explosive activity. Passive degassing on

derived from SO2 gas fluxes. The peak speed of the

Stromboli accounts for >95wt% of emissions. Typical

escaping gas in open-system degassing is ~300ms-1,

SO2 fluxes from Stromboli are ~200 tonnes per day,

which may result in volcanic tremor. Bubble rise

implying the complete degassing of ~20,000m3 of

speed prior to transition is highly dependent on the

magma per day. The detailed mechanisms which allow

original bubble number density. Both rise speed

this volume of magma to ascend, degas passively, i.e.

dependent

non-explosively, and descend are far from clear, but are

accumulation at the transition may produce rapidly-

fundamental to our understanding of this phenomenon.

rising gas-slugs leading to Strombolian activity at the

bubble

coalescence

and

bubble

surface. We deduce that pre-transitional coalescence
will produce slugs with a high CO2/SO2 gas ratio,
11
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whereas

post-transitional

slugs

will

have

bulk

the activity. This is interpreted in terms of the melt-

equilibrium CO2/SO2 gas ratio, but potentially high

gas dynamics within the conduit, that generate a

SO2/HCl ratio.

strong link between tremor and the outgassing
activity in the shallowest part of the open plumbing

2.3 Outgassing Activity at Villarrica Volcano, Chile:

system.

correlation of SO2 Fluxes, Seismic Amplitude and
visual Observations

2.4 Assessing the pyroclastic flow hazards at

Palma, J.L.*1, Calder, E.2, Blake, S.1, Rothery, D.1,

Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat

Basualto, D.

3

G.Wadge

1) Department of Earth Sciences, The Open University, Walton

ESSC, University of Reading, Reading (gw@mail.nerc-

Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA U.K. j.l.palma@open.ac.uk

essc.ac.uk)

2) Department of Geology, University at Buffalo, 876 Natural

Pyroclastic flows form the principal hazard at

Sciences Complex, Buffalo, NY.U.S.

the ongoing eruption of Soufriere Hills Volcano,

3) Southern Andes Volcano Observatory (OVDAS),

Montserrat. This paper describes the probabilistic

SERNAGEOMIN, Casilla 641, Temuco, 641 Chile

Villarrica is a basaltic to basaltic-andesite openvent

stratovolcano

showing persistent gas plume

emission and bubble-burst activity. This activity takes
place at the surface of a lava pond located a few tens of
meters below the crater rim. In order to study the relation
between gas fluxes and volcanic activity, we have
combined SO2 flux measurements, visual observations of
the lava pond, and seismic data collected at a shortperiod seismic station 3.7 km NW of the volcano. The
gas data was obtained with Flyspec UV spectrometers by
doing traverses around the volcano and measuring the
gas plume directly from the crater rim. We applied new
field methodologies to get high resolution time series of
the outgassing at the vent.
During periods with higher levels of activity, a
good correlation is found between higher SO2 fluxes and
RSAM values. Four different styles of bubble bursting
have been identified: seething magma, strombolian
explosions, gas jetting, and small lava fountains. The first
is continuous in time, whereas the last three are discrete
events. This integrated analysis shows that, at different
time scales, the amount and style of outgassing correlate

method used to assess the hazards and risks they
pose. The pyroclastic flows are largely produced by
gravitational collapse of the lava dome and to a lesser
extent by column collapse. The semi-empirical
computer code PYROFLOW (GRL, 25,3677-3680)
provides an aerial

mapping of the runout of the

block-and-ash part of the flow together with that of
the orthogonal surge flows. A library of model
parameters that provide acceptable fits to a series of
mapped reference flows from the 1995-1998 episode
is taken to be representative of each 1 km increment
of runout. This library, together with the observed
frequency-runout (magnitude) distribution is used in a
Monte Carlo scheme to simulate the long-term
probability of pyroclastic flow inundation. This is run
over a DEM of the volcano by devising an
appropriate weighting of flows from each of the four
main pyroclastic flow “sources”. This weighting is
calculated from an analysis of the direction of flows
and dome growth throughout the eruption. Flows
longer than 6-7 km have entered the sea and so there
is

no

reference

flow

to

simulate.

However,

extrapolation does give an indication of the character

with tremor amplitude as well as visual observations of
12
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of these largest flows that can be used for hazard

Detachment/generation of an overriding ash cloud

assessment.

surge is extremely likely at this location. The ash
cloud surge will be more able to travel over the

2.5 Implications of long-term changes in valley
geomorphology on pyroclastic flow hazards

with the potential for significant damage and loss of
life.

A. J. Stinton1,*, M.F., Sheridan1
1

surface of the debris fan and enter the City of Baños,

University at Buffalo, Department of Geology, 876 Natural

Sciences, Buffalo, NY 14260 USA

2.6 The Communication of Volcanic Risk in two

astinton@geology.buffalo.edu

contrasting Eastern Caribbean Islands – Dominica

In order to gain insight into the geomorphic
evolution of a valley repeatedly affected by pyroclastic

and St Vincent
1

flows, and into the effects of the geomorphic changes on

Sian Crosweller*, 1 Jenni Barclay, 1 Peter Simmons,
2

Richard Robertson

pyroclastic flow hazards, detailed topographic and

1

stratigraphic mapping in the lower 3 km of the Vazcún

Anglia, Norwich, NR4 7TJ

Valley on the NE flank of Volcán Tungurahua in

Contact: s.crosweller@uea.ac.uk; Tel: +44(0)1603 591343

(Ecuador) has been carried out. Deposits in the Vazcún

2

Valley record activity from the last 2000 years. During

Augustine, Trinidad, W.I.

School of Environmental Sciences, University of East

Seismic Research Unit, University of the West Indies, St

this time, significant changes in the geomorphology of

The communication of information regarding

the valley have occurred. Two sets of terraces can be

risks related to volcanoes has been an on-going

seen in the lower 1-2 km of the valley, which grade into a

process in the Caribbean islands through a number of

small debris fan at the mouth of the valley. The two sets

different sources including the government, the local

of terraces formed during periods of frequent activity

scientific team at the Seismic Research Unit (SRU),

separated by a long period of quiescence during which

and the Red Cross. However, the overall effectiveness

the Río Vazcún eroded a 40 m deep channel down to the

of communication efforts has never been formally

previous base level. Shorter periods of erosion likely

evaluated, and therefore it is unknown whether the

followed each eruption. The pyroclastic flows from

intended messages are being delivered in a way that

historical eruptions appear to have been largely contained

has any meaning to the audience.

within the channel cut through the Upper Terraces and

This paper will discuss work conducted in the

debris fan, forming the Lower Terrace located upstream

Caribbean region with this aim in mind. Two

from the head of the debris fan. Thin deposits exposed

contrasting islands have been used – one with recent

within the city of Baños are mostly like related to ash

experience of a volcanic eruption (St Vincent) and

cloud surges that have detached from the main flows as

one without any (Dominica). An initial field season

they became impeded in the channel. The lower reaches

last summer involved interviews with the key

of the present channel of the Rio Vazcún is very sinuous

communicators mentioned above, and with local

and deeply incised between the two sets of terraces. This

residents in high risk volcanic zones, as determined

will severely impeded the mobility of pyroclastic flows

by the SRU. This data has been analysed using a

resulting

qualitative text analysis package (NVivo) to code for

in

the

formation

of

thick

deposits.

themes, which gives an idea of the existing
13
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knowledge

and

awareness

of

volcanic

hazard

range of possible isotope systems. In particular, Li

information, where misconceptions lie, and, perhaps

has a behaviour appropriate for use as a tracer of

most importantly, some insights as to why people might

recycling.

frame the hazard as they do. Results highlighting some

reconnaissance of ocean island basalts, that show a

key differences between the populations will be

notable variability in 7Li from ~3-10‰.

discussed, along with an outline of the second phase of

represents a trend from values typical of peridotites

field work. This should allow for alterations to be made

and normal MORB to much heavier values. It thus

to the current communication strategies in order to make

appears that recycled material is widespread in the

them better suited the needs of the recipient populations

mantle. The heaviest values are evident in basalts

in the future.

from locations that also have extreme radiogenic

We

present

data

from

a

wide

This

isotopic signatures (although reassuringly not Sao

3. Deciphering Magma Source Regions and
Components

Miguel).

Yet unlike the existing paradigm, the

prevalent heavy Li isotopic signature suggests the
influence of a component other than recycled crust
itself. Although still based on limited analyses, it is

3.1 Robust tracers of recycled crust in the sources of

thought that dehydrated, deep subducted crustal
material itself becomes isotopically light.

ocean islands

An

appealing origin for the isotopically heavy Li

Tim Elliott

component is instead mantle, enriched by subduction

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol

Radiogenic isotopes have long been used to infer
recycled components in mantle derived basalts. Extreme

zone processes but down-dragged together with the
subducting plate.

compositions in Nd and Pb isotopes, for example, have
been taken to identify contributions in ocean island basalt
sources from recycled sedimentary and dehydrated,
altered basaltic crust respectively.

A detailed re-

examination of basalts from Sao Miguel, Azores, which
contain
signature,

a

purported
however,

sediment-influenced
suggests

that

our

isotopic
common

assumptions about the cause of such isotopic variability
can be poorly calibrated. The markedly radiogenic Sr
and unradiogenic Nd, coupled with anomalously high
207

Pb/204Pb (for their

206

Pb/204Pb) in Sao Miguel basalts

appear to reflect ancient enrichment rather than sediment
addition. This highlights the need for more robust tracers
of recycling.

Stable isotopes should provide less

equivocal fingerprints of material that once resided close
to the surface.

The advent of multi-collector plasma

3.2 Adakite-like ignimbrites of Peru: deciphering
their origin
B. Coldwell, J. Clemens, N. Petford, P. Murphy
Kingston University, Penrhyn Road, Kingston-UponThames, London, KT1 2EE
(b.coldwell@kingston.ac.uk)
The Yungay and Fortaleza ignimbrites found
in the Cordillera Blanca (9°S) are characterised by
strong depletions in Y, Yb and HREE’s (La/Yb 3040, Sr/Y 80-100, Na2O>5wt %), with Mg numbers
ranging from 10-50. These data differ significantly
from Cretaceous and Eocene lavas in western Peru,
which show classic arc signatures of high-Mg, LILEenriched calc-alkaline compositions. Ar-Ar dating on
Yungay mineral separates gives an age range of 6.4-

mass-spectrometers has made more accessible a wide
14
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6.2±0.1 Ma, while K-Ar dates on the Fortaleza puts them

3.3 High-Nb basalt, or just plain old basalt? The

at 4.94±0.2 Ma. Both ignimbrites were erupted in the

importance of Nb-rich basalts in SE Asian

Quecha III period, coincident with abnormal crustal

subduction zones

thickening (>50km), rapid exhumation and shallowing of

Colin G. Macpherson1, Kai Kim Chiang2, Robert

the subducting Nazca Plate from c. 30° to c. 5°. This

Hall2

poses questions over a potential source region for the

1 - Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham.

ignimbrite melts: thick underplated lower crust or

Geology, Royal Hollway University of London.

oceanic slab melt.
Equivalent chemical compositions found in the
adjacent Cordillera Blanca Batholith (CBB) show
formation through melt of underplated mafic crust. The
Yungay ignimbrites and the CBB are found on either side
of the Cordillera Blanca Fault (CBF). Both appear to
have exploited this deep crustal lineament, implying a
common structural link between their source regions. In
an attempt to constrain the source material for the
ignimbrites, geochemical modeling has been performed.
15-25%

melting

of

a

garnet

amphibolite

(gnt/amph/cpx/plag: 15/40/30/15) source will produce
the Yungay characteristics. The initial material shows
lower crustal affinities and no similarity to Pacific
MORB. Radiogenic isotopes support this (87Sr/86Sr
0.70545 and

143

2 - Southeast Asia Research Group, Department of

Nd/144Nd 0.51257). Oxygen isotopes

indicate no significant hydrothermal alteration or
assimilation of mature continental crust (δ18O Qtz 9.26‰
to 10.2‰, δ18O Bt 5.92-7.15‰). Mineral pair (Qtz-Bt)
oxygen isotope equilibria suggest eruption temperatures
of >900°C, consistent with partial melt of lower crust due
to periodic influx of mantle-derived basalt. Despite the
fact that the flat Nazca slab is a superficially compelling
source region, Late Miocene/Early Pliocene adakite-like
magmas in Peru are not slab melts. It thus follows that
the presence of generic adakite is not a definitive
indicator of subduction, either now or in the past.

Low concentrations of High Field Strength
Elements (HFSE) and their depletion relative to Large
Ion Lithophile Elements (LILE) and Rare Earth
Elements (REE) are characteristic of most subduction
zone magmas. Some subduction zones, however,
have generated basaltic rocks in which HFSE are
abundant and only mildly depleted, or even enriched,
relative to the LILE and HFSE. These “high-Nb
basalt” have been attributed either to (i) low degree
melts derived from beneath the slab, or (ii) mantle
wedge metasomatised by partial melts of subducted
basaltic crust. Neither model is consistent with
compositions and spatial distributions of high-Nb
basalts from Sabah, NE Borneo. First, the mantle
source of the Sabah basalts is isotopically similar to
high-Nb basalts from the southern Philippines, the
western Philippines and Hainan Island, China,
requiring a regionally available source. This is highly
unlikely to result from mantle metasomatism by slab
melts. Second, the Sabah rocks are part of a NE-SW
aligned

Late-Miocene

to

Pliocene

low-volume

magmatic event affecting several parts of Borneo.
Basement

fabrics

display

similar

orientations

suggesting that the lithosphere plays a key role in
determining the locus of magmatism. Either the
sources of high-Nb basalts reside in the lithospheric
mantle, or they represent a regional component of the
convecting

mantle

that

exploits

lithospheric

structures. In either case, the creation of the high-Nb
basalt

source

appears

to

be

independent

of
15
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recent/active subduction. Such mantle may melt when

support a contamination origin for low δ18O

subduction induces stress in the arc lithosphere, but

elsewhere in Iceland.

melting may also result from other mechanisms.

Snæfellsnes lavas yield δ18Ool (+4.6 ± 0.13‰,2sd,

Furthermore, these sources can remain relatively

N=9) in the west where the lavas were regarded to be

undisturbed through the lifetime of a subduction zone.

uncontaminated mantle melts [3].

Despite being

alkaline, Snæfellsnes basalts have Sr-Nd signatures
3.4 Do Icelandic alkaline basalts really show normal

[1]. Like most Icelandic lavas, they have low K/Nb,

δ18O?
Christina J Manning*, Matthew F Thirlwall and Dave

indicating that they are derived by small degree
partial melting of low δ18O enriched Icelandic mantle.

Lowry
Geology Dept, Royal Holloway University of London, Egham,

[1] Thirlwall et al. GCA 68, 43. [2] Mattey et al.
EPSL 128, 231. [3] Sigmarsson et al. EPSL 110, 149.

Surrey. TW20 0EX

A low δ18O mantle source has been proposed to
generate at least some of the low δ18O in Icelandic basalts
[1].

very similar to low δ18O enriched Reykjanes tholeiites

[4] Hemond et al. JGR 98, 15833. [5] Thirlwall Chem
Geol 139, 51.

Using laser flourination (LF) on olivine, normal

mantle δ18O (+5.2 ± 0.3‰, [2]) was only observed in
highly incompatible element depleted lavas. However

3.5 High 3He/4He depleted mantle? Insights from

using conventional flourination, normal mantle values

high 3He/4He in West Greenland

have also been reported for the only Icelandic alkaline

*Natalie A. Starkeya,b, Finlay M. Stuartb, Robert M.

lavas (Vestmannaejyar and Snæfellsnes, [3,4]). δ18OWR

Ellamb, J. Godfrey Fittona & Lotte M. Larsenc

has been shown to decrease Northwards along the
Southern Volcanic Zone [3], thought to reflect mixing
18

between alkali basalts with normal mantle δ O and low

a

Grant Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Edinburgh,

Edinburgh. EH9 3JW, UK

18

δ O crustally contaminated tholeiites. This is not easily

b

18

reconciled with the low δ Ool (+4.2‰ [1]) in enriched
Reykjanes Peninsula lavas.
Vestmannaejyar lavas yield normal mantle LF δ18Ool
values (+5.0 ± 0.2‰, 2sd, N=13). Compared with low
δ18O Fe-Ti basalts on the nearby mainland, their alkaline
character is only visible in elevated K and Na. Other
incompatible elements are similar at constant MgO,
resulting in high K/Nb ratios (~260 ≈ normal mantle).
Low K/Nb in most basalts from Iceland cannot be due to
crustal contamination as K/Nb decreases northward along
the Reykjanes Ridge, reflecting recycled ocean crust in
the mantle source [5]. Hence they are not derived from
normal Icelandic mantle, and their normal δ18Ool does not

Isotope Geosciences Unit, SUERC, East Kilbride. G75

0QF, UK
c

GEUS, Thoravej 8, DK-2400 Copenhagen NV, Denmark

New

3

He/4He

ratios

measured

in

melt

inclusions in olivine phenocrysts of 11 picritic
Tertiary basalts from West Greenland show 3He/4He
ratios that extend to much higher values than those
previously reported for this sub-province of the North
Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP). These ratios, up
to ~50Ra, are as high as those found from
contemporaneous lava flows on Baffin Island, and
join Baffin Island in being the highest ratios found
globally. Here we couple these He isotopic ratios
with new Sr, Nd and Pb isotope ratios and major and
16
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trace elements for the West Greenland picrites and

dolomite lapilli. Outstanding common features are

compare these data to published and new Baffin Island

euhedral chrome spinels, and a high temperature,

data.

The West Greenland picrites display a distinct

platy habit of the dolomite crystals. In all cases, the

diversion from the Proto-Iceland Plume (PIP) trend

sparse interstitial residuum is potassic (possibly de-

defined previously by Baffin Island and other NAIP

vitrified glass) and in Spain and France the Cr

basalts.

3

4

The PIP trend implies that high He/ He is

spinels are zoned to high Ti rims, analogous to those

present in mantle that is as depleted as NMORB source.

in high temperature kimberlites. Immiscible dolomite

3

4

However, the high He/ He (>40 Ra) West Greenland
picrites have

143

144

and silicate (nephelinite) glass, in France, is the first

Nd/ Nd from 0.512910 to 0.513075.

ever example, and with other differences between the

The effect of crustal contamination remains to be

provinces, can be used in building an initial picture

3

4

assessed, but it now appears possible that high He/ He is
not associated with a discrete high

143

144

Nd/ Nd end-

relating

source

depths/compositions,

geothermal

gradients, and degrees of melting.

member. The high 3He/4He remains consistent with

Experiments have long predicted that dolomite

binary mixing between primitive and depleted mantle

should be the initial melt from carbonated mantle

143

144

Nd/ Nd

below 70 km, and for the first time fresh constraints

variation of the high 3He/4He end reflects depleted

are emerging from the multi-component natural

mantle

system.

sources, although it may be possible that

heterogeneity.

Interestingly,

the

Baffin

Island/West Greenland dataset divides into relatively

Bearing in mind the differences between the

depleted and relatively enriched groups with no obvious

European (20-0 Ma) and Zambian (120-80 Ma)

3

4

relationship to melt fraction. The high He/ He basalts

provinces (including lithosphere structures, history,

straddle ∆Nb = 0 indicating that early NAIP magmatism

and tectonics) their common features indicate that

tapped

dolomite melts in the mantle are in equilibrium with

both

MORB-

and

Icelandic-like

mantle

compositions that do not co-exist beneath Iceland today.

chromite, and contain small amounts of K-Al-Si melt
(with virtual absence of Na). Contemporaneous

3.6 Extensive carbonate volcanism in Spain and
France: new insights from the dolomite eruptions.
Ken Bailey and Stuart Kearns
Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Queens Road, Bristol,
BS8 1RJ, U.K.

activity in Spain and France (1000 km apart, on either
side of the Pyrenees) raises questions of: how
extensive are the potential source regions; how and
when were the sources metasomatised; and what was
the intra-plate triggering dynamic? As the European

In 2003 there were 49 recorded carbonate

activity has been known for 200 years, while the

volcanoes world-wide, but discoveries in central Spain

carbonate volcanism has lain unrecognised, this may

(2004) and central France (2005) have more than

be just the beginning of a revolution.

quadrupled the total. Only one case of dolomite eruptions

Watch this space.

directly from source was previously known (Zambia) so
that dolomites in the new provinces provide the first
opportunity for comparing the mantle characteristics.
Eruptions are fragmental: typically with rounded
17
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demonstrate that the crystalline nodules give a clear

4. Unravelling Igneous Textures

picture of the latest stages of solidification in slowly
cooled mafic plutons. They demonstrate that a highly
4.1 Textures in partially solidified crystalline nodules:
a window into the pore structure of slowly cooled
mafic intrusions.
Marian B. Holness1, Alfred T. Anderson2, Victoria M.
Martin3, John Maclennan1, Emma Passmore4 & Kathleen

permeable network of intersecting melt films, lenses
and pockets may promote in situ crystallisation in the
solidifying mush, explaining the common presence of
adcumulates in such intrusions.

Schwindinger2
1. Dept Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, Downing

4.2 Reactive Symplectite Formation as Tracers of
Late-Stage liquids: The Skaergaard Intrusion.

Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ
2. Dept Geophysical Sciences, University of Chicago, 5734 S.

*Gemma Stripp1, Marian Holness1 and Ilya Veksler2

Ellis Ave., Chicago IL 60637, USA

1. Dept. Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, Downing

3. Dept. Earth Sciences, University of Durham, Durham DH1

Street, Cambridge.

3LE

2. GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Telegrafenberg, D-

4. School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh , West

14473 Potsdam, Germany.

Information on the last melts present during

Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JW

Abundant grain-boundary melt-filled porosity is

solidification of mafic cumulates are recorded at grain

present in coarse-grained, glass-bearing, crystalline

boundaries. Novel observations of grain boundaries in

gabbroic and peridotitic nodules entrained and erupted in

mafic cumulates from the Skaergaard Intrusion may

lavas from Iceland, Santorini and Mauna Loa (Hawaii),

shed light on liquid movement during the last stages

even when the total porosity is < few vol%. The melt

of solidification in the crystal mush. Previously

films have thickness varying from a few microns to a few

undescribed mafic symplectites are widespread in the

tens of microns, and are associated with strings of small

Skaergaard Layered Series, and comprise vermicular

lensoid

the

intergrowths of plagioclase and a combination of

impingement of non-planar growth faces. Additional

olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene, which

porosity occurs as extensive pockets adjacent to included

spread outwards from grain boundaries, commonly

grains within oikocrysts and as large triangular pockets

replacing primocrystic plagioclase. Similar ol-plag

formed by impingement of planar-sided grains. The

intergrowths (but with volumetrically more olivine)

primary nature of this porosity is demonstrated by the

replace clinopyroxene primocrysts. Symplectites are

nucleation and growth of interstitial material and the

not restricted to a particular mineral pair; they grow

irregularity of melt film thickness along a single grain

between all cumulus phases, along grain boundaries

boundary. Pore geometry is consistent with a dominant

and at plagioclase triple junctions. Symplectites occur

control by crystal growth during solidification, with little

sporadically throughout the lower parts of the

or no evidence for control by minimisation of internal

Skaergaard stratigraphy, increase significantly in

energies driven by textural equilibration. Similarities

volumetric importance in Lower Zone b, are very

between the distribution of melt in the crystalline nodules

common in the Middle Zone, and disappear in UZ.

and that of late-stage, interstitial phases in fully solidified

Symplectite plagioclase is more An-rich than adjacent

mafic cumulates from the Rum and Skaergaard intrusions

primocrystic plagioclase, and has higher FeOtot. The

grain

boundary

pockets

formed

by
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ol/opx/cpx vermicules are also Fe-rich compared to

preferred orientations of platy and tabular mineral

adjacent cumulus phases, and evolve to more Fe-rich

grains. In other layered mafic intrusions, such fabrics

compositions along their growth direction. Symplectite

have traditionally been attributed to primary magma

bulk compositions are inconsistent with closed-system

chamber processes such as crystal-rich density

reaction between adjacent primocrysts. We suggest their

currents at a magma-crystal mush interface or to in

eutectoid-like textures resulted from co-crystallization of

situ crystallization.

symplectite minerals, together with reaction of adjacent

AMS fabrics in both intrusions are dominantly

primocrysts, due to the presence of reactive late-stage

controlled by magnetite grains, and for each intrusion,

residual liquids on grain boundaries and at triple

the planar component of the AMS fabric consistently

junctions. Symplectite bulk chemistry is Fe-rich and the

parallels the mineral lamination observed in the field.

composition of the symplectic plagioclase is inconsistent

The Ardnamurchan gabbros are characterized by

with growth from a liquid evolving along Bowen’s silica

triaxial anisotropies, within which the magnetic

enrichment trend. We suggest symplectites grew from a

lineation is consistently oriented downdip on foliation

reactive Fe-rich liquid out of equilibrium with the

planes, whereas the Druim Hain layered gabbros have

adjacent cumulus assemblage – a possible source of such

very strongly oblate anisotropies that have very

fluid is the physical separation of immiscible evolved

poorly

melts. Symplectite distribution suggests this liquid

lineations.

defined

(effectively

absent)

magnetic

occurred rarely in the crystal mush at the base of the

Integrating the magnetic fabric, crystal size

intrusion, but became increasingly important in the

distribution and mineral-chemical datasets leads to

Middle Zone. The absence of symplectites in the upper

contrasting models of fabric formation for each

reaches of the intrusion may point to dominance of the

intrusion that 1) involve primary processes such as

Si-rich liquid as fractionation proceeded.

magmatic sedimentation (Ardnamurchan) and 2) in
situ crystallization (Druim Hain) at an early stage in

4.3 Mineral lamination development in layered mafic
rocks of the British Palaeogene Igneous Province: A
combined magnetic fabric, textural and mineralchemical study
B O’Driscoll1*, C.T. E. Stevenson2, V.R. Troll1
1

Department of Geology, Museum Building, Trinity College,

the cumulate mush pile. The textural data and
anorthite content zoning profiles of plagioclase
crystals for both intrusions also suggest that
postcumulus processes such as crystal ripening were
locally significant in modifying primary cumulate
textures and fabrics in each intrusion.

Dublin 2, Ireland.
2

School of Geography, Earth, and Environmental Sciences,

University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK.

Magmatic layering in the ‘Fluxion gabbro ringintrusions’ of the Palaeogene Ardnamurchan igneous
centre and in the Druim Hain layered gabbro of the Isle

4.4 Crystal-Scale Records of Late-Stage Melt
Infiltration
Sides, RE *, Holness, M B
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge,
Downing Street, Cambridge (res42@cam.ac.uk)

of Skye igneous centre (both in NW Scotland) is
frequently associated with remarkably well-developed
layer parallel foliations, typically defined by planar

Modification of the crystal pile by late stage
melt infiltration can play an important role in
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cumulate evolution. We present the results of a study of

compacting peridotite resulted in gabbro ponding at

cumulates from the Rum Layered Suite, northwest

the base of the overlying allivalite if it were cooler

Scotland. This Paleocene layered complex can be

than the gabbro solidus. If the allivalite were

subdivided into the Eastern Layered, Western Layered

sufficiently hot, however, pervasive, interfacial

and Central Intrusions. The Eastern Layered Intrusion,

energy-driven infiltration of the gabbro occurred

ELI, is composed of 16 macro units, each comprising a

along grain boundaries of the allivalite.

lower peridotite and upper allivalite (troctolite and
gabbro). This study concentrates on Unit 10 of the ELI.
The 20m thick allivalite of Unit 10 contains
cumulus olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene together

Tait SR (1985) Fluid dynamics and geochemical evolution
of cyclic unit 10. Rhum, Eastern Layered Series. Geol Mag
122:469–484

with variable amounts of interstitial clinopyroxene.
Cumulus grains of clinopyroxene have elongate, cuspate

4.5 Crustal contamination and the generation of

extensions along adjacent plagioclase-plagioclase grain

voluminous felsic magmas: Isotopic constraints on

boundaries and are associated with highly cuspate grains

the early evolution of the Palaeocene Rum igneous

of interstitial clinopyroxene found at plagioclase triple

centre.
*1

junctions. Some of these cuspate, triple-point grains

G.R. Nicoll (gnicoll@tcd.ie) V.R. Troll1, C.H.

contain intergrown olivine. Low pyroxene-plag-plag

Donaldson2, R.M. Ellam3, C.H. Emeleus4

dihedral angles (~ 60˚), together with the smoothly

1

curved boundaries of the extensions and triple-point

College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland

grains are consistent with their origin as pseudomorphs
of texturally equilibrated grain boundary melt. These
features disappear above 9m stratigraphic height in the
allivalite. A sharp increase in median pyroxene-plag-plag
dihedral angle occurs at this level. Two step-wise

2

Dept. of Geology, School of Natural Science, Trinity

School of Geosciences, University of St Andrews, St

Andrews KY16 9AL, Scotland
3

S.U.E.R.C., Rankine Avenue, East Kilbride, G75 0QF,

Scotland
4

Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Durham, Durham

DHI 3LE, England

compositional fronts (comprising changes in Cr and Ni

The Isle of Rum, one of the main igneous

contents of olivine and clinopyroxene primocrysts) occur

centres within the British-Irish Palaeocene Igneous

below the step-change in dihedral angle.

Province, is bound by an elliptical ring fault, 12km

Following the preliminary work of Tait (1985), we

across. Enclosed within this fault are the remnants of

interpret these features as the signature of upwards-

an early felsic phase, consisting of extrusive

infiltrating melts. The step-change in dihedral angle

rhyodacitic ignimbrites (>100m thick, >10km3) and

represents the furthest point of penetration by the

various dacitic to rhyolitic shallow-level intrusions

infiltrating melt. The two stepwise compositional

(16km2), all located in close proximity to the ring

changes, or reaction fronts, record chemical re-

fault. This early felsic phase of activity is cross-cut by

equilibration with the infiltrating melt. Localised, metre-

ultrabasic and basic intrusions that make up the

scale bodies of coarse-grained, non-laminated, gabbro at

famous Layered Suite. Pre-dating both phases is the

the base of the allivalite are consistent with the source of

intrusion of a very coarse gabbro, now preserved as

the infiltrating fluid being the underlying peridotite.

large blocks within some of the felsic intrusions. Pb

Expulsion of late-stage interstitial melts from the
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isotope ratios (206Pb/204Pb 18.32,

Pb/204Pb 38.1)

of chemical interaction have also been documented.

suggest this gabbro to be derived from a similar material

In this work we perform a quantitative analysis of

to the proposed North Atlantic End Member [1]

flow banding textures occurring in carbonatite-silicate

206

207

( Pb/ Pb 17.4

208

208

204

Pb/ Pb 37.5). The voluminous felsic

pairs, applying a method based on drop deformation

rocks, in turn, shows a strong involvement of crustal

theory, in order to constrain the mechanisms of

material with isotopic data implying an initial 10-20 %

magmatic interaction and flow banding formation.

contamination of mantle-derived magmas by a granulite-

Parameters

like material, previously not seen on Rum, followed by

compared to those of synthetic textures, obtained by

50-80 % upper crustal contamination by Lewisian

simulating the ‘stretching and folding’ process which

87

86

inferred

from

natural textures are

Sr/ Sr isotope data from lobate

forms flow-banding. Results have shown that a

inclusions and basaltic margins to some of the felsic

decrease in surface tension with time would more

intrusions, indicate mantle-like values, whereas others

likely allow the system to develop flow banding, and

show varying levels of crustal contamination (0.7029 -

surface tension decay can be attained by miscible

0.7140). The combined evidence from the early gabbro

interaction between the carbonate and the silicate

intrusions, basaltic inclusions and the felsic rocks lead us

magmas.

amphibolite gneiss.

to propose a model for felsic magma generation in which
basic and ultrabasic intrusions at depth, migrating
towards the surface, heat and partially melt the
surrounding crust, giving rise to a voluminous, but
ultimately short-lived episode of felsic magmatism.

4.6 Flow Banding in Carbonatite-Silicate Pairs:
Constraints from quantitative textural analysis and
implications for liquid miscibility
L. Valentini* & K. R. Moore
Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, National University
of Ireland, Galway. Email: l.valentini1@nuigalway.ie

The occurrence of carbonatite-silicate pairs has
long been studied, by using mostly petrological and
geochemical analyses, with the intent of assessing their
origin. Models have been proposed that relate such
associations to the interaction of either immisciblyseparated magmas or unrelated magmas that came into
contact at some stage during ascent. Textural analysis has
provided several lines of evidence that suggest liquid
immiscibility between carbonate and silicate melts,
though textures suggesting the occurrence of some extent
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processes. Addition of crustal melts, however,

5. Magmatic roots and routes

generates compositional variation within the upper
crust.
5.1 Melt mixing under Iceland
John Maclennan
5.2 The Importance of Differentiation During the

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, CB2

Ascent of Primitive Magmas.

3EQ

Stephen Blake1, Colin J.N. Wilson2 and Ian E.M.

The compositions of basaltic lava samples and

Smith2

olivine-hosted melt inclusions from Iceland and other
stretches of the mid-ocean ridge system are now known
to vary widely on small lengthscales. Such variability is
thought to reflect either short-scale heterogeneity of the
mantle entering the melting region under ridges or
progressive fractional melting of a single homogeneous
mantle source. In a typical area, the observed range of
erupted basalt trace element compositions is less than
that of melt inclusions hosted in the flows, and the range
of melt inclusion compositions is, in turn, narrower than
that predicted for the instantaneous liquids of fractional
melting models. These observations indicate that mixing
of mantle melts is an important process in the
petrogenesis of basalt. A new and detailed set of melt
inclusion and whole-rock data from the active rift zones
of Iceland can be used to better understand the nature of
the mixing process. This data confirms that mixing is
concurrent with cooling and crystallisation and indicates
that convective stirring within magma chambers is an
important element of the mixing. A method of
quantification of the extent of mixing has been developed
and used to estimate the relative rates of mixing and
cooling. Such information can be used to place fresh
constraints on the characteristics of magma chambers
under mid-ocean ridges. Thermobarometric results
indicate that extensive mixing takes place in the
uppermost mantle and lower crust: magmas which have
been

stored

compositional

within

the

variation

mid-crust
associated

show
with

little
mantle

1

Department of Earth Sciences, The Open University,

Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, UK s.blake@open.ac.uk
2

Geology Department, Auckland University, PB 92019,

Auckland 1142, New Zealand

Magmas that are in chemical equilibrium with
the mantle residues of partial melting are exceedingly
rare. Even many basalts containing mantle xenoliths
have Mg#s that are too low to be primary magmas,
implying differentiation at mantle depths. We argue
that this differentiation takes place rapidly during
ascent (over hours to days) rather than slowly during
storage in magma chambers (centuries to millennia,
or longer). Our evidence comes from small,
compositionally zoned alkali basalt centres in the
Auckland Volcanic Field, New Zealand. For example,
the Crater Hill eruption (0.01 km3) produced a
sequence of pyroclastic deposits and lava that
changed systematically in Mg# from 59 to 67,
explicable by fractional crystallization of cpx at > ca.
1 GPa of a parent magma generated at 2.5-3 GPa. The
similar densities of the magmas indicate that they did
not become zoned in a magma chamber. Instead, we
propose

a

general

model

in

which

magma

differentiates while rising to the surface in a dyke.
The first parcel of primary magma to leave its mantle
source region intrudes mantle that is slightly cooler
than the magma’s liquidus temperature. The small
thermal contrast is insufficient to quench the magma
but causes liquidus cpx to crystallise on the dyke
walls, leaving liquid that is the product of a small
22
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amount of high pressure fractional crystallization to

the entire TVZ, including the petrogenesis of the

ascend farther. This parcel of magma traverses still-

voluminous rhyolites.

cooler mantle, evolving along a polybaric liquid line of

Our aim is to study in detail, single eruptions

descent until it encounters lithosphere that is cold enough

that occurred over short time-scales (days, weeks or

to chill the dyke margin, rather than crystallize liquidus

months). In this way we differ from previous

phases. Above this point the magma rises without

approaches in which an event might be represented as

changing chemical composition. The passage of the

a single dot on a variation diagram. Here we report

earliest erupted magmas heats the wall rocks, so later

new geochemical data from a number of events on

magmas reach the surface having undergone less

Tongariro (Oturere Valley flow (< 10 ka) from Red

evolution than earlier ones, resulting in compositionally

Crater), Ruapehu (Ohakune Craters eruption (~ 30 ka)

zoned products.

and Rangataua eruption (~10 ka)) and Edgecumbe
(~3000 yr) volcanoes. We have collected multiple

5.3 Plumbing the Roots of Andesite Volcanoes:
Evidence from short-duration eruptions in the Taupo
Volcanic Zone, New Zealand.

samples from these events, where possible in the
context of volcano stratigraphy, in an attempt to
unravel the complexity of the andesite magma

Màiri Gardner*1; John Gamble1; Rob Ellam2; Richard

system. Further to our observations for the 1995/96

Price3 and Val Troll4

eruptions on Ruapehu Volcano (Gamble et al, 1999,

1 Department of Geology, NUI, University College Cork,
Ireland.
2 Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre, United

EPSL, 170, 301 – 314) we show significant variations
within these discrete eruption events.
For example the Oturere Valley flow of

Kingdom.

Tongariro flowed over 6 km and shows a range of

3 School of Science and Technology, University of Waikato,

SiO2 compositions from 60.5 to 63.2 wt%.

New Zealand.

oxide and incompatible trace elements (eg Rb, Ba,

4 Department of Geology, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland.

The Taupo Volcanic Zone of the Central North
Island, New Zealand is one of the most productive silicic
magmatic systems on Earth. Since its inception, around
12,000 – 15,000 km3 of rhyolite have been erupted,

SiO2-

Zr) plots invariably show linear, strongly correlated
trends. Contrasting with this, at Ohakune Craters,
samples collected with respect to stratigraphic
position are poorly correlated, evidently suggesting a
more complex history.

mainly as ignimbrite that now blankets much of the
Central Volcanic Region. Accordingly, much of the
underlying geology is obscured, including andesite
edifices that may be the essential precursors to
developing large silicic magma chambers in the crust.
Large active andesite volcanoes dominate the skyline
towards the southern extremity of TVZ and have
complex histories of construction and erosion, typically
over time frames of ~300 ka. Understanding how these
volcanoes work is vital to understanding magmatism in
23
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5.4 Consequences of the El Golfo giant landslide on

crystal populations. The last stage, involving steep

the volcanism of El Hierro Island, Canary

normal zonation at the rims of many augite and

Archipelago

olivine crystals may be attributed to a ‘sudden’

1

1

Marc-Antoine Longpré *, Valentin R. Troll , Thor H.
2

Hansteen
1

composition.

Department of Geology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2,

Ireland (longprem@tcd.ie)
2

change in the P-T conditions and/or the melt chemical

IFM-GEOMAR, Leibniz-Institut für Meereswissenschaften,

5.5 The Caledonian igneous rocks of Assynt –
towards a coherent story

Kiel, Germany

Dated between 15-134 ka, the El Golfo giant
landslide removed a 150-180 km3 sector of the volcanic
edifice of El Hierro, the youngest and westernmost of the
Canary Islands. Although no major volcanic edifice has
been established since the collapse, post-El Golfo
landslide volcanic vents concentrate at the base of the

Kathryn Goodenough1, Mike Fowler2, Ian Millar3,
Jane Evans3 and Ian Parsons4
1: British Geological Survey, Edinburgh kmgo@bgs.ac.uk
2: School of Earth and Environmental Science, University
of Portsmouth
3: NERC Isotope Geoscience Lab, Keyworth
4: School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh

collapse scarp while additonal eruptions occurred along

The Assynt Culmination of the Moine Thrust

the triaxial rift system of the island. Whilst pre-collapse

Zone is famous as a classic area for studying the

volcanics include relatively differentiated rocks (up to

structural features, such as thrusts and folds,

trachytes, SiO2 ~55 wt%, MgO ~1.5 wt%), a drastic

associated with collisional tectonics. However, it also

change in the volcanic regime is reflected in the post-

contains a suite of igneous rocks that includes two

collapse eruptions of crystal-rich (up to 60 volume %,

syenite plutons and a suite of abundant minor

with megacrysts up to 3 cm in size) lava flows and

intrusions, as well as Britain’s only example of a

pyroclastics (basanites, ankaramites, and picrites, SiO2

carbonatite. The compositions of the igneous rocks

<45 wt%, MgO = 6-15 wt%). Chemical thermobarometry

range from lamprophyres, through dioritic rocks, to

using augite and olivine (Fo 71-81) rims, fused

quartz-syenites, nepheline-syenites and rhyolites.

groundmass, and whole rock compositions of pre- and

This range of compositions is more commonly

post-collapse

samples indicates that crystallisation

associated with areas of continental rifting, although

mostly occurred in the uppermost mantle at pressures and

there are analogies in other compressional zones,

temperatures in the range of 5-11 kbar and 1120-1250°C,

most notably Tibet. The intrusions were not emplaced

respectively. Most volcanics include several crystal

as one pulse of magmatism; some can be shown to

populations, including complex normal and reverse

pre-date movement on thrusts, whilst others post-date

zonation patterns. Narrow outer rims (last ~20 µm) of the

deformation, and so a complex magmatic history can

augite and olivine crystals commonly show a sharp

be established.

decrease in Mg# (from ~80 to ~70). We propose that the

As part of the BGS re-mapping of the Assynt

decompression of the magma plumbing system following

area, a number of unanswered questions about the

the El Golfo giant lateral collapse may have triggered

igneous rocks have been addressed. We have studied

rapid ascent of melts stored at depth, causing mixing of

the relatively poorly known minor intrusions, in order

multiple magma batches and the aggregation of their

to try and understand their relationship to the alkaline
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plutonic suite. We have also focused on trying to obtain

some trends can be explained by bulk contamination,

precise dates for both minor and major intrusions, both in

the rhyolites (87Sr/86Sr 0.7098-0.7100) lie within the

order to more clearly understand the magmatic history,

basalt/basaltic-andesite

and to constrain the timing of deformation. At the same

fractionation after initial contamination. In contrast,

time, on-going university research into other intrusions

older microgranite at the centre (87Sr/86Sr 0.7127)

along the Moine Thrust Zone has provided a clearer

seems to have incorporated partial melts of the

context for the Assynt rocks.

Silurian crust, rather than bulk material. K-rich

Past work on the Assynt intrusions has typically

basaltic-trachyandesites

range,

(87Sr/86Sr

suggesting

0.7198-0.7201)

thrown up more questions than answers, and there have

experienced further contamination by (high-K)

been a number of different theories about their

hornfelsed xenoliths (restite). Plagioclase phenocrysts

petrogenesis. As a result of the recent work, we now have

from the porphyritic basalt show An decreases with

a clearer picture of the temporal relationships of the

growth (An 91→ 34), with resorption surfaces

intrusions, as well as more extensive geochemical and

marking compositional steps, while matrix feldspar

isotopic data. This talk will present a review of these

has An 62→ 46. Micro-drilled Sr isotope analyses of

data, and suggest a petrogenetic model for this unusual

individual plagioclase zones show strong variation,

intrusion suite.

with high-An cores yielding both high (0.70700.7077) and low (0.7063-0.7067)

5.6 Late-stage cone-sheet intrusions at the
Carlingford Igneous Centre, Ireland: Variable styles
of contamination by a single crustal end-member.

87

Sr/86Sr compared

with low An rims, suggesting the presence of
xenocrystic cores.
Despite the involvement of just a single crustal

Fiona C. Meade1* , Valentin R. Troll1, Robert M. Ellam2,

contaminant, our data imply contamination was not

Laura Font3, Jane P. Chadwick1

straightforward, but rather a succession of variably

1. Department of Geology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2,

overprinted processes, including bulk contamination,

Ireland (meadef@tcd.ie),

contamination by crustal partial melts and the

2. Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre, East

remaining restite, xenocryst entrainment and post-

Kilbride, G75 0QF

contamination fractionation.

3. Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham, DH1
3LE

The final phase of magmatism at the Palaeogene
Carlingford Igneous Centre, is represented by a series of
aphyric to highly porphyritic basaltic cone-sheets with
subordinate rhyolite, basaltic-andesite and basaltictrachyandesite. We analysed these lithologies, and local
crust, for major and trace elements and whole-rock Sr,
Nd and Pb isotopes to assess magma-crust interaction.
Cone-sheet samples (87Sr/86Sr 0.7064-0.7201)
deviate markedly from mantle values towards local
Silurian siltstones (87Sr/86Sr 0.7144-0.7276). Although
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5.7 New ages for Siluro-Devonian magmatism in the

around the time of closure of the Iapetus Ocean and

SW Scottish Highlands: Timescales for volcanic-

its persistence for almost 20 myr suggests that it

plutonic activity

resulted from slab breakoff, as first hypothesised by
Atherton and Ghani (2002).

JC Neilson*1, BP Kokelaar2 & QG Crowley3
1

Joanne.Neilson@liv.ac.uk, 13 Cornhill Road, Aberdeen, AB25

Vigorous localized

crustal uplift occurred and our study indicates that the

2DF

Glencoe and Lorne volcanic remnants represent a

2

once far more extensive field of lavas and central

Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of

Liverpool, L69 3GP
3

volcanoes, which probably extended from Shetland to

NERC Isotope Geosciences Laboratory, Keyworth, NG12

Donegal.

5GG

U-Pb zircon dating of late Caledonian magmatic
rocks in the SW Scottish Highlands has produced six

6. Magma movement and eruption, and

new high-precision results. The uppermost dacite lava

its consequences

from near the top of the Lorne Lava Pile is 424.96 ± 0.65
Ma; the main body of the Rannoch Moor Pluton is
422.48 ± 0.47; the Glencoe Fault Intrusion from the
Gleann Charnan fault strand is 419.4 ± 4.8 Ma; the Clach
Leathad Pluton (formerly the northern lobe of the
Cruachan Intrusion) is 417.99 ± 0.46 Ma; the Cruachan
Intrusion, the main body of the Etive Pluton, is 414.96 ±
0.38 Ma; the Inner Starav Intrusion of the Etive Pluton is
408.12 ± 0.40 Ma.

The dates reveal that the late

Caledonian magmatic episode in this region lasted ≥18

6.1 The massive Dabbahu (Afar, 2005) rifting
episode.
Tim J Wright (1), Atalay Ayele (2), Roger Buck (3),
Juliet Biggs* (4), Eric Calais (5), Cindy Ebinger (6),
Ian Hamling* (1), Derek Keir (7), Elias Lewi (2),
Clive Oppenheimer (8), David Pyle (4), Anna Stork*
(4), Gezahegn Yirgu (2)
1. University of Leeds, UK; 2. University of Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia; 3. Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, US; 4.

myr, with voluminous andesitic volcanism largely

University of Oxford, UK; 5. University of Purdue, US; 6.

preceding centred-volcano and plutonic activity.

University of Rochester, US; 7. Royal Holloway, University

The

duration of volcanic-plutonic activity at the site of

of London, UK; 8. University of Cambridge, UK

Glencoe was ~4 myr and later at Etive, 20 km to the
Emplacement of the

Between 14 September and 8 October 2005,

100x20 km Etive Dyke Swarm lasted ~10 myr; it was

162 earthquakes (m_b >4) occurred within the ˜60 km

centred upon a volcano that formed at Etive and was

long Dabbahu magmatic segment of the Afar rift, a

ultimately obliterated by the Etive Pluton. We infer an

nascent seafloor spreading centre in stretched

underlying, progressively assembled, Southeast Lochaber

continental lithosphere. InSAR data show this was the

Batholith of greater areal extent than the plutons now

largest rifting event to have occurred subaerially in

exposed. We favour sustained occurrence of a ‘deep-

the era of satellite geodesy, with the entire magmatic

crustal hot zone’, and new Nd-Sr data (collaboration with

segment opening by up to 8 m, yet seismic

JG Fitton and MF Thirlwall) suggest that with time the

deformation can account for less than 10% of the

magmatism evolved to incorporate more and more crust.

observed

This enigmatic episode of intense magmatism initiated at

interferograms indicate basaltic magma was injected

southwest, apparently ~10 myr.

deformation.

Simple

models

of

the
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along a dyke between depths of 2 and 8 km,
3

function, N(t) = k.exp((t-t0)/τ), where τ and k are

corresponding to a total intrusion volume of ˜2.5 km .

constants that vary for each sequence; the parameter τ

Approximately 20% of the magma was sourced from

defines a characteristic timescale for the acceleration.

shallow

Da’Ure

The total duration of each acceleration, T, is directly

stratovolcanoes at the northern end of the segment, where

dependent on τ. In addition, both τ and k are related

an explosive fissural eruption of rhyolitic pumice, ash

to the time-dependent background rate of VT

and lavas occurred on 26 September. Although

seismicity, nbr, according to an inverse power-law,

comparable in magnitude to the 1975-1984 Krafla

such that τ = 17(nbr)-0.71 and k = 42(nbr)-0.53. Most of

(Iceland) events, seismic and geodetic data suggest that

the remaining twenty-one pre-eruptive sequences

most of the Dabbahu dyke intrusion occurred in less than

occur at times of high background rates of VT

3 weeks. In October 2005, we installed 10 seismometers

seismicity, and so the duration of these accelerations

around the rift segment, which operated for up to 1 year.

is expected to be short, explaining why there is often

These were complemented in January 2006 by an array

limited warning times for many basaltic flank

of 10 continually recording GPS instruments. Here we

eruptions. These observations can be attributed to the

present

chambers

beneath

preliminary

Dabbahu

InSAR,

GPS,

response of a volcanic edifice to increases in magma

documenting

this

pressure and provide the basis for (1) improved

extraordinary event, and the ongoing response of the

forecasts of eruptions and (2) identifying practical

lithosphere and magmatic plumbing systems.

time-limits for initiating responses (e.g., evacuations)

seismology

and

results

from

and

petrology,

to a volcanic emergency.
6.2 Rates of volcano-tectonic seismicity before basaltic
flank eruptions

6.3 Seismicity at the Askja volcano and its

Andrew F. Bell* and Christopher R. J. Kilburn

surroundings, north Iceland

Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Earth Sciences Dept.,

Heidi Soosalu1, Clare Knox1*, Robert S. White1, Páll

UCL, Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT Email:

Einarsson2, Steinunn S. Jakobsdóttir3, Erik Sturkell2

a.bell@ucl.ac.uk

1

We present the results of an analysis of preeruptive seismicity at the basaltic volcanoes Kilauea and
Mauna Loa, Hawaii, and Mt. Etna, Sicily. Seven out of
the

twenty-eight

flank

eruptions

investigated

Bullard Laboratories, University of Cambridge, 2Institute

of Earth Sciences, University of Iceland, 3Icelandic
Meteorological Office. E-mail: hes51@cam.ac.uk

Askja is a nested caldera volcano at the Mid-

are

Atlantic plate boundary of north Iceland. It had its

preceded by periods of elevated rates of VT seismicity

latest eruption in 1961, since when it inflated until

exceeding 4 weeks in duration. Although the daily

1975 and subsequently has been continuously

earthquake rate during these periods of unrest fluctuates

deflating. We ran a 20-station broad-band seismic

strongly, the sequences are underlain by longer-term

network at Askja and its surroundings during July-

systematic accelerations in earthquake rate, most clearly

August

observed as accelerations in the cumulative number of

observations from the national seismic network, run

earthquakes as a function of time, N(t). These

by the Icelandic Meteorological Office, is used for a

accelerations are well characterised by an exponential

detailed study of the intriguing seismicity patterns of

2006.

This

dataset,

combined

with
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the Askja area. The earthquake activity can be divided

parameter P*slim is defined in order to quantify the

into three populations: 1) By far the most active area is

transition. The passive burst regime occurs for

an elongated belt stretching under the subglacially

P*slim<1, whereas bursts occurring at P*slim>1 must be

formed hyaloclastite mountains of Herdubreid and

dynamically

Herdubreidartögl to the north-east of Askja. These events

measured at burst in laboratory experiments (burst

typically occur in swarms, a few kilometres wide zone

‘effects’), and similar results from computational

and at depths of 2-7 km. They appear to occur along a

fluid dynamic modelling reveal the same trends when

few north-easterly oriented faults and have left-lateral

parameterised by P*slim. P*slim therefore offers a

strike-slip mechanisms. We assume that the major trigger

straight forward link between variations in observable

of this activity is stress-field changes in the plate

surface effects and the physical dynamics operating

boundary area. 2) At Askja, seismicity is mostly

within the system.

overpressured.

Physical

parameters

concentrated in a tight cluster at the eastern rim of its
caldera, centred at a depth of 5 km. These events are

6.5 Vulcanian explosion cycles: patterns and

likely related to geothermal activity there. 3) We have
discovered several surprisingly deep events for the
Icelandic spreading plate tectonic environment. These

predictability
Sebastian Watt, Tamsin Mather, David Pyle
University of Oxford, Department of Earth Sciences

events are observed in the vicinity of Askja, to the north

Repetitive and violent ‘Vulcanian’ explosion

and east of it, at depths of 16 to 34 km. They typically

sequences, are common hazards at many volcanoes.

have unusual waveforms, such as a large amount of low

Statistical analysis of such sequences forms the basis

frequencies and a long-duration coda. They may be

for forecasting models, and reveals the underlying

related to magmatic movements within the volcanic

explosive processes. We employ and develop a

system of Askja.

simple method to estimate statistical failure model
parameters, and test their applicability to Vulcanian

6.4 Bubbles and Bangs: Establishing a transition

explosion repose intervals and turbulent cloud

between passive bubble bursts and strombolian

heights. We find that no single statistical model

activity at basaltic magma volcanoes

describes such systems, but that most natural systems

Corder S.B.*, James M.R. and Lane S.J.,

are described either by a log-logistic model or by a

Department of Environmental Science, Lancaster University,
Lancaster LA1 4YQ s.corder@lancaster.ac.uk

Eruptive

activity

at

basaltic

Weibull model.
At Soufrière Hills, Montserrat, a log-logistic

volcanoes

model provides an excellent fit to the whole dataset of

encompasses a variety of styles ranging from relatively

repose intervals. At Anak Krakatau, Indonesia a more

quiescent gas “puffing” episodes to dynamic Strombolian

complex pattern is seen, with two distinct failure

explosions involving the ejection of gas and pyroclastic

modes operating at different timescales. A Weibull

material. Here, we present results from analogue

model best fits data above the median, which are

laboratory experiments carried out across a range of

those most useful for forecasting. At Sakurajima,

ambient pressures which highlight the transition between

Japan, a transition from a log-logistic model,

passive and dynamic burst regimes. A dimensionless

characterised by competing processes, to a simple28
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failure Weibull model is observed as activity intensifies.

continuum models can not accurately replicate this

This apparent transition in the failure regime from a log-

region. To answer this issue, we use a two layered

logistic model to one that is best approximated by a

approach to develop a model for the formation of a

Weibull, may occur as processes promoting failure

basal granular avalanche due to sedimentation from

overwhelm those dissipating pressure.

the ash cloud, as observed during an eruption column

Model fitting parameters may vary, even during an

collapse. The governing physics is described by depth

eruption, as at the Kameni Islands, Santorini, Greece.

averaged bulk continuum conservation equations,

This suggests the system does not behave consistently,

while the avalanche is assumed to be isothermal with

which may hinder future efforts at prediction. Magma

a constant density. These equations are solved using

rise rate and composition may be among important

the Finite Volume Method, with approximate

controls at Vulcanian explosive systems, and changes in

Riemann solvers to first order accuracy utilising the

these parameters may determine which statistical model

Godunov method. The sedimenting source from the

best describes them.

ash cloud is applied using a combined two stage

It cannot be concluded that any one failure model

Runge Kutta TRBDF2 method, maintaining stability

is superior or generally applicable, and assessment

in our results. Our model successfully illustrates the

should be based on individual volcanoes and eruptions,

formation, growth, runout and subsequent stopping

though these approaches may apply at any volcano

phase of a granular avalanche from a depth averaged

undergoing stationary explosive sequences. As an aid to

ash cloud, leading to a full two layer pyroclastic flow

future prediction it is important that data on individual

model suitable for use over complex topographies.

explosion timings are collected as accurately as possible,
to best resolve appropriate representation of a system.

7. Making Magma Flow

6.6 Application of granular column collapse physics
7.1 Earthquake excited crystal-rich magma

for modelling pyroclastic flows.
E. E. Doyle*1, A. J. Hogg2, H. M. Mader1, R. S. J.
Sparks1
1 - Centre for Environmental and Geophysical Flows,
Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Bristol, UK
2 - Centre for Environmental and Geophysical Flows,
Department of Mathematics, University of Bristol, UK

The majority of existing numerical pyroclastic
flow models utilise the same governing equations and
physics to describe the characteristics of the flow
throughout its depth. High concentrations at the base of
the flow result in a collapse of any dilute cloud
assumptions, due to a change in the governing physics
for this more granular regime. Thus uniform bulk

1
1

Davies, M., 1Koenders, M.A. & 2Petford, N.

Centre for Earth & Environmental Science Research,

Kingston University, Kingston, Surrey KT1 2EE
2

University Executive Group, Bournemouth University,

Poole, Dorset BH12

We present the results of a novel set of
calculations into the effect of in-situ pressure
reduction of a crystal-rich, crustal magma chamber by
propagating seismic (P) waves. Three stages in the
process are identified. Critically, an instability can
arise such that a fluidized, low pressure melt layer
develops close to the floor in initially densely packed
magma (φ =0.6) on near-instantaneous timescales.
The role of particle pressure p(z), a newly identified
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force arising from interactions between adjacent crystals

silica-rich lavas has led to the hypothesis that fracture

in the magma, is fundamental to the development of the

and faulting of high temperature magma may be

instability, which will not arise in crystal-free liquids.

responsible for much of this seismicity.

Key variables governing the instability are identified and

Here, we present the results of laboratory

include the mean particle diameter, the excitation

deformation experiments on andesite and obsidian at

frequency (1-10Hz), interstitial melt viscosity and melt

temperatures up to the brittle-ductile transition during

compressibility. Small penetration depths (high particle

which acoustic emissions (AE) were recorded. The

pressures) develop most readily in compressible, volatile-

occurrence of AE during experiments conducted at

bearing magmas at higher frequencies. The quasi-static

eruptive temperatures demonstrates that seismogenic

particle pressure that develops as a result of the spatially-

rupture may occur in both crystal-rich and crystal-free

decaying oscillations leads to two effects: 1) a rapid

erupting magmas. We will also show how planned

reduction in the interstitial melt pressure (c. 0.16 MPa/s)

similar experiments on lava dome material from the

resulting in heterogeneous bubble nucleation, and 2)

recent eruption at Mount St Helens will help to

potential vibro-fluidization of a thin layer at the base of

establish

the magma chamber. Both these effects in turn increase

endogenous dome growth and between explosive and

the particle pressure. The fluidization effect provides a

effusive eruptions. Improved AE monitoring will

way of rapidly segregating crystals from interstitial liquid

allow changes in typical waveforms with temperature

(mechanical differentiation) to produce a potentially

of the fracturing lava to be compared with the

unstable melt-rich layer at the chamber floor. A non-

characteristics of earthquakes recorded before and

linear runaway effect is identified, driven by positive

during lava dome eruptions. The completed and

feedback between particle pressure, melt viscosity and

planned laboratory studies will provide direct input

degassing.

into the development of the current generation of

thresholds

between

exogenous

and

models of lava dome behaviour.
7.2 High temperature fracture mechanics of lava
domes
1

2,1

7.3 The June 2006 block-and-ash flow deposits of
1

1

R. Smith , H. Tuffen , P.R. Sammonds , P.G. Meredith

Merapi Volcano, Java, Indonesia

1. Department of Earth Sciences, UCL, Gower Street, London,

Sylvain Charbonnier* & Ralf Gertisser

WC1E 6BT

School of Physical and Geographical Sciences, Earth

2. Department of Environmental Science, Lancaster University,

Sciences and Geography, Keele University, Keele,

Lancaster LA1 4YQ

Staffordshire, ST5 5BG, UK

Volcanoes that erupt highly-viscous lava domes

In contrast to all summit lava domes predating

are amongst the most hazardous, intensely studied and

the 2001 eruption, the 2006 lava dome of Merapi was

newsworthy of geological phenomena, as the past

emplaced near the eastern rim of the old 1931 crater

twenty-five years of activity at Mount St Helens, USA

around the Gendol solfatara field. After a first

have demonstrated. Extrusions and collapses of these

eruption phase (5-27 May 2006) associated with

lava domes are typically accompanied by hundreds to

dome-collapse pyroclastic flows mainly directed

thousands

toward the south-west, the activity peaked a few days

of

low-frequency

and

hybrid

microearthquakes. The identification of fault textures in
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after the M 6.3 Bantul earthquake on 27 May. An

7.4 Investigating the influence of topographic slope

increase in lava extrusion rate, a shift in dome growth

and crustal thickness on the advance and surface

direction and breach of the eastern crater rim, allowed

morphology of lava flows, using analogue models.

flows to travel down the southern and south-eastern

*L.J. Applegarth1, M. R. James1, B. Van Wyk de

flanks of Merapi, which weren’t affected by pyroclastic

Vries2, H. Pinkerton1

flows for more than a century. On 14 June, the largest

1. Dept. of Environmental Sciences, Lancaster University,

block-and-ash flows reached distances of ~7 km from the

Lancaster, LA1 4YQ

summit in the Gendol river valley. Associated deposits

2. Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Université Blaise

form about ten < 80 m wide, overlapping lobes. Both

Pascal, Clermont Ferrand

Understanding the relative importance of

single pulse (post-14 June events) and multiple-pulse
pyroclastic flows generated by sustained dome collapses
on 14 June are recognised and three types of deposits are
distinguished:

(1)

valley-confined

basal

avalanche

deposits in the main Gendol river valley, (2) ‘overbank’
deposits, where parts of the basal avalanche spread
laterally

onto

ridges

and

interfluves

and

was

parameters controlling lava flow dynamics is crucial
in order to make appropriate assumptions within flow
models . However, the surface crust is usually the
only part of either active or cooled flows which can
be observed, so internal dynamics must be inferred
from observations of crustal motion and morphology.
Laboratory experiments were performed to

subsequently channelled into two side-arms of the
Gendol river as well as the Opak river valley, and (3)
overlying, dilute ash cloud surge deposits on valley
margins. The overbank deposits are enriched in
scoriaceous clasts compared with the valley-confined
deposits. Moreover, lithic clast contents within surface
particle assemblages are generally higher in lobes or
flows produced by multiple-collapse events of the
hydrothermally altered crater rim. Friction or impact
marks (Schwarzkopf et al., 2001, Int. J. Earth Sci., 90,
769–775) occur on all sides of large dense blocks within
the deposits and strong erosional features were observed
at valley margins at distances > 5 km from the summit.
These indicate that the June 2006 block-and-ash flows
can be considered as unsteady, rapidly agitated granular
flows with strong frictional contacts during transport and
deposition by a series of sediment-supply pulses and/or
kinematic wave unsteadiness.

investigate the roles of crustal thickness and
topographic slope on the resultant morphology of
channelised flows.

The apparatus consisted of a

planar basal board with a reservoir constructed at one
end. The slope of the board was altered by elevating
the reservoir end of the apparatus. Silicone gel in the
reservoir simulated viscous lava and could be
released onto the board through a sliding gate. Before
each experiment, a flow was constructed in front of
the gate using a sheet of silicone to which a crust of
known depth had been added by sieving a cohesive
mix of sand-and-plaster. Sand-and-plaster levées
constructed along the sides of the sheet simulated
channelised geometry, and silicone flowing out of the
reservoir simulated the influx of fresh lava into the
channel. Sequential digital images taken over the
course of each experiment allowed the tracking of
marker points on the flow surface, and the
construction of surface velocity maps. These, together
with

morphological observations,

are

used

to

illustrate the effect of the crust on flow dynamics, and
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to observe how the crust responds to the stresses applied

hour from a distance of 6km) has provided

by the fluid flow interior. An overview of the

information on the dynamics of dome growth. We

experiments and results is presented, together with an

discuss the data collected, the implications of

assessment of how these can be related to features and

logistical constraints of field work, and the techniques

processes observed in natural lava flows.

developed

to extract flux measurements.

7.5 Improving the quality of lava flux measurements

7.6 The Oldoinyo Lengai March 24th – April 5th,

at active volcanoes

2006 eruption: Hornito cluster collapse triggering

1
1
2
*H. M. Odbert , G. Wadge , D. G. Macfarlane , M. R.

unprecedented lava emission rates at OL

3
2
3
James , D. A. Robertson , H. Pinkerton

Kervyn M. (1), Kervyn F. (2), Mbede E. (3), Belton
F. (4), Klaudius J. (5), Keller J. (5), Jacobs P. (1),

1. ESSC, University of Reading. 2. School of Physics and

Ernst G.G.J (1)

Astronomy, University of St Andrews. 3. Environment Centre,

(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption

Lancaster University. *(hmo@mail.nerc-essc.ac.uk)

The rate at which lava is erupted at the surface of a
volcano is a primary observable property of active
volcanism. Variations in lava effusion rate take place
over a broad range of timescales and reflect changes in

Dynamics, Geological Institute, Ghent University, Belgium
(2) Unité de télédétection et photogrammétrie, Département
de Géologie, Musée Royal d’Afrique Centrale, Belgium
(3) Department of Geology, University of Dar es Salaam
(UDSM), Tanzania

processes that occur from the volcano's vent down to

(4) Middle Tennessee State University, USA

deep within the crust. Cycles of flux variation have been

(5) IMPG, Albert Ludwigs-University of Freiburg,

observed at many lava-dome building eruptions, with

Germany

period lengths ranging from hours to years and

The largest lava flow eruption ever witnessed

amplitudes of at least two orders of magnitude of

at Oldoinyo Lengai (OL), NW Tanzania, occurred

eruption rate.

from March 24th to April 5th, 2006, in two main

Traditional methods for flux measurement, such as

phases.

The

sequence

of

eruptive

events

is

photogrammetry, triangulation and LIDAR, lack either

reconstructed by integrating eyewitnesses’ reports,

the practical spatial or temporal resolution necessary to

information reported in the news media and remote

observe such periodicity. The All-weather Volcano

sensing thermal data. MODIS satellite data are

Topographic Imaging Sensor (AVTIS) is a millimetre-

analysed with the new semi-automated MODLEN

wave ground-based imaging radar which we use to

algorithm and provide the most reliable data to

measure a time series of topographic data from a growing

constrain the onset, relative variations in activity and

lava dome. We then calculate flux by differencing

end for the eruption. The eruption products were

3 -1

sequential surfaces, with an accuracy of 0.1m s

over

several days.

observed and mapped in the field; the total erupted
volume of lava was estimated at 1.05x106 m³, 10,000

Still in its developmental stage, AVTIS has been

more voluminous than usual natro-carbonatite flows

deployed on multiple occasions to the Soufrière Hills

at OL. From integration of these data, a chronology

Volcano during the current eruption. Repeat imaging of

for this exceptionally voluminous OL eruption is

the growing lava dome (at a rate of up to 3 surfaces per

proposed and interpreted. The two main phases of the
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eruption were triggered by collapse of hornitos into a

the 1995 eruption, domes grew in the crater and on

shallow magma chamber, forming a pit crater which

the flank. They were first spiny structures, but

rapidly enlarged. The collapse caused flash flooding of

became progressively more rounded, until they

lava, covering a third of the surface of the OL summit

produced thick flows. At the same time red hot scoria

crater with carbonatite lava flows. Lava overflowed the

piled up on the explosive vent, and the whole new

th

rd

summit crater rim on March 25 and April 3 . These two

cone slumped and flowed to to produce short slumps.

paroxysmal eruptive phases were associated with the

We propose that the burial of hot clasts is important

emplacement of a 3 km long aa-like lava flow on the

in

volcano West flank. Preliminary mineralogical and

agglutinate are intruded by magma from the conduit.

geochemical analysis of lava samples are presented and

This magma degasses and accumulates into a

compared

cryptodome; subsequent gas-rich fluid lava enters the

with

mineralogy

and

geochemistry

of

cryptodome

growth.

Trapped

pockets

of

carbonatite usually emitted at OL. The pit crater

intrusion, that can grow.

Analogue models using

morphology continued to evolve after the end of the

silicone and sand cones, that show this process is

eruption. This event provides new insights into, and

possible, but relies on a balance between the

highlights the evolution of, the shallow magmatic system

resistance of the wall rocks and the head of magma

at this unique natrocarbonatite volcano. The evolution of

above the potential intrusion site. If resistance is low

the volcanic activity after this large eruption and the

and/or the head high, domes form. Some Cerro Negro

implications for hazards for the local Masaï and the

domes have grown though earlier parts of the edifice,

touristic activity developing at OL are also discussed.

thus they can also form by failure of the pre-existing
host edifice. At Lemptegy cone quarry (Chaîne de

7.7 Basaltic domes spawning pahoehoe lavas during
fire fountaining at Cerro Negro, Nicaragua explained
through near-surface plumbing
B van Wyk de Vries
J-F Smekens Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Observatoire du

Puys, France), the exposed core is an analogue to the
Cerro Negro surface features. Such cryptodome
growth is probably common at small scoria cones, but
is likely to be active on larger volcanoes, where weak
layers and degassed magma encounter. Such activity

Physique du Globe de Clermont, Université Blaise Pascal,

is important as it can destabilise the upper flanks,

Clermont-Ferrand France (B.vanwyk@opgc.univ-

causing small collapses with a juvenile component,

bpclermont.fr)

and thus form pyroclastic flows.

Observation of Cerro Negro during 1995, revealed
a plethora of volcanic forms, developing at the same

______________________________________

time. There was constant fire fountaining, pulsing
fountains, strombolian activity, dome growth, pahoehoe
flows, thick blocky / aa flows and flank bulging all at the
same time. We find that such a variety of activity has
occurred frequently. Flanks have been regularly intruded
by massive cryptodomes of basalt, that have spawned
thick blocky lavas. They contrast with the bubbly thin aa
lavas that have erupted from the summit crater. During
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Poster Abstracts

tsunami deposits in the North Atlantic region, along

(Alphabetical, by first author)

with analysis of historical tsunami events, in order
better to constrain the tsunami hazard posed by

P28 Assessing the tsunami hazard from the collapse of

will be accomplished through comprehensive facies

Atlantic Ocean island volcanoes

1

volcano lateral collapse in the North Atlantic. This

Wendy Austin-Giddings*1, 2, David R. Tappin2,

analysis, targeting the determination of a range of

William.J. McGuire1

parameters including energy of emplacement, extent

Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Department of Earth

of inundation, run-up height and potential sources.

Sciences, University College London, Gower Street, London
WC1E 6BT, UK
2

P19 Gas-ash interactions in volcanic plumes

British Geological Survey, Kingsley Dunham Centre,

Paul M Ayris*1 , Pierre Delmelle1, Adam Lee2, Karen

Keyworth, Nottingham NG12 5GG, UK

Wilson2, Don Dingwell3, Ulrich Kueppers3

Tsunamis are generally associated with seismic
activity but can also be generated by large landslide

1 - Environment Department, University of York,
Heslington, UK.

events. The lateral collapse of a volcano is one such type

2 - Chemistry Department, University of York, Heslington,

of landslide and is a common feature in the evolution of

UK

volcanic islands, including those of the Canary Island

3 - Department of Earth and Environmental Science,

archipelago. Here, the appearance of a 4km long surface

University of Munich, Munich, Germany.

rupture, with an offset of 4m, following the 1949

Following periods of explosive volcanic

eruption of La Palma’s Cumbre Vieja volcano, raised

activity, analysis and leaching of volcanic ash has

concerns that the flank of the volcano has become

identified soluble compounds on the surface of the

unstable and may collapse resulting in the generation of a

ash. Soluble sulphate and halides observed have been

tsunami of possible oceanic extent.

attributed to the interaction of volcanic gases with ash

In the Canary Islands, resulting tsunami wave

particles

within the

eruption plume,

but the

More

mechanisms driving these interactions have yet to be

controversially, one model predicts that 20-30 m waves

constrained. This study will seek to determine the

could impact the east coast of North America.

processes

Exceptional wave heights arising from past lateral

interactions, and hence, their implications on a variety

collapse events within the Canaries archipelago are

of volcanic, environmental and atmospheric issues

supported by the results of a recent sedimentological

associated with explosive eruptions. Natural and

study, which has identified tsunami deposits at elevations

experimentally derived ash samples will be exposed

of between 41 and 188m above sea level on the island of

to sulphur dioxide (SO2) and hydrogen chloride

Gran Canaria. The origin of supposed tsunami deposits

(HCl), abundant gases within eruption plumes, and

exposed on the eastern Atlantic islands of Bermuda and

the products of interactions at the ash surface will be

the Bahamas, however, is disputed, with alternative

investigated

explanations linking these with an equally controversial

including X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).

21m elevated sea-level high stand during the Stage 11

The study will examine the effects of varying

interglacial. This study will re-evaluate all potential

temperature,

heights

are

predicted

to

exceed

100

m.

and

via

gas

factors

surface

driving

these

sensitive

concentration,

gas-ash

techniques,

humidity

and
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exposure time within the plume; and the effects of

Formation, formed within an interval of <200 ky. The

particle size, chemical and mineralogical compositions

Grande Ronde lavas were formed by perhaps c. 50

and textural surface properties of the ash. The first gas

individual eruption packages, which approximates to

adsorption experiments of this study will use SO2 and a

an average eruption volume of 3000 km3 every 4000

range of synthetic and natural ash materials of varying

years. In reality, some eruptions likely followed one

silica and alkali compositions. The changes in the ash

another just a few 10’s of years apart whilst others

surface properties will then be examined via XPS, and

may have time gaps up to 10 000 years. Resolving

this process is expected to occupy the first six months of

these time intervals between eruptions remains vital

this study.

to assessing the environmental impact of flood basalt
eruptions.

P1 Insights on flood basalt eruption periodicity from
new 40Ar/39Ar dating of Columbia River basalts, USA
T. L. Barry, S. Self, S. P. Kelley, M. Widdowson
VDG, CEPSAR, Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes,
MK7 6AA.

P27 Low cost approach using RS and simple
analysis to derive lava flow hazard zoning at
volcanoes in the developing world: The case of
Mount Cameroon

Ar/39Ar dating of key continental flood basalts

Bonne K. (1), Kervyn M. (1), Cascone, L. (2), Suh E.

(e.g. Deccan, Siberian Traps, Karoo and Parana) has

(3), Ayonghe S. (4), Manga S. (5), Van Ranst E. (4),

shown that the vast proportion of the total volume is

Jacobs P. (1), Ernst G.G.J. (1)

40

erupted in short periods of time. For the Columbia River
Basalts – the youngest flood basalt province - the main
pulse (> 90% of the total lava volume) produced the
Grande Ronde Basalt and Wanapum Formations. Precise

(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Center for Eruption
Dynamics, Geological Institute, University of Ghent,
Belgium (Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)
(2) C.I.R.A.M., Departement of Earth Sciences, University
"Federico II" of Naples, Italy

controls on ages of these key stratigraphical units are few

(3) Department of Geology and Environmental Sciences,

and in the absence of any systematic, high precision data,

University of Buea, SW Cameroon

papers continue to cite early K/Ar age dates with their

(4) Physical Land Resources, Geological Institute,

inherent large errors and uncertainties.

University of Ghent, Belgium

The voluminous Grande Ronde lavas have an
estimated volume of ~ 150 000 km3 (Tolan et al., 1989).
New
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(5) Remote Sensing & Photogrammetry, Geography
Department, University of Ghent, Belgium

Ar/39Ar dating reveals that these lavas were

erupted within just c. 200 ky and the extensive, but less
voluminous Wanapum Formation lavas that overlie the
Grande Ronde lavas, (estimated volume of ~ 11 000 km3;
Tolan et al., 1989) were erupted in a further 200 ky.
Including non-eruptive intervals, emplacement of the
Grande Ronde and the Wanapum Formation lavas
occurred within ~ 0.6 My; thus, the Vantage Interbeds
that lie between the Grande Ronde and Wanapum

80% of active volcanoes are in the developing
world. Most are not monitored with state-of-art
techniques, have not been mapped or studied
systematically and hazard or risk maps or models are
lacking. One such volcano is Mount Cameroon, the
largest and most active volcano in SW Africa. Few
aspects of it have been studied. Here we explore a
low cost approach for such volcanoes, taking the lava
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flow hazard as an example, to semi-quantitatively assess

is the largest rhyolitic centre in Iceland. The volcanic

the hazard and relative risk from lava flows. The

complex contains a caldera, 12km in diameter, and

approach takes advantage of now freely available and

has an associated NE-SW trending fissure swarm.

readily accessible SRTM DEM topography data and of

There have been three eruptions at Torfajökull in the

moderate resolution satellite imagery (eg. Landsat).

last 1100 years, the latest occurring at the end of the

Spectral satellite information is used to date 40 lava

fifteenth century. During the summer of 2005, a 30-

flows up to a few hundred years old using available

seismometer network was installed in the Torfajökull

information on lava flow ages for calibration, then it is

area. Data was collected for 3-4 months and two

used to map all recent flows enabling to derive basic

types of earthquakes were detected. Low frequency

morphological parameters: flow length, width and vent

events are observed in the southern part of the caldera

locations. Satellite imagery is also used to map the spatial

and are believed to have a magmatic origin. This

distribution of what can be impacted by the flow hazard,

study concentrates on the high frequency seismicity

ie. villages and towns. From SRTM DEM data, potential

which occurs mainly in the western part of the

flow inundation areas are mapped. All information is

caldera. The high quality dataset and 30-station

integrated into a GIS system. Then, a simple approach to

network allowed for the very precise location of

derive

hazard,

several hundred earthquakes. This is the most detailed

vulnerability and relative risk, first derived by UNESCO,

study yet made of the high frequency seismicity in the

is used in combination with satellite and DEM data to

area. Past studies have related this seismicity to

estimate the lava flow hazard and relative risk. The

geothermal activity associated with the extensive high

results are hazard zonation maps, reflecting the

temperature geothermal field at Torfajökull. The

probability that a lava flow of a certain length will be

clustering of events seen in the west may outline the

produced from a particular vent and that it may reach a

brittle region surrounding a ductile, aseismic volume,

village located in one of the predefined potential lava

interpreted as a cooling magma chamber. Other high

inundation basins. Such maps can be helpful to assist in

frequency events are likely to be related to smaller

disaster preparedness and emergency response at many

geothermal fields, including a region in the south-east

poorly known but potentially hazardous volcanoes.

of the caldera where previously only low frequency

fundamental

parameters

such

as

events have been observed. Lineaments of earthquake
P12 The high frequency seismicity of the Torfajökull

activity may correspond to mapped surface faults

central volcano and its relation to geothermal activity

associated with the rift zone. Fault plane solutions

and geological features

have also been acquired to assess the nature of the

Nicholas Borner*1, H.E. Soosalu2, R.S. White2

seismicity.

1 ndb29@cam.ac.uk, Bullard Laboratories, University of
Cambridge
2Bullard Laboratories, University of Cambridge

Torfajökull is one of the active central volcanoes
of the Eastern Volcanic Zone in Iceland. It is located at
the junction of the rift zone and the non-rifting flank, and
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silica-undersaturated
P33 Explosive pipes of the Beara Peninsula Co. Cork,
Ireland: Field, petrographic and geochemical

of Ireland Galway, Ireland

used

to

investigate three explosive pipes that intrude Upper
and

Lower

Carboniferous

concentrations of Fe2O3, TiO2 and CaO indicating an

sedimentary

sequences on the margin of the South Munster Basin.
The extrusive igneous activity of the Beara Peninsula
occurred towards the end of the extensional phase of
Basin development at the beginning of the Variscan
orogeny in Ireland (Pracht and Kinneard, 1995), that later
caused metamorphism up to Greenschist facies.

tuffisite with high concentrations of Cr, Ni, CaO, Ba
and Sr indicating an undersaturated ultramafic and

aoife.brady@nuigalway.ie; kathryn.moore@nuigalway.ie

Devonian

high

The Cahermore pipe is an alkali- and silica-poor

Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, National University

were

with

source consistent with the megacryst assemblage.

Aoife Brady*, Kathryn Moore

techniques

tuffisite

ultramafic, hydrous and carbonated metasomatised

investigation of their petrogenetic relationships

Multidisciplinary

mafic

In

addition to the pipes, there are swarms of sub-volcanic
alkaline sills and dykes of uncertain age. Field relations
indicate the explosive pipes occur in a curvi-linear

carbonated source. In contrast, White Ball Head is a
sodium-, silica-, and alumina-rich tuffisite with a high
concentration of Rb indicating fractionation from an
alkaline parental magma.

Field characteristics

coupled with geochemical investigations therefore
indicate extraction from a heterogeneous mantle,
magma storage coupled with fractionation and
repeated utilisation of a lithospheric weakness as an
emplacement conduit.
Reference: Pracht, M., Kinnaird, J.A., 1995.

Mineral

chemistry of megacrysts and untramafic nodules from an
undersaturated pipe at Black Ball Head, County Cork.
Irish Journal of Earth Sciences 14, 47-58

alignment that is parallel to the dominant orientation of
dykes, suggesting a genetic relationship between the
pipes, dykes and extension. The hypothesis that pipes
are petrogenetically related was tested using petrography
and bulk rock geochemistry. The largest explosive pipe
is a diatreme pipe at Black Ball Head that consists of an
inner zone of megacrystic tuffisite and an outer
brecciated

zone.

Megacrysts

include

kaersutite,

P34 Passive versus explosive emplacement of
Bunmahon peperite.
Catherine Breheny*, Kathryn Moore
Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, National
University of Ireland Galway, Ireland
catherine.breheny@nuigalway.ie,
kathryn.moore@nuigalway.ie

phlogopite, Ti-magnetite and ultramafic nodules of

Field description and image analysis have been

amphibole pyroxenite, and are interpreted as a mantle

used to determine if the lavas of the Bunmahon

megacryst assemblage (Pracht and Kinneard, 1995). The

volcano were emplaced into sediment in an explosive

smaller explosive pipes located at White Ball Head and

or non-explosive event. The Bunmahon volcano,

Cahermore are essentially brecciated bodies comprised of

located on the Copper Coast of southeast Ireland, is a

xenoliths of local sediments and

igneous rocks

remnant of arc volcanism associated with the closure

surrounded by tuffaceous material, with no apparent

of the Iapetus Ocean. This volcanism resulted in a

megacryst assemblage. Bulk rock analyses reveal that

wide range of extrusive phenomenon including pillow

the pipes have significantly different geochemical

laves, hyaloclastites, tuffs and peperite. The peperite

properties. The Black Ball Head diatreme is an alkaline

of this location consists of volumetrically minor buff37
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coloured and laminated sediment and more voluminous

During the

Late

Carboniferous

- Early

fine-grained grey/green igneous rock. Chilled margins of

Permian, the northern margin of the Bohemian Massif

1-2mm surround some of the igneous clasts, within

was characterized by the formation of tectonically

which the presence of vesicles is quite rare. The clasts set

controlled basins and by strong volcanic activity.

in the sedimentary matrix have an irregular shape, most

Volcanic

in the range of between 4 and 8cm. These clasts are best

predominantly calc-alkaline (with slightly alkaline

described as being fluidal or globular, some containing

trend in later evolution) magmatism are intercalated

slight protrusions. In between the clasts is a lighter

within intermontane basins, like the Intra-Sudetic

coloured rock type of sedimentary origin. Some

Basin, the North-Sudetic Basin, the Karkonosze-

laminations are preserved between clasts where there is a

Piedmont Basin and the Döhlen Basin, in southern

smaller

Poland, northeastern Czech Republic and eastern

magma/sediment ratio.

Coherent

sediment

and

subvolcanic

respectively.

In

products

addition,

of

the

samples from above the contact of the peperite show

Saxony,

important

evidence of preserved bedding and laminations. Closer to

information on the magmatic evolution of these

the contact between these two rock types, the bedding

systems can be achieved by investigation of

becomes visibly distorted. Image analysis was used to

subvolcanic bodies cropping out in adjacent basement

systematically describe the distribution of lava and

blocks like the Lusitanian Block in eastern Saxony

sediment, in particular the juvenile clast morphology of

and the Karkonosze Block in Poland and the Czech

peperite clasts. The shape of these combined with rare

Republic.

vesicle development indicates a lack of steam explosions

Launched during a field work shop in June

and angular fragmentation. Clast shape and preservation

2006, the VENTS project joints 15 researchers (plus

of sedimentary structures support the explanation that

graduate students) from the three countries. VENTS

peperite formed by passive emplacement of magma into

aims at a comprehensive reconstruction of the

unconsolidated wet sediments.

The most likely

volcanic and subvolcanic systems employing, among

mechanism for emplacement is intrusion of a magma into

others, physical volcanology, petrology, stratigraphy,

wet sediment of the same or lower density.

radiometric dating, paleomagnetics and data from
historic mining archives. E.g., the Carboniferous to
Permian fill of the Intra-Sudetic Basin is exposed on

P35 Volcanic systems within the Central European

both sides of the Polish-Czech border. It is dominated

Permocarboniferous intermontane basins and their

by an extensive sheet of low grade ignimbrites and a

basement – Lusatia – Silesia – Bohemia (VENTS)

high volume rhyolitic lava complex. The genetic
relation of these two silica-rich bodies remains

1

2

Christoph Breitkreuz , Marek Awdankiewicz , Vladislav
3

Rapprich

unclear. The same holds true for trachyandesitic
subvolcanic complexes on the Polish side and

1 - TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany (cbreit@geo.tu-

corresponding volcanic edifices on the Czech side. A

freiberg.de)

special petrological problem to be addressed is the

2- Wrocław University, Poland (mawdan@ing.uni.wroc.pl)

prominence of lamprophyric dykes in the adjoining

3 - Czech Geological Survey, Prague (rapprich@cgu.cz)

basement blocks and the absence of respective
volcanic products inside the basins.
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www.geo.tu-freiberg.de/dynamo/VENTS.htm

This

ignimbrite,

together

with

the

petrographically and geochemically identical rocks
P10 Silicic pyroclastic volcanism in the North Atlantic

located at Oigh-Sgheir some 15 km to the west, is the

Igneous Province (NAIP): a re-interpretation of the

first documented occurrence of such a large-volume

Sgurr of Eigg Pitchstone, NW Scotland

pyroclastic rock in the Hebridean sector of the North

1, 2

1

David Brown , Brian Bell and David Muirhead

1, 3

Atlantic Igneous Province, not restricted to subsided

(D.J.Brown@sheffield.ac.uk; Brian.Bell@ges.gla.ac.uk;

intra-caldera fills. Its development demonstrates that

d.muirhead@abdn.ac.uk)

the central volcanoes of the Province were erupting

1

Dept. of Geographical & Earth Sciences, University of

silicic pyroclastic rocks over much of the landscape

Glasgow, Gregory Building, Lilybank Gardens, Glasgow, G12
8QQ. (Current addresses: 2Dept. of Civil & Structural
Engineering, University of Sheffield, Kroto Research Institute,

and overtopping caldera structures. We suggest that
these rock types were of much greater importance

Broad Lane, Sheffield, S3 7HQ; 3Dept. of Geology & Petroleum

than has previously been proposed, and that extensive

Geology, University of Aberdeen, Meston Building, Kings

re-investigation of similar localities is required.

College, Aberdeen, AB24 3EU)

The Sgurr of Eigg Pitchstone forms a sinuous

P36 Structurally disrupted and chemically

ridge, 3.5 km long, 0.5 km wide and 120 m thick, on the

weakened zones in segmented kimberlite dyke

Isle of Eigg, NW Scotland, and is one of the most

systems cause the localisation of kimberlite pipes

distinctive topographic features of the Palaeogene
Hebridean

Igneous

Province

(HIP).

It

RJ Brown1, J Kavanagh1*, RSJ Sparks1, M Tait2 and

rests

M Field3

unconformably on Palaeogene lavas, together with

1

localised pockets of breccia and conglomerate and is a

Bristol, UK

feldspar-phyric rhyodacitic vitrophyre.

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol,

It has been

2

Venetia Mine, Musina 0900, South Africa

interpreted both as a valley-filling lava and as a sill

3

De Beers Group Services, Mendip Court, Wells, UK

(Geikie 1871, 1897; Harker 1906, 1908; Bailey 1914),

Brittle deformation zones occur in host rock

whereas more recent models suggest the involvement of

adjacent to kimberlite intrusions of the Swartruggens

an initial ash flow forming a 1.5 m thick welded tuff at

Kimberlite Dyke Swarm, South Africa. Deformation

the base of the unit (Allwright 1980; Emeleus 1997).

includes local fracturing and brecciation and is

However, our recent field observations identify

associated with relay zones between offset dyke

fabrics consistent with a pyroclastic origin throughout

segments. Breccia zones indicate dilation and

the pitchstone mass, and in this study, we re-interpret the

hydraulic fracturing and some were also affected by

pitchstone as an ignimbrite. We will discuss the mode of

chemical corrosion forming joint-bounded spheroidal

formation of the ignimbrite and its context within the

structures surrounded by onion-skin concentric

HIP. Petrographical and geochemical trends demonstrate

foliations of altered rock. The alteration was caused

that the pitchstone is more evolved towards its base,

by volatiles released in advance by the magma which

indicating draining of the magma chamber from the top

then moved ahead in the fracture. Consideration of

down.

Complex crystallisation and devitrification

the time-scales needed for chemical corrosion of the

textures, recognised using electron microscopy, will also

host rock require intrusions to stall at depth prior to

be discussed.

transport to higher crustal levels. Highly disrupted
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offsets could be preferred locations for explosive activity

flow, which provides us with rare samples of alkali

and initial kimberlite pipe formation as dykes approach

basalt glass; and samples from the 2001-2003

the surface. The pipe forms after breakthrough of magma

activity, for comparison with previous work.

to the surface and the altered zones are reamed out and

We report preliminary whole rock, electron

the chemically altered spheroidal clasts are incorporated

microprobe and laser ablation ICP-MS data on

into the pipe fill along with more angular country rock

phenocrysts and glass for the samples collected from

material, as observed in layered volcanic breccias in

2001-2006 which constrains the conditions of

kimberlite pipes at Venetia mine, South Africa. This

crystallisation, depths of melt inclusion entrapment

model has wider implications for the localisation of

and magma residence times and transition metal

conduits at other types of volcanoes. Dyke segmentation

concentrations. Further analysis of the volatile and

provides weak zones where hydrothermal fluids and

trace element concentrations (including the transition

magmatic volatiles can be preferentially channeled.

metals) of melt inclusions trapped within the

Chemical corrosion can further weaken these zones

phenocryst phases in these samples will extend our

which may then become the locus for initial phreatic and

understanding of the current activity on Mt Etna and

phreatomagmatic explosions creating shallow vents that

provide new constraints on the degassing of trace

can then channel magma to the surface.

metals to the atmosphere.

P37 Outline petrology and geochemistry of recent

P38 Investigation of a possible carbonatite body in

lavas erupted from Mt Etna.

County Cork, Ireland

1

2

1

S. Collins* , DM Pyle , J Maclennan and TA Mather

2

Alessandra Costanzo*, Kathryn Moore and Martin

1 - Department of Earth Sciences, Cambridge

Feely
Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, National

2 - Department of Earth Sciences, Oxford
Mt Etna in Sicily is Europe’s laboratory volcano.
Over the past 5 years, Etna has erupted both volatile-rich
lavas and degassed lavas.

Etna is persistently active,

responsible for 5-10% of global annual volcanic
emissions of CO2, SO2 and volatile trace metals
(Gauthier & Le Cloarec, 1998; Pyle & Mather, 2003).
Activity on Etna has changed dramatically in the past 5
years: in 2001 – 2003, a vigorous episode of firefountaining and lava effusion heralded the arrival of
fresh, volatile-rich magma beneath the summit.

In

contrast, eruptions in 2004 and July 2006 started with the
slow effusion of gas-poor magma, with no seismic or
geodetic precursors.
We recently collected an extensive suite of fresh
ejecta, including quenched lava from the active July 2006

University of Ireland Galway, Ireland
alessandra.costanzo@nuigalway.ie;
kathryn.moore@nuigalway.ie; martin.feely@nuigalway.ie

A carbonate body, 1.5 by 0.3 m and
surrounded by a shell of banded carbonate 30 cm
wide, cuts the inner zone of the Blackball Head
Diatreme on the south coast of the Beara Peninsula in
County Cork. An investigation has been carried out
in order to resolve whether the carbonate body is a
xenolith, a hydrothermal vein or an igneous
carbonatite.

Xenoliths of the same order of

magnitude are abundantly present in the outer zone of
the diatreme but they are bedded in nature, similar to
the sedimentary country rocks. Xenoliths in the inner
zone of the diatreme are less than 5 mm in size,
pelitic to psammitic in nature, partially to wholly
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resorbed and significantly different to the carbonate

P39 Hornfelsed country rock megablocks in the

body. Moreover none of the xenoliths are crystalline

Mourne Mountains, NE Ireland: element diffusion

carbonate and they do not have a shell of banded

and brittle shearing

carbonate. Quartz vein mineralization is extensive in the

Frances Deegan1*, Fiona Meade1, Valentin Troll1

country rocks to the diatreme but no carbonate vein

1

mineralization is observed across the Beara Peninsula.

email: deeganfm@tcd.ie

Trinity College, Dept. of Geology, Dublin 2, Ireland –

Carbonate veins are restricted to the diatreme and are

The Mourne Mountains are the present day

observed in a concentric arrangement along which the

remnants of a major Palaeogene acid intrusive centre

carbonate body is located. Association with a diatreme

in NE Ireland. We present results from a preliminary

tuffisite containing a mantle megacryst assemblage

study on an enigmatic screen of Silurian hornfels,

necessitates that the possibility that the carbonate veins

fully enclosed by granite, which displays evidence of

and the carbonate body are carbonatites is investigated

extensive interaction with the granite magma. The

more thoroughly.

screen is at least 30m by 200m in size and samples

The body has a metamorphosed calcite carbonatite

were taken both internally and at its contacts with the

composition with minor chlorite, chesterite (amphibole)

granite; reference samples of weakly metamorphosed

and quartz. The surrounding metasomatic shell has the

local crust and pristine granite were also taken.

assemblage calcite + apatite + chlorite + titanite. Whole

Additionally, the contact aureole to the granite was

rock chemistry shows strontium steadily increasing from

systematically sampled in order to assess the

the tuffisite (0.07 wt.% SrO) to the carbonate body (0.5

changing metamorphic characteristics with proximity

wt.%

to the intrusion.

SrO),

intermediate

with
values

the

banded

(0.26

wt.%

carbonate
SrO).

having
Barium

The

contact

aureole

demonstrates

a

concentrations show instead a mixed relationship with

progressive metamorphic sequence from greenschist

the higher values in the banded carbonate (0.27 wt.%

facies (qtz+fsp+msv+chl+tr), c. 750m from the

BaO) than the carbonate body, implying partitioning of

intrusion, to a transitional state between amphibolite

Ba preferentially into a metasomatism agent surrounding

and pyroxene hornfels facies (qtz+fsp+msv+di+tr) at

a magma body.

Studies of the oxygen and carbon

the granite contact. The outer western contact of the

isotopic compositions for the carbonate body confirm an

screen is a pyroxene hornfels (qtz+fsp+phl+di), the

average δ13C value of -7.4‰ and δ18O value of 11.6‰,

highest grade metamorphism in the study area with an

which are consistent with a primary carbonatite with very

upper limit of 800°C. Texturally, this portion of the

minor alteration.

Fluid inclusions have been also

screen is cataclastic, comprised of disaggregated

examined in calcite and quartz in the carbonatite and

granite clasts in a fine matrix of angular quartz grains.

metasomatic bodies and the tuffisite host rock.

The

This texture is interpreted as the result of brittle

results from primary and secondary fluid inclusions have

shearing, which led to a physical mixture of granite

been compared to those from Irish-type mineralization.

and hornfels.

The field relations, geochemistry and fluid inclusion

This

investigations indicate that the body is a carbonatite.

contact

displays

a

granite-like

chemistry, plotting with the granite samples rather
than with other screen and local crust samples, for all
elements analysed (by XRF), although the sample
41
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was preferentially picked for its sediment component

their relationships within a fully grown stratovolcano.

prior to analysis. Therefore, pristine granite material

Contact surfaces of dykes reveal typical structures of

contributed minimally to the analytical result and so

brittle deformation (e.g. breccia, striae, tension

physical mixing cannot be the sole cause of its aberrant

gashes), that allows the reconstruction of magma

chemical signature.

movement in the intrusions. At Lemptegy, most of

Two processes are therefore considered to have

the kinematic indicators show a general flow toward

significantly affected the screen: i) element diffusion,

the interior of the volcano. Using this pattern, we

probably coupled with metasomatism, is believed to have

propose that intrusions converged to feed a central

altered the original chemistry of the screen at magmatic

eruptive conduit. Some bulbous ones, however,

temperatures, to the extent that it became granite-like; ii)

diverge from this pattern and have risen through the

physical disaggregation of sediment and granite via

flanks to produce cryptodomes, and associated lava

brittle shearing of either a chilled margin of granite

extrusions. The Sancy shows well-defined thin dykes

attached to the screen during initial stoping, or by late

in the upper central core, but the lower and more

sagging in the granite causing differential shear at

marginal zone has thick, bulbous dykes. Some thin

internal contacts.

dykes converge towards the summit, while the fat
ones show outward movement indicators. We suggest

P40 Diverging magma flow recorded in dykes at
Lemptegy cinder cone and the Sancy stratovolcano,

Delcamp A.*1, Decou A.*1, van Wyk de Vries B.2, Troll
V.R1.
College

Dublin,

Ireland;

like the bulging cryptodomes in Lemptegy. The
central sheet-like dyke intrusions possibly represent

Auvergne, France.

1.Trinity

that these latter dykes are prematurely cooled magma,

hotter or more gas-rich magma that has risen up to the
summit area. The two volcanoes allow us to
understand some features of active volcanoes. For

delcampa@tcd.ie;

decoua@tcd.ie; trollv@tcd.ie.
2.Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Clermont Ferrand, France;
B.vanwyk@opgc.univ-bpclermont.fr.

example, the puzzling presence of basaltic domes
during fire fountaining at Cerro Negro (Nicaragua)
can be explained by a Lemptegy type plumbing, and

Intrusions are essential features in volcano

vent distribution at La Soufrière (Guadeloupe) can be

growth and can constitute a large part of the edifice.

related to a Sancy-type plumbing. Thus, studying the

Endogenous growth induces surface deformation that can

old volcanoes provides sound constraints on the

be used to predict eruptions, but by pushing the flanks of

hidden nature of active volcanoes.

a volcano outwards, can create collapse. Thus, the study
of intrusive growth is important to improve the
understanding of constructive and destructive volcanic
processes. The Lemptegy quarry cinder cone (Chaîne des
Puys, France) offers a superb setting to study the first
stage of volcanic growth and to understand intrusion
emplacement. A complementary study is being done on
the nearby Sancy volcano to observe dyke intrusions and
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P41 The Hydrothermal System of the Miocene Tejeda

vapour release. Altered intra-caldera tuffs are

Caldera, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands.

characterised by higher δD values (-52 to –131‰,

1*

1

2

E. Donoghue , V.R. Troll , C. Harris , F.J. Pérez
3

n=57) and higher H2O contents (up to 4wt%)

4

Torrado , T.R. Walter .
1

reflecting

Dept. of Geology, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland (e-mail:

donoghue@tcd.ie).
2

Dept. of Geology, University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria,

of

interaction

and

equilibration with ambient meteoric water (δD ca.-

numerical modeling, our Gran Canaria data reflect a
classic intrusion-related, fault-controlled epithermal
system, in which fluid temperatures increased with

Canary Islands, Spain.
4

degrees

15‰) and/or steam (δD <<-15‰). Supported by

Dept. of Geological Sciences, University of Cape Town, South

Africa.
3

variable

depth to the water table. The phenomena on Gran

GFZ Potsdam, Telegrafenberg, 14473 Potsdam, Germany.

The Tejeda caldera erupted ~20 rhyolite-trachyte

Canaria can thus be used to unravel the complex

ignimbrites (Mogán Group 14-13.25Ma) followed by ~20

processes of hydrothermal alteration at work in

phonolitic lava-flows and ignimbrites (Fataga Group

presently inaccessible, active epithermal systems such

12.5-7Ma). Intra-caldera, mid-upper Mogán tuffs have

as in New Zealand and Indonesia.

been severely altered along the exposed caldera margin,
whereas

equivalent

extra-caldera

ignimbrites

and

P46 Assessment of the quality of tephra fall

overlying Fataga units are relatively unaltered. The

dispersal data

altered intra-caldera tuffs contain minerals characteristic

Ernst G.G.J. (1,2), Kervyn M.(1), Nickless E. (2),

of intermediate argillic alteration (smectites, zeolites,

Jacobs P. (1)

adularia, illite) and silicification (microgranular quartz,

(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption

amorphous silica) under low-T (<200˚C) near-neutral pH

Dynamics, Geological Institute, Ghent University, Belgium

conditions. The presence of gypsum, quartz, and calcite

(Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)

veins in mid-Mogán tuffs and breccias may reflect a

(2) CEGF, Earth Sciences Dept, University of Bristol, UK

transition to higher-T, boiling hydrothermal conditions at

Tephra fall deposits have been mapped for

depth. Si, Na, K, Pb, Sr, and Rb have been mobilized

over 3 decades. Dispersal data, to define isopach and

during fluid-rock interaction, while Ti and Nb were

isopleth

relatively immobile. The δ18O values of all altered intra-

parameters, proved essential to volcanic hazard

caldera tuffs (n=32) are higher than in unaltered extra-

assessment. Yet, the quality of this record is not

caldera ignimbrites reflecting an overall low-T, shallow-

assessed by most workers and assessment is not

level environment in which meteoric water was the

included in publications. Tephra dispersal data quality

dominant fluid source. Within the altered suite, there is a

has not been assessed systematically or quantitatively.

decrease in δ18O values from upper- to mid-Mogán tuffs

We systematically reviewed published datasets,

consistent with elevated fluid temperatures (up to
~250˚C) at deeper stratigraphic levels. Unaltered extracaldera ignimbrites have δD values of –110 to -168‰
(n=6) and low H2O contents (<0.2wt%) indicative of
Rayleigh-type magma degassing and/or post-depositional

maps

and

to

retrieve

key

eruption

establishing in several ways what the ideal data
properties should be for meaningful reconstructions
of eruption parameters. Conceptual experiments
enabling to intuitively and graphically derive what
could be an ideal dataset are presented. The control
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exerted by the number of data points and by their spatial

samples have experienced microscopic fracturing that

distribution upon isopach shape and tephra layer volume

has admitted magma into their interiors. In these

estimation is investigated on modelled tephra layers.

xenoliths the host magma has reacted with the

Comparison with existing datasets illustrates that fall

xenolith minerals to form spongy rims and glass, and

deposits have not, with rare exceptions, been sufficiently

in places has completely replaced the original

mapped (eg. isopachs not been constrained by enough

minerals. These features (spongy rims and glass) are

measurements) to accurately constrain dispersal data

generally

used to derive eruption parameters and assess hazards.

metasomatism”. Our observations have implications

Only in 2-3 case studies have enough measurements been

for the interpretation of mantle processes from

made to derive meaningful or well-constrained dispersal

xenoliths in lava flows and are in agreement with a

maps (in many studies up to 10 times more measurement

recent paper1 challenging the interpretation of similar

locations are needed). The problem is compounded

features in xenoliths from the Cape Verdes2.

interpreted

as

evidence

of

“mantle

because many points are not actually constraining

Presented here are geochemical data from

dispersal contours. The number of data points, their

clinopyroxenes alongside the detailed backscatter

spatial distribution and number of isopachs in geometric

montage maps for a number of samples. These data

progression are the main limiting factors to accurately

support the hypothesis that the development of

constrain physical eruption models. There is a need for

fracture permeability in mantle material prior to

keeping count on data quality. We propose some basic

entrainment and/or during transport, especially during

measures or parameters that could be used as data quality

deformation

indicators and we offer suggestions on how future studies

through the mantle, could allow a more rapid

of tephra fall deposits may be made more effective.

penetration of magma into the interior than is possible

associated

with

dyke

propagation

by grain boundary diffusion, causing significant
alteration in the sample. The identification and
P47 Deciphering evidence of mantle metasomatism
and magma contamination processes in mantle
xenoliths
*Liz Evans1,3, Hilary Downes2 , Frances Wall3, Simon

interpretation of this type of ‘contamination’ requires
careful analysis to distinguish it from metasomatic
processes in the mantle.
1 - Shaw et al 2006 ; 2 - Bonadiman et al 2005

Day4
1

School of Earth Sciences, Birkbeck, University of London,

Malet St, London WC1E 7HX, UK lize@nhm.ac.uk
2

School of Earth Sciences, Birkbeck, University of London,

h.downes@ucl.ac.uk 3 Department of Mineralogy, The Natural
History Museum, Cromwell Rd, London SW7 5BD, UK E-mail
address: f.wall@nhm.ac.uk

4

Benfield UCL Hazard Research

Centre, Department of Earth Sciences, University College
London, Gower Street, London, simonday_ucl@yahoo.co.uk

In our recent studies of mantle xenoliths from the
Cape Verde, we have mapped compositional variations
and structures on a microscopic scale. Some of the
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P30 Developing an alternative conceptual and

knowledge cultures are shaped and transmitted and

methodological approach to interpreting and utilizing

the processes of dialogue or negotiation between
them.

volcanic forecasting within early warning systems

research

methodology

involves

a

comparative analysis of EWS adopted by volcano

(EWS).
1*

The

2

1

1

C. Fearnley , G. Davies , W.J. McGuire , J. Twigg

observatories in at least two different study areas,

1. Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Department of Earth

encompassing

Sciences, University College London, London, WC1E 6BT, UK,

countries. The aim is to investigate the interaction of

(c.fearnley@ucl.ac.uk)

volcanic forecasting and EWS development in the

2. Department of Geography, UCL,Room G19, Pearson
Building, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

Despite advances in scientific understanding and
technology for forecasting volcanic hazards, a number of
recent disasters have highlighted early warning system
(EWS) weaknesses or failures that have led to loss of
life, including Nevado del Ruiz, Columbia, (1985),
Soufriere Hills, Montserrat (1995 continuing), El
Chichón, Mexico (1982) and Mount St. Helens, USA
(1980). The effectiveness of volcanic forecasts and
warning systems has been, and continues to be, hindered
by

institutional

infrastructures,

weaknesses;
poor

in

integration

procedures
and

sharing

and
of

both

developed

and

developing

context of risk associated with volcanic hazard types
and the vulnerability of the local population. Within
this process, variations in scientific and disaster
management organisational structures and cultures,
and local political and socio-economic contexts will
be examined for their influence and effectiveness. It
is hoped that the results will lay bare the working
dynamics of the volcanic forecasting and EWS
processes, allowing modifications that will support
more efficient and effective communications amongst
all stake holders, and help to reduce loss of life and
socio-economic damage during future volcanic crises.

knowledge between scientists and community, and
effective communication. We do not, however, fully

P48 Field observations and geochemical

understand the relative impacts of these various

investigation of the pre- and post-El Golfo

dynamics on the ability to manage volcanic risks through

landslide eruptions of El Hierro Island, Canary
archipelago

effective Early Warning Systems. Conventional volcanic
disaster management systems adopt linear procedural

Karina Fernandes* , Orla McKenna1, Marc-Antoine

models for information processing and dissemination.

Longpré1, Valentin R. Troll1, Thor H. Hansteen2

Given the diversity of volcanic hazards and socioeconomic variables involved, however, this may not be
the most effective methodology to utilize. Our research
adopts,

therefore,

an

alternative

conceptual

and

methodological approach, viewing volcanic forecasting
and EWS as a series of dialogues and negotiations.
Analysing

the

interactions

between

the

different

knowledge types and cultures of diverse user groups
within the early warning/disaster management system as
a whole will aid understanding of how these groups’

1

1

Department of Geology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2,

Ireland (fernandk@tcd.ie)
2

IFM-GEOMAR, Leibniz-Institut für Meereswissenschaften,

Kiel, Germany

El Hierro is the youngest of the Canary Islands
and lies at the westernmost end of the chain where the
Canarian hot-spot is thought to be situated. The island
is characterised by a distinct three-armed rift system
between which sectors of the edifice grew unstable
and collapsed to form giant amphitheatre-like
depressions, such as the El Golfo embayment. We
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hypothesise that the non-negligible mass removal to

time consuming, expensive and impractical. A pilot

which the volcano is subjected during giant landsliding

study

may decompress the magma plumbing system and induce

archaeological site of Domuztepe shows that there

changes within it.

appears to be a significant correlation between

of

obsidian

from

the

Eastern

Turkish

Our strategy to test this hypothesis is to conduct a

obsidian source (as determined by geochemical

comparison between pre- and post-landslide volcanics. In

analysis) and the physical appearance of obsidian

the field, we carefully logged a ~700 m-thick lava pile of

(colour, flow banding, opacity and lustre). We hope

the failed volcano exposed in the steep landslide scarp.

to test this correlation using a large scale study

Furthermore, we mapped the Tanganasoga vent complex,

involving classification of the obsidian based on its

a prominent post-collapse centre of volcanic activity

physical

resting unconformably against the landslide scarp. A

isotopically analysing a subset of artefacts to

clear

crystal-rich

determine their source. We are developing a new

(clinopyroxene and olivine) flows takes place in the

provenancing technique using in-situ LA-ICP-MS

upper pre-collapse sequence. Major element analyses

analysis of Pb-isotopes which should be faster and

were obtained for a sample set (whole rocks and fused

less destructive than standard ICP-MS or XRF,

groundmass) from both the pre- and post-landslide lava

enabling relatively large numbers of samples to be

sequences. In addition, we use thermobarometry, based

analysed.

increase

in

the

occurrence

of

on equilibrium between plagioclase phenocrysts and

appearance

and

geochemically

and

Finally, we are considering the volcanological

liquid, to gain information on the pressure and

aspects

of

archaeological

obsidian.

For

an

temperature conditions in the last stage prior to eruption.

appearance-based provenancing technique to be
effective, the natural variability both within and

P49 Geoarchaeology of Turkish Obsidian

between volcanic sources needs to be investigated,
along with a thorough geochemical study of selected

Steph Flude1, Ray Burgess1, Stuart Campbell2, Elizabeth
Healey2, Hugh Tuffen3

source volcanoes. This involves detailed field
investigations of obsidian at a number of (often little-

1. School of Earth, Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences,

studied) volcanic complexes, some of which have

The University of Manchester; 2. School of Arts, Histories and

been historically active. A reconnaissance trip to

Cultures, The University of Manchester; 3. Department of

selected Turkish obsidian sources confirmed a lack of

Environment Science, Lancaster University

Obsidian was widely used to make tools and
jewellery in the prehistoric Near East. Identifying the

systematic volcanological and hazard mapping in
several major source areas as well as highlighting the
potential of these areas for future research.

obsidian sources is important in archaeology to allow
interpretations to be made regarding trade routes,
material acquisition and distribution and thus social
structure. Obsidian is commonly correlated to its source
volcano by geochemical fingerprinting. However, just
one archaeological site can excavate ~10,000 obsidian
artefacts. Analysis of every obsidian artefact would be
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P50 Plagioclase chemical and isotopic zonation as a

and low temperature estimates from two-pyroxene

record of the open-system history in Capraia Volcano

thermometry (<700ºC) also emphasize the importance

(Italy).

of crystal fractionation in the evolution of the

1

2

1

3

D. Gagnevin , T.E. Waight , J.S. Daly , G. Poli and S.

volcano.

4

Conticelli

1: School of Geological Sciences, University College Dublin,
Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland
2: Geological Institute, Øster Voldgade 10, 1350 Copenhagen

P51 Temporal Evolution of the northern
volcanism of Martinique Island (Lesser Antilles,
France)

K, Denmark
3: Department of Earth-Sciences, Piazza Universitá, 06100
Perugia, Italy

GERMA Aurélie*, QUIDELLEUR Xavier
Laboratoire de Géochronologie, Université Paris Sud,

4: Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Universita degli Studi
di Firenze, Via La Pira, 4, I-50121 Firenze, Italy

91405 Orsay Cedex, FRANCE
* corresponding author (email: germa@geol.u-psud.fr)

Plagioclase phenocrysts in dacites from the high-K

The Lesser Antilles island arc, 850 km length,

calc-alkaline Capraia volcano (7.2-7.6 Ma) in the Tuscan

is an active margin resulting from the subduction of

Magmatic Province were analysed for major, minor

the Atlantic plate under the Caribbean plate, at a

elements and Sr isotope variations in order to evaluate

relatively low rate (2 cm/year). The arc is divided in

the open-system history of the volcano. Most lavas are

two to the north of the island of Martinique. To the

dacitic in composition and have a predominantly high-K

East, the old arc, which was probably active between

calc-alkaline signature. Repeated dissolution zones in

Late Eocene and Mid Oligocene, constitutes the

phenocrysts from two dacitic units are associated with

Limestone Antilles. To the west, the recent arc

increasing An content and Sr isotopic variations

developed at the beginning of Pliocene and is still

(87Sr/86Sr = 0.70872-0.71004), which argue for repeated

active. Due to its position, Martinique (14°N, 61°W)

magma mixing events. Taking into consideration both

is the island where the most complete volcanic

chemical data (mol% An, FeT) and isotopic variations,

history of both arcs can be found. However, most

we show that individual plagioclase crystals in the Monte

studies have been restricted to Mount Pelée volcano,

Castello dacites display, at least in part, a shared

more particularly to the 1902 and 1929 A.D.

crystallisation/resorption history. Changes in

87

86

Sr/ Sr

eruptions, rather than on the older zones from the old

after most dissolution zones further suggest that the

arc and Vauclin-Pitault submarine chain,or from the

system

both

recent arc (Morne Jacob, Pitons du Carbet and Mount

unradiogenic and radiogenic Sr magmas. Importantly,

Conil complexes). The aim if this study is to

recharge with an unradiogenic Sr magma, perhaps

determine the volcanic evolution of the northern

basaltic in composition, concurs with the predominance

Martinique Island by constraining the building and

of reverse zoning in pyroxene and the presence of olivine

destructive rates of the different volcanic complexes

in some dacites. Plagioclase sometimes has high mol%

from the recent arc. Dating of nearly forty selected

was

An, Fe, Sr and

repeatedly

87

replenished

with

86

Sr/ Sr rims, suggesting recharge with

representative samples from the northern volcanic

magma of possible lamproitic affinity prior to eruption.

complexes has been obtained by K-Ar, based on the

The decrease in An content after most dissolution zones,

Cassignol-Gillot technique. First results show that
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Morne Jacob volcano has a longer history than

that range from 20-130 ppm and from 2060-2910

previously inferred: the different stages of activity range

ppm, respectively. Indirect estimates of melt water

between 5.5 and 1.5 Ma. Piton du Carbet complex is

contents using the summation deficit to 100% of the

younger than estimated before: a first stage of activity

EMPA method of melt inclusions in pumiceous clasts

occurred with the construction of an andesitic volcano

from explosive eruptions indicate maximum water

between 2 Ma and 770 ka, which ended by a large flank

contents of ~6.4 wt.% for the Merapi magmas,

collapse to the southwest at 337 ± 5 ka. Together with

sufficient to stabilize amphibole. Water contents of

these radiometric ages, ongoing morphological works

melt inclusions are much lower in dome samples and

will help us to better reconstruct the volcanic history of

juvenile components such as breadcrust bombs from

the northern complexes of Morne Jacob, Pitons du Carbet

fountain-collapse pyroclastic flows. First FTIR data

and Mont Conil, and to characterize their relationship

obtained on melt inclusions from the same rocks

with the recent volcano of Mont Pelée.

confirm the preliminary data on initial water contents
of up to (or just above) 6 wt.% for the Merapi

P20 Volatile content, ascent and degassing of andesitic

magmas and the low water contents in melt inclusions
from dome lavas. Amphibole breakdown rims

magma at Merapi volcano, Java

consisting of plagioclase, pyroxenes and oxides are

Ralf Gertisser & Sylvain Charbonnier
School of Physical and Geographical Sciences, Earth Sciences

common in dome lavas and breadcrust bombs from

and Geography, Keele University, Keele, Staffordshire, ST5

fountain-collapse

pyroclastic

flows,

but

are

5BG, UK

essentially absent in pumiceous clasts from more

Volatile compositions of melt inclusions and

explosive eruptions. This suggests that magma ascent

groundmass glasses in lava and tephra samples from

rates and processes of degassing during magma

effusive (dome-forming) and explosive (vulcanian and

ascent and eruption, rather than differences in initial

subplinian)

volatile content, are important factors controlling

Holocene

eruptions

of

Merapi

were

determined by electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) and
Fourier-transform infrared

(FTIR)

eruptive style.

spectroscopy to

determine pre-eruptive melt volatile contents and to
assess the role of volatiles and magma degassing on
eruptive style. Melt inclusions in phenocrysts have mean
SiO2 contents of 62 and 70 wt.% (volatile-free basis).

P52 Trace element and Li isotope variations in
submarine basalts from the Tonga Arc.
Samantha Hammond*, Nick Rogers, Ian Parkinson
and Rachael James.

These values are similar to those of corresponding
groundmass glasses, which range in composition from 65
to 74 wt.% SiO2 (volatile-free basis), and generally
higher

than

those

of

the

Merapi

whole-rock

Dept of Earth Sciences, CEPSAR, The Open University,
Milton Keynes, MK76AA
s.hammond@open.ac.uk n.w.rogers@open.ac.uk
i.j.parkinson@open.ac.uk r.h.james@open.ac.uk

compositions. Inclusions in the Merapi volcanics contain

Lithium is a moderately incompatible, fluid-

a mean of 140-340 (max. 500) ppm S and 2860-3690

mobile trace element which is concentrated in the

(max. 4550) ppm Cl. Corresponding groundmass glasses

crust, where its isotopes are fractionated by low

have substantially lower mean S and Cl concentrations

temperature

processes.

Consequently

lithium
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isotopes have potential as a tracer of crustal recycling in

P9 The Early Tertiary sills of the Faeroe Islands:

the mantle.

what can their 3D architecture and geochemistry

To investigate this potential we have

determined major and trace elements and Li isotope

tell us about the evolution and distribution of

ratios in a series of submarine arc and back-arc basalts

other Tertiary intrusions in e.g. the Faeroe-

from the Tonga arc. Tonga is considered to represent the

Shetland basin?

simplest end member of arc systems being remote from

JOGVAN HANSEN*, DOUGAL A. JERRAM &

continental interferences, with a limited but well

SIMON PASSEY2

characterized sedimentary input and a rapid convergence

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham,

rate. The mantle wedge beneath the Tonga arc is highly

Durham, DH1 3LE, UK (E-mail:

depleted in trace elements, and therefore the system is

jogvan.hansen@dur.ac.uk), 2Geological Survey Faeroes.

sensitive to any inputs into the wedge from the
subducting slab.
Trace

element

data

reflect

the

depleted

composition of the mantle wedge, subducted sediment
and a slab-derived fluid. Mantle wedge depletion is
reflected in ratios of immobile elements, such as Zr/Hf
which varies from 27.8 – 40.2, suggesting 3% melt
extraction from a MORB mantle source. Co-variation of
Zr/Hf with La/Yb indicates larger degrees of melting
during magma generation beneath the arc compared with
the back-arc. Variations of the LILE and REE, require
both a sediment melt and an aqueous fluid source in the
arc lavas, but only a sediment melt component is evident
in the back arc lavas.

This suggests that melts from

sediments in the slab are released into the mantle wedge,
forming the source of the back arc lavas, and selective
addition of fluids from the slab into this hybridized
mantle induces melting above the arc.
Samples from the back arc region have δ7Li
values that are similar to MORB (+3.0 ‰ to +5.2 ‰),
whereas those from the arc have more elevated δ7Li
values ranging up to +6.4 ‰, suggesting that the fluid
rich component is richer in δ7Li than the sediment melt
component.

However,

δ7Li

does

not

The Early Tertiary lavas of the Faeroe Islands
form a part of a thick (~5.5 Km) basalt sequence
erupted in the initial stages of North Atlantic rifting.
This rifting also triggered eruption of broadly
contemporaneous

flood

basalt

lavas

in

East

Greenland and in the British Tertiary Igneous
Province. In general the relationship between erupted
flood basalts and their feeder systems and plumbing
systems at depth are poorly understood. Clearly a
major link between flood basalt source and surface
eruption are the sill and dyke networks associated
with the provinces. In the Faeroe Islands large saucershaped intrusions, the Streymoy and Eysturoy sills,
are exposed in great 3D outcrop. Such intrusions have
a direct comparison to similar bodies in the offshore
Faeroe-Shetland basin, some of which have been
penetrated by commercial wells. In this study we
examine the relationships of these well exposed sills
in the Faeroes, along with associated dykes and other
minor intrusions, at the sub-seismic scale >50m. The
intrusions will be mapped in 3D using laser scanning
and digital mapping techniques, to provide 3D
geological models for comparison to offshore data.

co-vary

The transition from dykes to sills and vice versa will

systematically with fluid mobile elements, and the

add to the understanding of the structure of the

controls on δ7Li in arc lavas are more complex than

igneous

simple mixing of isotopically distinct components.

compartmentalising of the intruded host rocks. A

plumbing

system

and

potential
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more detailed characterisation of the sills and associated

2003. Teleseismic events recorded in the period July -

dykes through their geochemistry may help to constrain

December 2003 were used to calculate the receiver

phases of injection and inflation of the sills and their

functions. Teleseismic magnitudes reached M8,

relation to pulses of lava eruption. Possible geochemical

providing excellent arrivals at the array of broadband

differences could mean that the sills were emplaced into

seismometers. Velocity models derived from the

the same stratigraphic position from different systems at

receiver functions are assessed for their geological

different times. If so, does it mean that certain

plausibility and correlation with the existing collated

stratigraphic layers are preferred sites of intrusions?

wide-angle seismic data.

Volumes of intrusive material will also be compared to
1Richardson, K. R., Smallwood, J. R., White, R. S., Snyder,

individual lava flow volumes.

D. & Maguire, P. K. H. (1998). Crustal structure beneath

P11 Constraining the Crustal Structure Beneath the

the Faroe Islands and the Faroe-Iceland Ridge.
Tectonophysics, 300, 159–180

Faroe Islands – Evidence for Magmatic
Underplating?

P53 Geometry of Caldera Superfaults and

Katherine E Harland*, Robert S White & Heidi Soosalu
Department

of

Earth

Sciences,

Bullard

Laboratories,

University of Cambridge

The Faroe Islands are presumed to be a block of
continental crust sitting on the edge of the North Atlantic

Emplacement of Their Associated Intrusions
Rebecca Hildyard*, Peter Kokelaar
Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University
of Liverpool, 4 Brownlow Street, Liverpool, L69 3GP,
UK rebecca.hildyard@liverpool.ac.uk

rift. The region was closest to the presumed centre of the

Caldera collapse generally involves large-scale

Iceland mantle plume at the time of continental breakup

fault movements, in some cases involving an annular

in the late Paleocene and experienced extensive

structure (ring-fault) but commonly involving several

magmatism. A stratigraphic thickness of 7 km of basalt

intersecting fault strands. Fault displacements are

is exposed or drilled on the Faroes. There is however, no

typically hundreds of metres in hours or days. Recent

exposure of the crust underlying the flood basalts on the

modelling, experimentation and comparison with

islands and the crustal thickness, velocity structure and

natural analogs show that bounding faults typically

nature of the intruded crust in this region are as yet

dip outwards. Reappraisal of the deeply dissected

poorly constrained. Richardson et al. (1998)1suggested

Glencoe Volcano in Scotland has shown that the

that the lower crust may contain heavily intruded igneous

archetypal bounding ‘ring-fault' and associated

material on the basis of sparse evidence from a wide-

intrusions, which define an ellipse 14x8 km, comprise

angle seismic profile. This study aims to bring insight

near vertical or outward-dipping structures that have

into the crustal structure beneath the Faroes through

accommodated ~700 m of subsidence. Along certain

analysis of teleseismic receiver functions. The main

sections, pseudotachylyte occurs at the margins of

focus is on constraining the depth to the Moho and

voluminous (1-2000 m wide) fault intrusions of

examining evidence for magmatic underplating in the

rhyolite, monzonite, diorite, tonalite and granite. The

region. A network of 50 broadband seismometers was

pseudotachylyte and rhyolite show various mingling

installed on the Glyvursnes peninsula, Streymoy Island in

relationships indicating a fluid and particulate-state
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interaction during emplacement. The inner contacts,

morphology,

spatial

distribution

and

size

against the subsided country rocks, are planar while the

relationships. When quantified, such data can be used

outer contacts are highly irregular, both on a large scale

to better constrain the different components of the

(100s m) and a small scale (10 cm -1 m). In one section,

resultant crystal population and how they relate to

a fault strand cuts a hydrothermal system recorded by

each other. Additionally, by combining textural

veins of quartz, epidote, pyrite and sericite. We infer that

analysis information with geochemical analysis, a

both friction melts and magmas were transformed

powerful measure of magma timescales and magma

explosively to froth or spray where they encountered

chamber processes results. In this contribution the

rapid decompression along dilatant sections of the active

different types of textural analysis techniques in 2D

superfaults. The irregular outer contacts of the fault

and 3D are introduced with examples from both

intrusions are interpreted as recording instantaneous

plutonic and volcanic systems presented to highlight

explosive disruption of pressurized hydrothermal systems

the roll of this approach to quantifying magma

that were intersected by the dilational faults. The

timescales.

involvement of outward-dipping faults at caldera
volcanoes suggests that fault-plane dilation commonly
promotes explosivity along these structures.

P45 The origin of exceptionally fine-grained
volcanic cones from dry-magmatic, basaltic
explosive eruptions: Constraints from Paricutin

P16 Understanding Crystal Populations through the

and El Jorullo, Mexico

magmatic plumbing system: The Role of Textural

Jurado-Chichay Z.1, Walker G.P.L.2, Rowland S.K.1,

Analysis in Determining Magmatic Timescales

Ernst G.G.J.2,3

DOUGAL A. JERRAM

(1) Geology & Geophysics Dept, University of Hawai’i,

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham, Durham,

Honolulu, Hawai’I, 96822, USA

DH1 3LE, UK (E-mail: D.A.Jerram @dur.ac.uk)

(2) Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, UK
(3) Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption

Crystal populations in igneous rocks that erupt at
the Earths surface act as records of magma chamber

Dynamics, Geological Institute, University of Ghent,
Belgium

processes at depth, predominantly recording episodes of

The eruptions of El Jorullo (1759-74) and

growth/nucleation and geochemical changes within the

Parícutin (1943-1952), generated 300-400m high

host

crystal

pyroclastic cones, extensive ash blankets and lava

populations, however, reveals a complex crystal cargo

flow-fields. The cones have the aspect of Hawaiian-

that comprises crystals which have grown directly from

Strombolian scoria cones, but both cones and tephra

the host, crystals that have spent one or more protracted

blankets are dominated by submillimetre particles.

periods being isolated from the host magma and crystals

Eruptions that produce such deposits have been called

that originated from a completely different magma body

“violent strombolian”. We find that pyroclasts of a

and/or country rock. To further interrogate this crystal

given size travelled moderately further from the

cargo we can use textural analysis techniques to fully

source than in the normal-Hawaiian-strombolian

quantify the crystal population and gather important

cases; the eruption dynamics appears similar at first.

information about the population, such as crystal

A key difference is in the finer grainsizes of these

body.

Detailed

inspection

of

such
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violent

strombolian

types.

A

higher

degree

of

Tanzania and Kenya count a number of active

fragmentation could result from hydromagmatic activity,

and potentially hazardous volcanoes but none of them

but the deposits lack evidence for this. The tephra blanket

are currently routinely or continuously monitored by

of El Jorullo contains hundreds of strictly parallel

local scientists or indeed by scientists anywhere.

laminae, evidence for deposition by fallout from

Among the most active ones, Oldoynio Lengai (OL)

numerous explosions (as observed on Parícutin). The

has been almost continuously active in the past

predominantly fine grainsize constitutes about half of the

decade. Activity has been mostly confined to small-

total erupted volume. The following scenario is

scale effusive and explosive eruptions of natro-

consistent with the field observations and ongoing

carbonatite within the summit crater, with lava flows

laboratory experiments on particle-laden gas jets at U.

occasionally

Ghent and is thought to play a crucial role in “violent

progressing down onto the volcano flanks. The

strombolian” eruptions:

automated MODVOLC method falls short of

overflowing

the

crater

rim

and

Parícutin and Jorullo cones are particularly

detecting thermal anomalies within OL’s crater, but

large for “strombolian cones” and are characterised by

we explore how MODIS infrared bands can still be

wide and deep craters. Material depositing on the crater

used to monitor activity. Quantitative data on lava

rim is too fine-grained to weld despite high accumulation

temperature and surface are also retrieved using

rates. A thick crater-rim tephra pile is inherently

Landsat ETM+ and ASTER imagery. We cross-verify

unstable, producing grainflow avalanches back into the

our observations and measurements against field

vent. The recycled material is submitted to secondary

reports. Despite the small-scale and low temperature

fragmentation, contributes to periodic overloading of the

(~550°C)

particle-laden eruption jet, and recurrently increases the

variations in eruption intensity, lava field temperature

fall rate onto the crater rim, repeating the cycle. The

and lava eruption rate can be derived from high-

system becomes highly intermittent, is characterised by

spatial resolution RS. Although recent activity has

extensive fragmentation/milling of a “dry slurry” in “dry

been moderate at OL, a more intense explosive

surtseyan”

recycling-dominated

eruption is overdue and there is a need for routine

subplinian-style and generates an exceptional proportion

monitoring in the future. Low-cost thermal IR remote

of fines.

sensing monitoring is an essential component of the

eruption

style

or

of

natro-carbonatite

lavas,

relative

needed monitoring programme at several Tanzanian
P44 Thermal remote sensing monitoring of Oldoinyo

and Kenyan volcanoes.

Lengai volcano, Tanzania
Kervyn M. (1), Harris A.J. (2), Mbede E. (3), Jacobs P.,
Ernst G.G.J. (1)
(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Center for Eruption
Dynamics, Geological Institute, University of Ghent, Belgium
(Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)
(2) HIGP/SOEST, University of Hawaii, USA
(3) Department of Geology, University of Daar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania

P26 Debris avalanches at Oldoinyo Lengai
(Tanzania): Morphological evidence, collapse
mechanisms and hazard assessment
Kervyn M. (1), Klaudius J. (2), Keller J. (2), Mbede
E. (3), Jacobs P. (1), Ernst G.G.J. (1)
(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption
Dynamics, Department of Geology and Soil Sciences,
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Ghent University, Belgium (Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)

P42 Experiments on volcanic cone-and-crater

(2) IMPG, Albert Ludwigs-University of Freiburg, Germany

assembly, geometry and growth

(3) Department of Geology, University of Daar-es-Salaam,

Kervyn M., Jacobs P., Ernst G.G.J.

Tanzania

Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption

Evidence for collapse scars and debris avalanches
were collected in the field and subsequently fully

Dynamics, Geological Institute, Ghent University, Belgium
(Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)

documented and mapped using a combination of remote

Pyroclastic cones are the most common

sensing data including airphotos, SRTM DEM, ASTER

volcanic constructs on Earth and are formed by

and Landsat imagery. One debris avalanche estimated at

explosive eruptions displaying a wide range of

3

~5km volume affected the N flank of Lengai and flowed

intensities and styles including hawaiian, strombolian,

N at least 24 km, to the S shore of Lake Natron. This

subplinian, even plinian. The morphology of small

collapse, estimated to have occurred at ~10.000 B.P,

volcanic

affected almost 20% of the volcano volume. The collapse

characterized (Porter, 1972; Wood, 1980) and

scar separates an earlier phonolitic from the more recent

rationalized using simple “sand cone-and-crater”

nephelinitic/carbonatitic

is

analogue models (Riedel et al. 2003). Yet volcanic

expressed in the Northward migration of the feeding

cones display a wide range of sizes and shapes

conduit. Remarkable linear alignments of individual

corresponding to a wide variability in characteristic

hummocks are observed within the debris avalanche field

morphometric ratios. For the Mauna Kea volcanic

and indicate flow direction. Evidence for at least two

cone field, the crater-to- cone-base diameter ratio

additional sector collapses affecting the N and E flanks

(Wcr/Wco) ranges from 0.15 to 0.57 and is perceived

of Oldoinyo Lengai are also documented. Of much

to be a time-integrated record of contrasting and

smaller scale (~0.1-0.2 km3), these more recent and

successive eruption conditions. There is potential of

shallow landslides are attributed to the unstable growth

learning about eruption conditions from analyses of

of the summit part of the volcano. Preliminary numerical

the controls on the variability of cone morphology.

modeling is presented for smaller collapses. The potential

Here two new types of analogue experiments are

for a future sector collapse at Lengai is also evaluated

presented. First, sand and plaster mixtures, in varying

using RS data and field observations. The Lengai region

proportions, are used to construct cone piles,

is important for the local already-threatened Masai

subsequently drained at their base, at the foot of the

herders and is an important focus for eco-tourism. The

cone’s apex. The effect of particles’ cohesion on the

findings highlight the need to routinely monitor ground

cone height and crater diameter relative to the cone

deformation and seismic activity at Lengai to anticipate

base diameter is systematically investigated. The

volcano collapse and/or an explosive eruption that could

influence of a sloping substratum on the crater and

harm local people, unique ecosystems, international air

flank asymmetry is also investigated. The influences

traffic or developing eco-tourism.

of an initial spatter-dominated phase or that of a

stage.

The

transition

cone-and-crater

constructs

has

been

phreatomagmatic initial phase are modeled by
varying the level of the drainage level. Second,
preliminary results of dynamic experiments in which
a sand-laden gas jet is used to investigate the different
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growth stages of a cone are presented. The results of the

and with analogue magmas of constrasting densities

experiments are compared with several field cases,

and viscosities. In addition to the focusing effect of

including the Mauna Kea and Lanzarote cone fields.

rising dikes towards the volcano caused by stress

Other

cone

reorientation, especially visible in gelatin models, the

morphology such as lava flow breaching and crosswinds

rise of dikes approaching the volcano stress field are

are discussed and illustrated by field cases and

stopped by the compressive stress of the load. This is

perspectives for future experiments are highlighted.

the case for magmas above a given density threshold

potential

key

controls

on

volcanic

depending on volcano size. If magma input rate is
P43 Why peripheral vents often occur at the base of a
volcanic edifice: Insights from analogue experiments
Kervyn M. (1), Van Wyk de Vries B. (2), Jacobs P. (1),

sufficient, a dike tends to extend laterally until its tip
is able to rise vertically again and to erupt at the
volcano base. Experiments are carried out for
contrasting volcano sizes and intrusion shapes (dike,

Ernst G.G.J. (1)

cylindrical magma chamber). Preliminary results are

(1) Mercator & Ortelius Research Centre for Eruption
Dynamics, Geological Institute, University of Ghent, Belgium

compared with illustrative field cases. Perspectives

(Contact: Gerald.Ernst@UGent.be)

for further analogue modeling is highlighted.

(2) Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Université Blaise Pascal,
Clermont-Ferrand, France

The spatial distribution of eruptive vents at and
around volcanoes is usually complex and controlled by
several combining factors (growth, size and shape of the
magma

chamber,

magma

composition,

volcano

spreading, regional stress field). It also evolves, as a
volcano evolves and grows. Observations of vent

P13 Combined patterns of fracturing and
deformation before volcanic eruptions
C. Kilburn, R. Robertson, J. Woo, R. Smith, A. Bell
and E. Binfield.
Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Department of
Earth Sciences, University College London, Gower St,
London WC1E 6BT, UK (c.kilburn@ucl.ac.uk).

distributions at contrasting volcanoes, from scoria cones

Increases in rates of seismicity and of ground

or stratovolcanoes to large shields, show that eruptive

deformation are common precursors to volcanic

vents tend to frequently occur at the base, or at the

eruptions. Their behaviour is normally recorded as

marked lower break-in-slope, of the edifice. We present

separate sets of variations with time. In contrast to

new analogue experiments that illustrate that the local

common perception, the two trends do not necessarily

stress field created by the volcano load favours extrusion

remain in proportion to each other, but instead show

of rising magma at the volcano base. Two sets of

different precursory patterns. Ambiguity thus occurs

experiments are developed. In the first set, golden syrup

as to which trend is the more reliable for forecasting

(magma analogue) is injected into a 20 cm thick layer of

eruptions. An alternative approach is to measure

fine granular material (crust analogue) overtopped by a

changes in seismic event rate with deformation, in

sand cone. In the second set, low-density liquids (magma

order to monitor crustal fracturing in terms of the

analogues) are injected into a gelatin block overtopped

proportion of strain energy consumed by fault

by a sand cone. These two types of experiments enable to

movements. Of special interest is a reanalysis of

analyse similarities and differences in magma rise below

seismicity and uplift at the calderas at Rabaul (Papua

a volcano within material with different elastic properties
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New Guinea), Campi Flegrei (Italy) and Long Valley

August 2006, augmented with seismic data from the

(U.S.A.). During the 1970s and 1980s, all three calderas

Icelandic Meteorological Office. Fault plane solutions

underwent

(with

indicate left-lateral strike-slip mechanisms, probably

individual seismic crises continuing for 2-3 years) and

related to northeast-striking faults that cross the two

rates of uplift. Eruptions finally occurred at Rabaul in

mountains. The likely cause of this activity is

1994. However, deformation has remained modest at

interpreted to be adjustments in the tectonic stress-

Long Valley, whereas Campi Flegrei is showing

field at the Iceland extensional boundary, driven

evidence of renewed rapid uplift. The new studies

primarily by plate motions but modified by igneous

indicate that (1) the episodes of unrest do not represent

processes associated with the Askja volcanic system.

episodes

of

elevated

seismicity

temporary deviations from a relaxed background state,

We have also discovered a series of unusually

but have been part of a long-term accumulation of strain,

deep earthquakes, with hypocentral depths of 16–34

and that (2) each caldera lies at different stages along an

km. These events are between 10–20 km to the north

evolutionary sequence of increasing crustal fracturing.

and east of Askja, and their seismograms show

Thus, the 1994 eruptions at Rabaul are seen as the natural

unusually low-frequency S waves and long codas. We

consequence of deformation during the previous two

suggest that this seismicity is directly related to

decades. By analogy, therefore, successive episodes of

magmatic activity within the Askja central volcanic

uplift at Campi Flegrei are likely to be bringing the

system.

caldera closer to the condition for bulk crustal failure and
the onset of an eruption.
P29 A GIS-based decision support tool for
vulnerability and risk assessment of volcanic
islands

P14 Earthquakes at Herdubreid on the north Iceland
plate boundary: tectonic or magmatic?

C. J. Lowe *, M. Haklay2, P. Longley3, W. J.

Clare Knox1*, Heidi Soosalu1, Robert S. White1,

McGuire1, R. E. A. Robertson4

Steinunn S. Jakobsdottir2

1 Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, University

1Department of Earth Sciences, Bullard Laboratories,
University of Cambridge
2Icelandic Meteorological Office
Email: cgk25@cam.ac.uk

Persistent small-scale seismicity is observed in a

1

College London, Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, UK,
c.lowe@ucl.ac.uk
2 Department of Geomatic Engineering, University College
London, Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, UK,
3 Department of Geography, University College London,
Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, UK

few-kilometres-wide belt near the active volcano Askja,

4 Seismic Research Unit, University of the West Indies, St.

on the Icelandic Northern Volcanic Zone. Swarms of

Augustine, Trinidad, West Indies

minor earthquakes (magnitude < 2) occur beneath the

Hazard assessment of active volcanoes in

table mountain Herdubreid and hyaloclastite ridge

populated areas has only limited value without

Herdubreidartögl, formed in subglacial eruptions near the

accompanying vulnerability analysis, which takes

end of the last Ice Age. We detected several hundred

into account the circumstances of those citizens liable

earthquakes at depths of 2–7 km, using a temporary

to be affectedthreatened by a future eruption.

network of 20 broad-band seismometers during July and

Vulnerability is particularly high on small volcanic
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islands, where incomes fall in the low-to-medium

potential eruption trigger. Thus, understanding the

medium bracket, and where geographical isolation leads

eruptive behaviour of silicic volcanoes is dependent

to special problems in relation to evacuation and aid. The

on developing an understanding of the evolution of

aim of this research is to improve current risk

shallow magma chambers after replenishment, and

assessments on volcanic islands through stakeholder

the duration of any delay between the triggering

engagement,

socio-economic

mechanism and subsequent eruption. Timescales may

vulnerability data, as well as the more traditional

be obtained from Fe-Mg, Ni, Ca and Mn diffusion in

physical vulnerability datainformation, in a quantifiable

olivine.

form that can be mapped. This would be completed in

modelling requires gradients in mineral composition

conjunction with the emergency managers and planning

which can be produced during an event such as

officials in the selected study areas who are the end-users

magma mixing, or the interaction of ascending

of risk assessments and who have pertinent views asin

magmas with crystal mush piles or the crust.

and

by

including

Determining a timescale using diffusion

relation to deciding what information is practical and

Magmatic enclaves, interpreted as fragments

useful. The proposed method for improving volcanic risk

of replenishing magma batches, are abundant in all

assessment is through the design and testing of a GIS-

the lava flows of Nea Kameni, Santorini, Greece.

based decision support tool. A variety of hazard and

Glomerocrysts and xenocrysts of gabbroic cumulate

vulnerability data will be included in this practical tool,

material are present in a number of the Kameni

selected to meet user needs, and designedto better to

magmatic

enable emergency managers and planning officials to

disequilibrium between the cumulate crystals and the

make informed decisions both before athe onset of

host indicate that these fragments are derived from

volcanic eruption,unrest, and during a volcanic crises.

pre-existing gabbroic crystal mush piles that were

The research will focus on two study sites in the eastern

pervaded by the replenishing andesitic melts as they

Caribbean – the islands of Dominica and St. Vincent.

migrated to shallow levels. High-resolution BSE

enclaves.

Isotopic

and

chemical

imaging of olivine reveals that when in contact with
the replenishing magma groundmass, the xenocrystic
P17 Timescales of magma replenishment and mixing:
Nea Kameni, Santorini, Greece
Victoria Martin1, Jon Davidson1, Dougal Jerram1, Dan
2

3

olivine crystals display narrow (10-30 µm) Fe-Mg
diffusion profiles which must have formed during the
interval between replenishment and eruption. Initial

Morgan , Mark Caddick

investigation suggests that the diffusion profiles

1 - Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham,

formed in a relatively short time, indicating a period

Durham DH1 3LE, UK

of weeks to months for the combined migration-

2 - LGCA, Université Joseph Fourier, St Martin D’Hères,

replenishment-eruption cycle at Nea Kameni.

38400 Grenoble, France
3 - ETH Zentrum, NW E83.2, Clausiusstrasse 25, CH-8092,
Zurich, Switzerland

Periodic replenishment of shallow crustal
magma chambers with batches of more mafic magma is a
well documented process, widely recognised as a
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P54 Volcanic lightning and the electrification of

on other planets where measurements of its

volcanic plumes

occurrence might give clues about the nature of their

1

2

volcanism.

T. A. Mather and R. G. Harrison
1

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, Parks

Road, Oxford OX1 3PR, UK. (Tamsin.Mather@earth.ox.ac.uk)
2

Department of Meteorology, The University of Reading, P.O.

P55 The shape evolution of magma chambers and

Box 243, Earley Gate, Reading RG6 6BB, UK.

sub-surface plumbing

(r.g.harrison@reading.ac.uk)

1,2

We

review

the

Mathieu L* , Holohan E2 , Rollitt H*1,2, Troll
current

understanding

of

RV1,2 , Van Wyk de Vries B 2

electrification of volcanic plumes, discussing possible

1 VAMP Trinity College Dublin (TCD), Dublin 2, Eire;

implications in terms of the monitoring, early Earth

2 Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans (LMV), OPGC,

evolution and planetary exploration. We also present

Clermont-Ferrand, France

simple calculations showing how the global electrical

Analogue models have been conducted to

circuit might be modified following large volcanic

study how magma chambers form and change shape

eruptions into the stratosphere.

during inflation and deflation episodes. Several

Volcanic lightning is perhaps the most spectacular

different set-ups have been run at TCD and LMV.

consequence of electrification of volcanic plumes.

These involve a magma analogue of silicone, honey

Recent years have seen remote-sensing measurements of

or Golden Syrup placed, or intruded into sand or fine

volcanic lightning used as part of a portfolio of

powder. In sand, the magma analogue locally wets

techniques to monitor volcanic eruptions. Surface

the envelope by infiltration. This creates a high

observations of the atmospheric electric potential

viscosity border analogous to natural wall-rock

gradient and the charge carried on ash also show that

enhanced ductility and inward magma solidification.

many volcanic plumes, whilst not sufficiently electrified

Fine powder limits wetting and so provides a method

for lightning, have detectable electrification in excess of

for varying border zone rheology. Models without

their

been

wetting produce thin dyke and sill-like bodies, while

observed associated with ash-rich plumes, but there is

higher border viscosities create fatter intrusions and

little evidence that the ash composition is critical.

promote doming. Our results include the following: 1.

Different conceptual theories for charge generation and

Regardless of chamber shape the first-formed

separation in volcanic plumes have been developed to

intrusions rise as inward dipping dykes from the

explain the disparate observations obtained, but the ash

margin. 2. A subsequent central vertical dyke zone /

fragmentation

key.

conduit is then created. 3. With no pre-existing

Electrostatic forces modulate dry fall-out of ash. Beyond

chamber a sill forms that domes into a lopolith.

the local effects, the higher stratospheric particle

Dykes are initiated at the margin after a

concentrations following large eruptions may affect the

produced, the dykes initiating on the stretched fold

global atmospheric electrical circuit. This might present

surface in contact with 'magma'. Dykes then form an

another, if minor, way by which volcanic eruptions affect

inward-dipping shear zone which carries the uplift. 4.

global climate. Volcanic lightning has been implicated in

Rising dykes often spawn sills, usually, but not

a number of ways in the origin of life, and may also exist

exclusively at rheological boundaries. Such sills can

surroundings.

Electrification

mechanism

appears

has

to

only

be

fold is
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then inflate to create their own cone-sheet features. 5. On

pre- and post-collapse lava flows. Two thin sections

deflation, intrusions initially shrink and the top bulge

per sample were prepared and scanned at high

reduces in size. After a shallow depression forms, a

resolution. Outlines of the clinopyroxene and olivine

caldera develops, with intrusions rising along the

crystals were traced in Adobe Illustrator, using

outward dipping faults. If the system then re-inflates, the

different layers for each crystal type (euhedral, sub-

caldera faults guide further intrusions. We use the results

euhedral, resorbed, fragmented). The dimensions of

to suggest an evolution and plumbing geometry for the

the crystals were then measured using the Image Tool

Ardnamurchan igneous centre, which accords fully with

computer

evidence of a lopolith-like form, early doming, and

incorporated

structures/cone sheet emplacement. We also apply the

generating a series of CSD graphs. Analysis of the

models to Andean volcano rings, and suggest that many

graphs allows the recognition of the different crystal

batholith-type intrusions may follow an initial ring-like

populations and provides important information on

evolution.

crystal growth (e.g. equilibration or kinetic texture)

program.
in

the

This

information

CSDCorrections

was

program,

history and magma residence time in deep reservoirs.
P18 Crystal size distribution analysis of crystal-rich
lava flows from the pre- and post-El Golfo landslide

P2 Geochemistry of Permo-Triassic basalts from

eruptions of El Hierro Island, Canary archipelago

the Tunguska River, Siberia: implications for the

Orla McKenna*, Marc-Antoine Longpré, Valentin R.

origin of the southeastern part of the Siberian

Troll, Brian O’Driscoll

large igneous province

Department of Geology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin

Rhian Meara*1, Marc Reichow1, Andy Saunders1,
Clive Mitchell2 and Godfrey Fitton3

2, Ireland (mckennot@tcd.ie)
The volcanic edifice of El Hierro, the youngest of
the Canary Islands, is thought to currently overlie the
Canarian hot spot. Nonetheless, this island has not been
studied in great detail relative to other ocean islands
around the world. Its Pleistocene-Holocene volcanic
history has been marked by the occurrence of several
giant landslides, the most recent of which is named the El
Golfo landslide. Whilst steep scarps produced by this
landslide expose the structures and lava sequences of the
pre-collapse volcano, post-El Golfo volcanics are found
in distinct areas.
Using crystal size distribution (CSD) analysis, this
study aims to quantitatively compare the textures of both
the pre- and post-collapse samples. Four key samples,
characterised by the abundance of large clinopyroxene
(up to 20 vol%) and olivine crystals, were selected from

*1rhm9@le.ac.uk, Department of Geology, University of
Leicester, University Rd., Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK;
2

Scottish Natural Heritage, Perth, U.K.

3

School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh, U.K.

The Lower Tunguska region encompasses the
distal, southeastern part of the Siberian large igneous
province. Comprising basaltic lava flows and
pyroclastic deposits, the total thickness of igneous
rocks is estimated to be up to 1500 m, thinning
towards the SE (Zolotukhin and Al’Mukhamedov,
1988). The region allows us to study the composition
of basalts that were emplaced on, but nearly 1000 km
from the western edge of, the Archaean Siberian
craton, unlike the thick successions at Noril'sk which
were emplaced close to the craton margin. An
important question is whether the Tunguska basalts
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are extensions of the magmatism found to the NW at

P56 Permeability as a constraint on the explosive

Noril’sk and in the West Siberian Basin. If so, this

eruption of porous rocks

suggests that individual flows traveled for at least 1000

Sebastian Mueller (1), Bettina Scheu (2); Oliver
Spieler (3), Donald B. Dingwell (3)

km across the craton to their present site.
A suite of 76 basalts and tuffs was collected by CM from

(1) Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol

the Tunguska River, during 1991. The samples are

(2) Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo

mostly from lava flows, but a few are from dykes and

(3) Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of

from tuffs. All samples were analysed by XRF at
Edinburgh, and subsets have been analysed for rare earth
elements (REE) by ICP-OES at both Royal Holloway
University of London, and the University of Leicester.
The basalts and basaltic tuffs are low-Ti tholeiites with
low abundances of Zr (80–130 ppm), Nb (3–7 ppm), and
TiO2 (1.2–1.7 wt%). K, Rb and Ba show evidence of
post-magmatic mobilisation. The basalts are evolved,
with low Mg/Mg+Fe (~0.55). They exhibit only slight
light-REE-enrichment (Lan/Ybn ~1.5 to 2) and heavyREE-depletion (Gdn/Tbn ~1.2 to 1.3). Zr/Nb ranges from
15 to 27.
The basalts are indistinguishable from the Mokulaevsky
type, low-Ti magma that typifies the upper (main) part of
the succession at Noril’sk, thus corroborating the
correlations made Zolotukhin and Al’Mukhamedov
(1988). The modest heavy-REE depletion indicates
shallow and/or extensive mantle melting, consistent with
melting beneath substantially thinned lithosphere. This is
consistent with melt generation beneath what is now the
West Siberian Basin or Khatanga Trough, but is
inconsistent with melt generation beneath the site of lava
emplacement (i.e., beneath the thick Siberian craton). It
is not yet possible to state whether or not the Tunguska
basalts are the distal correlatives of the Noril’sk lavas
(they may simply indicate that the same magma type was
erupted

at

development),

several
but

stages

during

preliminary

the
40

province’s

Ar/39Ar

age

determinations suggest that they are contemporaneous.

This research is supported by NERC NE/C003276/1

Munich
S.Mueller@bristol.ac.uk

Fragmentation of porous magma bearing gas
overpressure is considered to be a crucial process
generating

explosive

volcanic

eruptions.

A

decompressive event (e.g. rapid magma ascent,
landslide,
equilibrium

dome

collapse)

between

the

disrupts
gas

the

phase

stress

and

the

surrounding melt. When the gas in the pores is
exposed to a pressure gradient, it may either fragment
the surrounding magma, or escape from the magma
along

an

existing

interconnected

pathway

bubbles.

of

cracks

Therefore

and

magma

permeability can be a decisive parameter in
determining

whether

an

eruption

experiences

fragmentation; i.e., whether it is explosive or effusive,
or exhibits a temporal transition between the two
eruptive styles. Despite the central role that gas
permeability may play in fragmentation of volcanic
rocks,

a

direct

influence

has

not

yet

been

experimentally verified or quantified. Based on a
comprehensive database of combined permeability
and fragmentation experiments, we show that a high
permeability substantially increases the overpressure
required to fragment porous volcanic rocks. Our
results allow us to deduce a new fragmentation
criterion that incorporates the gas permeability as
well as porosity and internal overpressure. This
criterion implies that the energy required for
fragmentation is largely independent of physical state
and texture, but rather highly depends on the
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contribution of permeable gas flow to decompression.

actually reversed 2004-2005, and contraction was

The results are likely to be highly relevant to models of

observed at most of the stations measured, except on

eruption and conduit dynamics, since they enable the

the southeast side, where seaward movement of this

physical boundary conditions of an explosive eruption to

flank continued.

be better constrained.

spreading at the kilometre scale shows signs of brittle

The response of the volcano to

fracture and block movement, with individual blocks
diverging or converging over the past 3 years. This
P57 Changes in deformation and eruptive style at Mt
Etna, 2004-2006
John Murray
Department of Earth Sciences, Open University

The 2004-5 eruption of Etna was in sharp
contrast to the gas-rich, explosive eruptions that occurred
between 2000 and 2003. There was no prior build-up in

situation appears to have acted as a control on the
type of activity. The sites of the 2004-5 and 2006
eruptions lie within a zone between two blocks that
converged 2004-5 and diverged 2005-6, suggesting
that this movement has allowed virtually degassed
magma to rise passively without the need for a new
input of gas-rich magma.

seismic activity, no ridge-trough-ridge deformation near
the eruption site that would have indicated dyke
emplacement, nor any increase in gas output beforehand.

P4 Unravelling the direct and indirect effects of

There was also no explosive activity accompanying the

flood volcanism: Characterising the 3D

eruption, with gas output diminishing shortly after the

architecture of flood basalts.

eruption started. To all intents and purposes, it behaved

Catherine Nelson*, Dougal A. Jerram & Richard

like persistent effusive activity, that was so characteristic

Hobbs

of Etna between 1955 and 1980, except that it occurred

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham,

not at the summit, but more than 600 metres below it at

Durham, DH1 3LE, UK (E-mail: c.e.nelson@dur.ac.uk)

an altitude of 2640 metres, in the steep slopes of the
Valle del Bove. A similar sequence has now occurred at
a shorter timescale in 2006: initial gas-rich firefountaining and high discharge lava flows from the
Southeast Crater in July have changed to milder
Strombolian activity and lower effusion rates in AugustSeptember, followed by a gas depleted flow erupting
from a new vent at 2830m altitude in October with
virtually no seismic or deformation precursors. So why
have high-effusion rate, explosive eruptions changed to
low-effusion rate gas-depleted “leaking” at the same

Continental flood basalt provinces (CFBPs)
have been the focus of much past attention mainly
from a geochemical perspective, but until relatively
recently few studies have focussed on their internal
physical heterogeneity (e.g. Jerram & Widdowson
2005). The internal makeup of CFBPs is complex, but
can provide much useful information. For example, to
determine the environmental impact of flood basalt
volcanism, it is necessary to know the size of flows
produced by individual eruptions, an idea of the
eruption rate, the amount of volatile material released

volcano?
An unusual change in deformation style
accompanied these events. The continued spreading that
has dominated the volcano-wide deformation 1995-2006

and the date of eruption. Knowledge of the internal
architecture of CFBPs is also of use in hydrocarbon
exploration. Basalt cover presents a significant
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problem in areas of high hydrocarbon potential such as

flow field growth (and for hazard assessment and

the Faeroe-Shetland Basin, as sub-basalt seismic imaging

mitigation): 1) the initial stages, in which flows

is hampered by the high seismic attenuation of the basalt.

advance at a fast pace and reach their maximum

This is due to layering at the sub-seismic scale (Maresh

length and 2) the secondary stages in which levee

et al, in press).

failure produces new flows that invade land or

It is therefore evident that characterising the 3D

property originally thought safe. During the first

architecture of flood basalts can help with both these

stages, the possibility of mitigation will depend on the

issues. New research will produce 3D geological models

distance of the area to be protected from the flow

of characteristic facies associations in flood basalt

source and the contingency for this eventuality. The

provinces. Laser scanning of areas with good 3D

second stage allows more time for observation and

exposure in a variety of flood basalt provinces will

planning to deal with lava flow hazards.

provide a fast and efficient method of constructing 3D

Field data of levee formation at Etna combined

models. These models will be integrated with physical

with rock mechanics tests, show the most likely areas

rock properties for use in forward modelling of seismic

where levees could fail. A similar behaviour was also

wave propagation. This will help identify the best

observed in analogical models using paraffin wax.

seismic acquisition and processing methods for sub-

The conclusions of these studies show:

basalt imaging. The second aim of this research is to

a)

Rubble levees are much weaker than any

investigate the climatic effects of flood basalt volcanism.

other type of levee developed on Etna and

Lava-flow geometries will be combined with estimates of

therefore more likely to fail.

volatile release from the flows. This will be determined

b) Levee failure is mainly observed on the

by the analysis of melt inclusions to obtain data on CO2,

outer bend of levees and where a change in

S and Cl contents.

slope angle of as little as 5° from the

[1] Ellam and Stuart, 2000, Journal of Petrology, Vol 41.

prevailing direction of slope occurs.
However, these conclusions require further testing for
different lava compositions on different volcanoes

P31 Forecasting levee failure to mitigate lava flow

and emplacement conditions.

hazards: preliminary studies
Marie Nolan and M. Carmen Solana
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of
Portsmouth, Burnaby Building, Portsmouth PO1 3QL.

Lava flows are the most common product of

P58 A new mechanism for intraplate
magmagenesis and petrogenetic variation: the
importance of process: significance for planetary

volcanism on earth and pose a continuous threat to

volcanism and isotopic evolution

communities around the globe. Aa morphologies are the

Miles Osmaston

most common morphological type and exhibit a rough

The White cottage, Sendmarsh, Ripley, Woking, Surrey

-3

contorted surface at macro (m) and micro (10 m) scale

GU23 6JT miles@osmaston.demon.co.uk

and advance in a continuous manner developing,

The view that tectonic plates are thin denies

importantly, levees that constrain the direction of the

the possibility of generating intraplate magmas by

flows. Two moments are key from the point of view of

splitting them. Tectospheres actually extend far
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deeper than seismologists have thought [1] so plate-

magmagenetic process in its history. For the Earth,

splitting magmagenetic models are now of some interest.

the atmosphere/hydrosphere

16

O/18O has grown

The base of a plate may be put into extension by

steadily over geologic time to SMOW, and its

epeirogenic flexure, by the penetration of cooling to the

atmospheric 36Ar/40Ar is >25 times that in the mantle.

sp-to-gt peridotite phase-change rapid-contracting level,

Mars has undergone much less magmatism and

or by lithosphere shrinkage on a non-shrinking planetary

evolution of water (wetter mantle). I will show that

interior, each resulting in rapidly self-concentrating

Mars-Earth isotopic comparisons for oxygen, H/D

upward-necking of the plate. Sub-plate material thus

and Ar support this. So their original isotopic

drawn

compositions may have been the same; it’s processing

upward

undergoes

pressure-relief

melting,

endowing the column with net buoyancy to extend the

that has made them different.

narrow split to the surface. Melt segregation then occurs

[1] M.F. Osmaston, Proc 4th Int Conf Arctic Margins,

by a log-jam mechanism, familiar to rock-grouting

2003 (R. A. Scott & D. K. Thurston, eds), US Dept. Interior,

engineers; the solids inevitably form a jam if they are

OCS Study MMS 2006-003, p.105-124. Also on:

bigger than ~25% of the crack width. In our case, the jam

http://www.mms.gov/alaska/icam

forms when wall cooling makes the solids grow again at
shallower levels. Melt is forced through the jam, this
depth

determining

its

major-element

composition.

Continued opening of the crack is offset by wall
accretion and re-formation of the jam. Rupturing of jams
provides a source of xenoliths; the rupturing force
depends on the melt column (low density) height above
the jam, so deeper jams (e.g. kimberlite) yield more
xenoliths, and tholeiite hardly any.

produces a 'draw zone' at sub-lithostatic pressure around
its base (a plume produces an increase there), so lowmelting, trace-element rich and diffusible-gas mantle
constituents are drawn from a wider zone than the
material currently entering the crack, giving the magma a
87

Sr) that is process-

variable and not of lower mantle origin. The mechanism
offers a direct account of the alk-thol-alk-neph OIB
sequence in terms of a split that simply opens rapidly and
then slows down.

pathways results in light-isotope enhancement in the
product (including H2O) so will accumulate the more the
mantle

marker units, Skopunarfjørður, Faroe Islands
Simon R. Passey
Jarðfeingi, Brekkutún 1, P.O. Box 3059, FO-110
Tórshavn, Faroe Islands Email: simon.passey@jf.fo

The Faroe Islands consist of 18 main islands

a dominant NW-SE trend. Previous work has
suggested that this trend is linked to a pre-existing
tectonic fracture system, however, no major fractures
have been proven across the fjords, even with the
drilling of the two sub-sea Vágar and Norðoyar
tunnels. This study, for the first time, suggests a
major fault running parallel to the WNW-ESE axis of
Skopunarfjørður, a ca. 9 km long fjord separating the
islands of Sandoy and Hestur, central Faroe Islands.
This fault is identified through the detailed logging
and correlation of a >300 m thick lava flow sequence,

Gaseous diffusion along the draw zone low-melt

planet’s

sequence through the correlation of stratigraphic

which are separated by elongated, narrow fjords with

The self-generated diapiric column in the crack

'plume' signature (e.g. 3He and

P5 Recognition of a faulted basalt lava flow

has

undergone

the

spanning the Malinstindur, Sneis and Enni formations
of the Palaeogene Faroe Islands Basalt Group. Three
key stratigraphic marker units (Sneis Formation,

proposed
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Høvdhamarin Flow and Argir Beds) are identified from

6

the sequence and their basal spot heights from across the

Mineralogy, SB RAS, Koptyuga Avenue 3, 630090

area are triangulated in a Geographic Information System

unit. These surfaces show a general easterly to southeasterly dip of the strata across the entire area except for
a

significant

deviation

in

dip

direction

across

Skopunarfjørður, which is not supported by observations
on Sandoy or Hestur. This discrepancy is explained by a
WNW-ESE trending dextral strike-slip fault which is

Institute

of

Geology

and

Novosibirsk, Russian Federation;
7

(GIS) and average planar surfaces are produced for each

misha@uiggm.nsc.ru,

fedoseev@sbras.nsc.ru,

Institute

of

Geology

and

Mineralogy, SB RAS, Koptyuga Avenue 3, 630090
Novosibirsk, Russian Federation.

The origin and generation of large igneous
provinces and especially continental flood basalts are
still hotly debated. The Siberian Traps represent the
remnants of the largest Phanerozoic continental flood
basalt province, with an estimated original size of 4 x

supported by similar trending fractures on southern

106 km2 and an original combined volume of at least

Hestur which only show limited vertical displacement.

2 x 106 km3 (Milanovskiy, 1976). Despite recent

This fault may be related to the compressional WNWESE trending dextral strike-slip faults identified offshore
between Hatton Bank and the Faroe Platform by Boldreel
& Andersen (1998).

intensive research on the province, the extent,
duration and process (or processes) of the formation
of extrusive and related magmatism are still
controversial. Several areas surrounding the Siberian

BOLDREEL, L.O. & ANDERSEN, M.S. 1998. Tertiary

craton have been attributed to the Siberian Traps

compressional structures on the Faroe-Rockall Plateau in
relation to northeast Atlantic ridge-push and Alpine foreland

volcanic activity; the full extent remains conjectural
because most research has been restricted to the area

stresses. Tectonophysics, 300, 13-28.

around Noril’sk and Putorana. Basaltic, gabbroic and
rhyolitic rocks occur throughout the West Siberian
P6 Timing and Extent of Magmatism Associated With

Basin beneath a thick cover of Mesozoic and

the Permo-Triassic Siberian Large Igneous Province.

Cenozoic

Marc K. Reichow1, Andrew D Saunders2, Victor N.
3

4

5

Puchkov , Malcolm S. Pringle , Inna Yu. Safonova ,
6

7

Mikhail M. Buslov , Geliy S. Fedoseev
1

mkr6@le.ac.uk, Department of Geology, University of

Leicester, University Rd., Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK;
2

ads@le.ac.uk, Department of Geology, University of Leicester,

University Rd., Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK;
3

puchkv@anrb.ru, Institute of Geology, Ural Branch RAS, Karl

Marx Street 16/2, 450 00 Ufa, Russian Federation;

sediments.

Thicknesses

of

the

lava

sequences vary but exceed 2 km in Triassic graben.
Areas with basalt and dolerite rocks supposedly
related to the Siberian Traps are also reported further
to the north of the Siberian craton, on the Taimyr
Peninsula, along the eastern border of the Urals
(Chelyabinsk) and in the polar Urals (Vorkuta), and
to the south within the Kuznetsk Basin (Kuzbass) and
Semeitau (Kazakhstan) areas.

mpringle@mit.edu, Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and

We have obtained widespread early Triassic

Planetary Sciences, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, MIT, MA 02139-

sample material from across Siberia, and present an

4307, USA;

assessment of published and new geochemical and

5

inna@uiggm.nsc.ru, Institute of Geology and Mineralogy, SB

isotope data. Basalts from the West Siberian Basin,

RAS, Koptyuga Avenue 3, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russian

and the Chelyabinsk, Kuzbass, Vorkuta regions have

Federation.;

chemical characteristics typical of evolved, crustally-

4
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contaminated continental flood basalts (e.g., low Mg#,

Both increases raised concerns that the first eruption

negative Nb anomaly) showing affinities with the

since 1943 might be imminent. However, by 1986,

Nadezhdinsky suite of the main traps from the Noril'sk

the seismic event rate had returned to its pre-1983

area. The Nadezhdinsky suite is known to immediately

values and uplift had declined to centimetres a year.

precede the supposedly main pulse of volcanism that

By 1993, the uplift rate had also slowly increased to

extruded over large areas of the craton. The data indicate

its values before 1983. From such apparently normal

that the basalts and associated rhyolites are likely to be a

levels of unrest, eruptions began from two vents on

part of the greater Siberian LIP, although it is not yet

19 September 1995, after only 27 hours of intense

possible, with the currently available data, to define the

seismicity and, possibly, a few hours of significant

duration of activity. We review of the challenges of

uplift. The rapid onset of the eruption appears unusual

explaining the generation of the Siberian LIP.

if it assumed that the crust was previously in a strain
condition similar to that before the 1983-1985 crisis.

This research is supported by NERC NE/C003276/1

An alternative view, proposed here, is that persistent
intrusion of magma from the 1970s to 1994 gradually
brought the caldera to a state of critical failure. The

P32 Precursory conditions before eruptions in large
calderas: Rabaul volcano, Papua New Guinea, 19711994.
Robert M Robertson*, Christopher RJ Kilburn, William J
McGuire
Benfield UCL Hazard Research Centre, Department of Earth
Sciences, University College London, Gower Street, London

rapid onset of eruption can then be attributed to
dynamic fracturing in an extensional stress regime.
An immediate implication is that monitoring of
changing strain in the crust over intervals of years to
decades may be required to improve forecasts of
eruptions in calderas.

WC1E 6BT, UK (r.robertson@ucl.ac.uk).

Each year, some 15-20 calderas show evidence of
unrest, through a combination of ground uplift and
elevated rates of seismicity. Most episodes of unrest do
not end in eruption and so a key goal in monitoring such
calderas is to distinguish false alarms from true preeruptive phenomena. The behaviour of Rabaul caldera, in
Papua New Guinea, in the past 35 years provides
excellent examples of accelerated unrest without
eruption, as well as eruption without accelerated unrest
until a matter of hours beforehand. By the early 1970s
new monitoring networks had identified a mean uplift
rate of about 10 cm a year at Matupit Island, near the
centre of the caldera. This rate increased fourfold during
1983-85, and was accompanied by an increase of at least
an order-of-magnitude in the monthly rate of seismicity.
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P59 Magma plumbing processes for persistent activity
a*

b

c

Hazel Rymer , Corinne A. Locke , Jorge Brenes and
d

Glyn Williams-Jones
a

Department of Earth Sciences, The Open University, Milton

Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK
b

Department of Geology, The University of Auckland, Private

these mass changes has migrated with time, but whilst
the focus of activity has shifted over time, the
volcano is approximately in a state of mass
equilibrium.
These detailed observations provide insights into the
mechanisms for maintaining persistent activity.

Bag 92019, Auckland, NZ
c

Observatorio Vulcanologico y Sismologico de Costa Rica,

Universidad Nacional (OVISCORI-UNA), Apartado 86-3000,
Heredia, Costa Rica
d

P7 The geometry and flow directions of the
Tertiary Sill Complex of the North Trotternish

Department of Earth Sciences, Simon Fraser University, 8888

University Drive, Burnaby, British Colombia, V5A 1S6, Canada

Peninsula North Skye
*

Schofield, N. (nxs582@bham.ac.uk), Thomson, K,
Hutton, D.H.W.

Microgravity data from the active crater of Poás volcano,
Costa Rica, collected between 1985 and 2004 are
interpreted in terms of convective recharge within
dendritic intrusions beneath the crater, with overall
down-welling in the north and up-welling in the west.
The data reveal a 5-10 year periodicity in sub-crater mass
movement, but overall, the upper part of the conduit
system appears to have maintained a state of mass
equilibrium.
It would seem that convection cells in the form of
dendritic intrusions take up to 5 years to ‘charge’ and 710 years to ‘drain’. The diameter of the dendrites must
be no more than about 50 m in order for the gravity
effects to be so localised. Similarly, the depth to the top
of the cells is unlikely to be more than 50 m because of
the short wavelength of the gravity signature. These cells
could be interpreted in terms of the gas driven intrusion
of mud to shallower levels within the hydrothermal
system or magma intrusion or a mixture of both. The
magnitude of the observed mass changes and the
persistent activity of Poás suggest that magma movement
is the main component in these cells.
These geophysical data provide a unique, 20-year record
of synergistic mass increases and decreases at shallow
depths below the summit crater at Poás. The source of

Earth Sciences, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, B15 2TT.

The c.60 Ma thoeleiitic dolerite sills of the
Trotternish Peninsula form a series of linked sheets
which cut up through the Jurassic (Great Estuarine
Series) sediments in a predominantly south to north
direction.

The sills show a complex range of

morphologies that can be interpreted as being the
result of the intrusion of a number of propagating
magma flow units, an interpretation that can be
verified using both macroscopic flow indicators such
as ropy flows and stretched vesicles and large scale
structural relationships from well exposed cliff
sections.
The sills exhibit a complicated emplacement
style with the larger intrusions often being formed
from coalesced sheets with the chronology of
emplacement of different units being identified where
pinching and decrease in width of columnar joints can
be seen to occur into a different intrusive unit.
The individual sill units often form distinctive
topography, which can be traced by changes in slope
for several kilometers in land, where branching and
budding relationships can be identified supporting the
general south to north propagation direction, but
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indicating that eastern part of the peninsula appears to

activity. Erupted magma volumes are generally quite

exhibit a variation in flow direction to an eastward trend.

small (<0.1 km3) and the volcano is situated in a

With the exception of a few localities, the sills

remote location, yet significant hazards may be posed

intrude into one formation, preferentially exploiting shale

in the event of an eruption by the generation of

or carbonate rich stratigraphic units, hinting at a possible

jökulhlaups, and/or tephra fallout. Deformation and

lithological control on initial emplacement. Stepping up

heightened seismic activity were recorded prior to the

of stratigraphy, broken bridges are also apparent in many

2004 eruption - the event is thought to have been

locations along the cliff sections, giving further

triggered by the release of a jökulhlaup that occurred

information about the emplacement characteristic of the

on October 30th. The start of the eruption was marked

intrusions.

by the onset of volcanic tremor on the evening of

The identification of these seismic scale features

November 1st, and within an hour 200km of ice had

in the field confirms and compliments findings from

been melted and weather radars were able to detect a

companion seismic studies that have been carried out on

plume at a height of 8km. The plume was maintained

sill complexes from the NW European Atlantic Margin

over the following two days, along with the ejection

and demonstrate that features such as broken bridges,

of intermittent rooster’s tail jets. The tephra fall is

branching and budding flows can be successfully used to

very well defined, extending N and NNE from the

identify flow directions and emplacement styles of large

vent. Thus, we have a unique data set which provides

scale sill complexes.

us with the opportunity to address outstanding
problems regarding the mechanics and processes of a
phreatomagmatic eruption, particularly with regard to

P60 Eruption dynamics in subglacial

energy fluxes, fragmentation mechanisms, and tephra

phreatomagmatic eruptions: A case study of the 2004
eruption at Grímsvötn volcano, Iceland.

dispersal.

Grain-size

distributions

and

clast

morphologies will be considered in conjunction with

Tanya Chantal Shavalia* and Dr Thorvaldur Thordarson
Grant Institute of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh,

experimental work on the conversion of thermal to
kinetic energy, while geochemical analysis will

Edinburgh, EH9 3JW.

We present preliminary results from the first stage
of our comprehensive, multidisciplinary study of the

discern the relative contributions of magmatic gases
and external water.

dynamics of the 2004 eruption at Grímsvötn volcano,
Iceland, located beneath the Vatnajökull ice cap.
Grímsvötn has the highest eruption frequency of all
Icelandic volcanoes and ranks second in terms of volume
of products, highlighting the relative importance of
explosive

basaltic

tephra

fallout

predominantly effusive activity.

compared

to

Futhermore, the

occurrence of three eruptions in the past nine years,
followed by subsequent continued inflation provides
evidence that Grímsvötn has entered a new phase of high
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P61 Rare magmatic scapolite oikocrysts in cumulate

scapolite oikocrysts have a uniform composition

nodules from the Kula Volcanic Province, Western

(~Me50) with a CO2 content of 2 - 3.2 wt% and a
maximum SO2 content of ~ 0.1 wt%.

Turkey
Graham Smith*, Marian Holness & Judith Bunbury

The textural evidence supports scapolite

Department of Earth Sciences, Downing Street, Cambridge,

growth as an interstitial phase crystallising after

CB2 3EQ

vapour saturation in the crystal mush forming at the

Scapolite oikocrysts, up to 3cm long, have been

margins of an alkali basalt chamber. We believe this

discovered in cognate, cumulate nodules from the 2Ma

is the first report of interstitial magmatic scapolite.

rift-related, alkali-basaltic Kula Volcanic Province in

References cited: Boivin & Camus (1981). Contr. Min. Pet.

Western Turkey. The two scapolite-bearing nodules (out

77, 365-375; Larsen (1981). Lithos 14, 241-262; Goff et al.

of a total, randomly sampled population of 377)

(1982). EPSL 60, 86-92.

entrained within an alkali-basalt lava flow emanating
from a cinder cone, contain primocrysts of kaersutite,
clinopyroxene, biotite, apatite, and sphene, together with
interstitial plagioclase and scapolite.

P15 Fracture and deformation of volcanic rocks
R. Smith1, P.R. Sammonds1, H. Tuffen2,1, C.R.J.
Kilburn1, V. Rocchi

Scapolite is most commonly associated with either
hydrothermally or metasomatically altered rocks and
high-pressure granulites. Compositions fall between the
meionite

(Ca4[Al6Si6O24]CO3)

and

marialite

1. Department of Earth Sciences, UCL, Gower Street,
London, WC1E 6BT
2. Department of Environmental Science, Lancaster
University, Lancaster LA1 4YQ

(Na4[Al3Si9O24]Cl) end-members. Primary magmatic

A high temperature triaxial deformation cell,

scapolite is rarely reported, and then only as phenocrysts

developed in the Mineral, Ice and Rock Physics

(Boivin & Camus 1981; Larsen 1981; Goff et al. 1982).

Laboratory at UCL, has been used to deform andesite,

The

euhedral

obsidian and basalt at temperatures up to 900°C and

termination faces against undevitrified glass. The

at confining pressures up to 50 MPa. The stress-strain

oikocrysts often have embayed margins adjacent to

relationships and acoustic emissions recorded during

splays of late-crystallising plagioclase laths, consistent

these experiments are presented here. Unfortunately it

with contemporaneous growth from melt. There is no

was not possible to reach the temperature and

evidence of reaction or dissolution, nor for the

pressure limits of this apparatus concurrently and

replacement of plagioclase by scapolite. The margins of

acoustic emission recording equipment could not be

the scapolite are commonly rich in melt inclusions,

implemented for the highest temperature experiments.

although the central parts are dusted with fluid

Proposed modifications to the equipment to enable

inclusions. Junctions between clinopyroxene primocrysts

the temperature and pressure limits to be reached

and the interstitial scapolite commonly contain a void

concurrently with full waveform recording of AE are

space, suggestive that the scapolite grew after the

presented. This will allow us to simulate and record

interstitial liquid had reached vapour saturation. Where a

earthquakes in hot magma in the laboratory under

void is not present the cpx-cpx-scapolite dihedral angle is

conditions expected within lava domes and magma

high, approaching that observed in granulites, indicating

conduits.

Kula

scapolite

oikocrysts

display

a significant time spent at high temperature. The
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P25 Little and often or once in a while with a bang?

to evaluate the relative importance of these processes

Quantifying lahar hazard on Montserrat

and flows, using our findings from May-November

Janez Sušnik, Jenni Barclay, Jan Alexander, Richard

2006.

Herd, Amii Darnell and Sian Crosweller
School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia,

P62 Dolerite dyke emplacement in the Southern

Norwich, NR4 7TJ

We have been monitoring the impact of lahar

North Sea: magma-halite interaction and the

activity in the Belham River Valley, Montserrat since

development of linear collapse structures.

2001 and the largest monitored event occurred on 20th

Ken Thomson

May 2006 synchronous with the second largest dome

School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Science,

collapse from the current eruption.

University of Birmingham.

Despite the unexceptional rainfall, lahars of
around 4 m depth in the mid reaches of the valley were
generated that destroyed several buildings and extended
the coastline. Boulders of c. 2 m were transported by
these flows which appear to have been fully turbulent,
eyewitnesses reported accounts of ‘bouncing’ boulders
that ‘side-swiped’ and destroyed buildings. Deposition
in the study area was highly varied; locally antecedent
deposits were eroded to bedrock and at other sites up to 2
m of new material was deposited, with a more uniform
deposit of around 30cm thick near the coast. Analysis of
these deposits suggest that the 20th May lahars were
moving faster than ‘normal’ lahars in the Belham Valley.
The pulse of sedimentation from this event (both laharic
and volcanic activity) has resulted in enhanced lahar
activity throughout the 2006 rainy season and we will
present new findings about this from our more recent

High-magnitude, highly sediment-charged lahars,
associated with dome collapse cause substantial damage
and risk to life but are rare on Montserrat. The morefrequent, small runoff events (observed 2001-2006) pose
less direct risk to life, but may be more damaging to
over

time

because

of

Aeromagnetic data has demonstrated that the
Palaeocene dyke swarms of Northern Britain extend
into the North Sea. Despite this relatively little is
known about this eastern extension to the North
Atlantic Igneous Province as the igneous material has
only been sampled by a few oil exploration boreholes
and because dykes, being subvertical features, are
difficult to image using seismic reflection data. One
exception occurs in the Southern North Sea where the
doleritic dykes encountered Zechstein evaporites.
This resulted in a complex set of structures due to the
partial collapse of salt pillows as the evaporites
surrounding the dyke were remobilised as either
molten salts or super saturated brines. The removal of
salt from the pillows resulted in the development of
linear chains of conical collapse faults with diameters
of approximately 3km at the top of the Zechstein

(ongoing at the time of writing) field season.

infrastructure

Email: k.thomson@bham.ac.uk

cumulative

sedimentation and local intense scour. Equally, very little
is known about how quickly this system adjusts and

evaporite and approximately 1.5km at shallower
levels, close to the contemporaneous surface. The
contemporaneous surface is marked chains of craters
formed by phreatomagmatic processes as the doleritic
magma interacted in an explosive manner with the
water saturated Upper Cretaceous Chalk. In addition,
there are some small hydrothermal and/or volcanic
mounds located in some of the craters.

changes following larger events. This paper will attempt
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P3 Modeling verifies the widespread effects of the

atmospheric and climate perturbations.

1783-84 Laki Eruption
1,2

3

latitude flood lava eruptions can produce significant

3

Thor Thordarson , Luke Oman , Alan Robock , Georgiy
Stenchikov3, Chaochao Gao3
1

School of Geosciences, University of Ednburgh, Grant

P8 The significance of intra-lava flow geochemical
variations in flood basalt provinces

Institute, The Kings Buildings, West Mains Rd, Edinburgh, UK;
e-mail: thor.thordarson@ed.ac.uk
2

M Widdowson

Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Hawaii

at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.
3

CL Vye*, S Self, TL Barry, KW Burton, A Gannoun,

Department of Environmental Sciences, Rutgers University, 14

College Farm Road, New Brunswick, NJ, 08901, USA.

Simulations of the atmospheric effects of sulfur

Dept of Earth Sciences, The Open University, Walton Hall,
Milton Keynes. MK7 6AA c.l.vye@open.ac.uk

Continental flood basalt (CFB) lava flows are
widely

accepted

to

be

the

compositionally

emissions from the 1783–84 Laki basaltic flood lava

homogenous rapidly erupted products of large well-

eruption in Iceland were conducted using the NASA

mixed reservoirs of magma. Each large-volume

Goddard Institute for Space Studies modelE climate

eruption forms a flow field consisting of many lava

model coupled to a sulfur cycle chemistry model that

sheet lobes. Whilst previous work has occasionally

converts SO2 gas into sulfate aerosol. These simulations

documented

were run using a revised atmospheric SO2 emission

within a single lobe, little has been done to assess the

model for the Laki eruption. The total sulfate aerosol

amount of geochemical variation within the products

loading by the Laki simulations is ~165 Mt and

of individual tholeiitic CFB eruptions. We present a

comparable with the 200 Mt obtained independently by

new approach to investigate the extent and cause of

previous studies. The top of atmosphere net radiative

compositional variation within single CFB eruptions

forcing peaks at -27 W/m2 in late summer 1783, which

through tracing lava sheet lobes in individual

corresponds to a global mean forcing of -4 W/m2. The

pahoehoe flow fields based on features related to

simulations generally emulate the effects of the eruption

emplacement by the inflation mechanism. By

as documented in contemporary chronicles. Bulk of the

establishing this physical volcanological framework,

sulfate aerosol is removed during the fall of 1783

a chronological link with the supply of lava from the

although a significant aerosol perturbation remained into

vent(s) can be determined.

compositional

variations

vertically

1784. Net Northern Hemisphere cooling of up to 3°C in

We present whole-rock major and trace

1783 and 1784 in the regions above 30ºN latitude is

element data from XRF analyses of 400 Columbia

compatible with available temperature records. On the

River Basalt Province (CRBP) samples representing

other hand, warming (1-2°C) along with significant

three eruptive events, and Re-Os isotopic analyses of

negative precipitation anomaly over the Sahel of Africa

40 of these samples, plus 10 from within one sheet

and across to India are consistent with reports of draught

lobe from the Deccan Province. Major and trace

and famine in Egypt and India. In addition, the wet and

element data show that small but statistically

dry sulfate deposition calculated from the simulations

significant geochemical variations are not uncommon

compare well with measured concentrations in ice cores

vertically through single sheet lobes and laterally

across Greenland. The model results confirm that high-

between different lobes. Importantly, parent/daughter
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significant

impossible to attribute dendrochemical peaks to a

information to help constrain the source of intra-flow

causal event with any confidence. The prospects for

relationships

of

Re-Os

offer

188

Os/ Os ratios range from 0.287

dendrochemistry providing a distinctive, diagnostic,

(lava core) to as high as 1.569 (lava crust) within one 35

time-integrated volcanogenic signature are poor, at

metre thick sheet lobe in the CRBP. Results from a single

least for activity of the scale and frequency seen at

sheet lobe in the Deccan reveal similar isotopic variation.

Mount Etna. The method may have potential for

The data demonstrate that contamination by continental

detecting single large volcanic events in an otherwise

crust plays an important role in the evolution of CFBs,

unpolluted environment, where the dendrochemical

and that the amount of contamination can vary during the

archive may be less complex. In this case data

course of one eruptive event. This implies that multiple

replication and multiple sampling would still be

sampling of individual eruptions is essential in order to

necessary to assign a peak to a volcanic event with

use geochemistry as a tool to map the emplacement

any degree of conviction. While previous studies

history of a flow field.

have correlated such dendrochemical peaks with

field variation. Initial

187

isotopes

known volcanic events, the complexities highlighted
in this study demonstrate the difficulties of assigning
P63 The use of tree-rings and foliage as an archive of
volcanogenic cation deposition

a dendrochemical peak to an otherwise unknown
eruption.

Sebastian Watt*1, David Pyle1, Tamsin Mather1, Jason
Day2, Alessandro Aiuppa3

Foliage has potential in mapping the short-term
influence of volcanic plumes and offers spatial detail

1 - University of Oxford

of cation deposition from a point source. Foliar levels

2 -University of Cambridge

of bioaccumulated cations correspond to modelled

3 - Università degli Studi di Palermo

Tree cores (Pinus nigra ssp. laricio) and leaves
(Castanea sativa) from the flanks of Mount Etna, Sicily
have been analysed by ICP-MS to investigate whether
volcanogenic cations within plant material provide an
archive of a volcano’s temporal and spatial depositional

plume transport patterns, and map short-term volcanic
fumigation. Around the flanks of the volcano foliar
variation is greater for volatile cations (Cs, Cd, Pb)
than for lithophilic cations (Ba, Sr), consistent with
trace metal supply from volcanic aerosol during
quiescent periods.

influence.
There is significant compositional variability both
within

and

between

trees,

but

no

systematic

dendrochemical correlation with periods of effusive,
explosive or increased degassing activity. Element
translocation within and between tree-rings appears to be
significant

and

complex,

making

results

highly

dependent on the chosen sample and the orientation of
the sampled core. Processes within the soil and plant
systems complicate the volcanogenic signature to the
extent that results cannot be replicated. Hence, it is
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P22 Understanding the weird behaviour of

P21 The impact of magma chamber convection on

Dominica’s Boiling Lake

gas species ratios emitted from persistently

Fred Witham*, Nicolas Fournier

degassing volcanoes.

1 - Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, BS8 1RJ.

Fred Witham*, Jeremy Phillips, Steve Sparks

fred.witham@bristol.ac.uk

fred.witham@bristol.ac.uk

2 - Seismic Research Unit, University of the West Indies,

Dept. Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, BS8 1RJ.

Trinidad.

Persistently degassing volcanoes require a

The boiling lake of Dominica is the second largest

conduit convection mechanism to supply volatile-rich

boiling lake in the world. It is situated inside an oval

magma to the surface and return degassed magma to

phreatic explosion crater, approximately 150m by 75m,

the magma chamber at depth. We have developed a

and is one of Dominica’s main tourist attractions. Since

fluid mechanical model to describe how denser,

at least the 1800’s, the ‘normal’ behaviour of the lake is

degassed magma returning from the surface interacts

to be boiling vigorously in the centre of the lake, above

with high Rayleigh number convection within the

what is presumably a vent from the hydrothermal

magma chamber. The nature of this interaction

conduit, with a steady depth of approximately 15m.

controls

Every few decades the lake displays different behaviour;

particularly whether a chamber zoned in gas contents

it drains in 1 day, refills with cold water in another, then

develops.

how

the

magma

chamber

evolves,

gradually heats up over weeks to months. Such draining

By combining the results of this model with

events occurred between December 2004 and April 2005.

gas solubility data from the literature, we can predict

In order to drain so rapidly, the lake must be

what gas ratios will be emitted for different

suspended above the local water table – a hypothesis

convective regimes within the magma chamber.

supported by hydrological modelling. Several questions

Comparison with field data on gas emissions yields

arise over the behaviour of the lake: How is it suspended

insights into the behaviour of magmas inside an

above the water table? What is the nature of the

active volcano.

instability? How is the temperature of the lake
maintained? Following recent fieldwork in Dominica, we
present a fluid dynamical model of the hydrothermal

P64 Field-observations on phonolitic lavas at

system that is consistent with all the observational

Teide Volcano, Tenerife: Are they tubes?

evidence. The large number of constraints on the model

*Wiesmaier, S.1, *McKenna, C. 1, *Caulfield, L. 1,

mean that we can be fairly specific as to the mechanism

Carracedo, J. C.2, Troll, V. R.1

of heat transport and geometry of the plumbing system:
heat is transported by steam bubbles rising through the

1

Trinity College Dublin, Dept. of Geology, Dublin 2;

Email: wiesmais@tcd.ie
2

water table along a highly permeable conduit and the
conduit has an inverted funnel or dyke morphology. The
generality of the model means that it may be applicable
to a wide range of subaerial hydrothermal systems.

Estación Volcanológica de Canarias, IPNA-CSIC, 38206

La Laguna, Tenerife

The Pico Teide / Pico Viejo central volcanic
complex on Tenerife erupted phonolitic lava several
times during the last 10,000a with vents at the
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complex’s perimeter and on Teide’s flanks. The highly

P65 Radial pyroclastic density currents: the

alkaline lava flows resulting from there show distinct

emplacement of a recent low aspect-ratio

features in cross-section that differ significantly from

rheomorphic ignimbrite on the island of

common Aa-style lava flows.

Pantelleria, Strait of Sicily.
Williams R *1., Branney M.J1. Barry T.L2.

Near the vents, these flows form classic levées and
flow channels. In contrast, we observe the lavas as
prominent lobes near the end of the flow with aspect
ratios higher than that of typical Aa flows. In roadcuts at
right angle to flow direction, lava deposits consist of
several roughly concentric sequences of a dense capping
layer and brecciated lava underneath. This sequence may
be repeated several times towards the bottom of the
outcrop.
A number of features support a tube-like transport
mechanism for these flows. Firstly, the dense layers
themselves are strongly sheared parallel to its upper and
lower boundaries. Moreover, the lower contact to the
denser layer’s breccias is marked by parts of the dense
layer being ripped off in ductile fashion. Secondly, the
contact of breccia and the next (lower, supposedly laterstage) dense layer is marked by sedimentary style
features. This dense layer moulds around the upper
breccia, as evidenced by sinking features of clasts into
and the shearing laminae within the dense layer that
follow the topography of the breccia.
We currently consider two end-member emplacement
mechanisms: a) a single flow of continuous lava supply
that develops different cooling regimes due to changes in
initial temperature and gas content (differential viscosity)
and b) consecutive pulses of lava through tubes that have
been either drained and refilled, successively inflated or
been supplied by changing effusion rates.
These features may be a consequence of a unique
combination of composition, gas content and viscosity on
Tenerife and, to the best of our knowledge, have not yet
been described elsewhere.

1

University of Leicester, Department of Geology,

University Road, Leicester, LE1 7RH
2

The Open University, Department of Earth Sciences,

Walton Hall, Milton Keynes
MK7 6AA
*

Corresponding author: rw89@le.ac.uk

The entire island of Pantelleria, Strait of Sicily
is draped by a single low aspect-ratio rheomorphic
ignimbrite known as the Green Tuff. The ignimbrite
was emplaced during a caldera-forming eruption that
occurred circa 45 ka. Thin, welded ignimbrite drapes
topographic highs and thickens into palaeovalleys. A
variety of ductile deformation structures, including
sheath folds, elongation lineations and kinematic
indicators, provide a ‘frozen-in’ record of shear
direction and intensity at the base of the current as it
traversed the island.
Low aspect-ratio ignimbrites are commonly
thought

to

be

emplaced

catastrophically,

simultaneously flowing radially from the vent, and
overtopping topographic barriers: yet this has never
been tested, and is less well understood than those
pyroclastic currents that produce more asymmetric,
high aspect-ratio deposits, which have received more
intense study in recent years. The pristine Green Tuff
deposit is well-exposed and will provide a case-study
for understanding the processes of emplacement of
these larger, radial density currents.
This study will investigate how the Green Tuff
was emplaced, using vertical compositional zonation
to determine whether it was emplaced radially from
source simultaneously, or emplaced initially towards
one sector, and then shifting around with time. How
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it interacted with topography will also be studied: did the

pressure. The Hg/SO2 ratio was used in combination

initial current surmount highs, or did deposit accumulate

with the known SO2 flux of the volcanoes to

proximally

determine scale up the Hg emissions at each location.

before

the

topographic

highs

were

overtopped? These questions will be answered using a
variety of field and laboratory techniques.

Detailed

stratigraphic logs though the unit, together with
lithofacies analysis and structural mapping will provide
the basis for interpreting deposit emplacement, and
analysis of the geochemical stratigraphy in different
locations will facilitate an interpretation of how the
current varied temporally and with location.

P24 Automated Volcanic Plume Tomography
Thomas E Wright*1, Mike Burton2, David M Pyle3
1 - Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge,
Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ;
tew24@esc.cam.ac.uk
2 - INGV Catania
3 - Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford

We
P23 Volcanic emissions of mercury
Melanie Witt1a, Alessandro Aiuppab, Emanuela Bagnatob,
Tamsin Mathera and David Pylea.
a

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford,

OX1 3PR

reconstructed

two-dimensional

cross

sections of sulphur dioxide (SO2) distributions in the
volcanic gas plume of Mt. Etna using tomographic
techniques. SO2 column amounts used in the
reconstructions were measured using the recently
installed FLAMES network of five automatic UV

b

Dipartimento CFTA, Università di Palermo, Palermo, Italy

spectrometers on Etna. Eighty spectra measured at

1

melanie.witt@earth.ox.ac.uk

equidistant angles are collected for each scan every

Mercury is a toxic metal which has a long lifetime

six minutes during daylight hours.

in the atmosphere of around one year. This long life time

We computed a time-series of plume cross-

enables it to be carried vast distances and the metal is

sections, revealing the potential of this method to

found in elevated concentrations in remote regions of the

track variations in gas flux and plume structure on

world. There is some debate at present regarding the

timescales of minutes to hours, a result of importance

quantity of mercury naturally released by volcanoes. In

for civil defence and air traffic in case of eruption.

order to better assess this value a number of field

Applying

campaigns have been carried out to measure the gaseous

reconstruction techniques demonstrates a wide range

mercury flux from Masaya in Nicaragua and Vulcano

of trade-offs between representation quality and

and Etna, Italy. A portable Lumex mercury analyser was

processing time.

a

variety

of

different

tomographic

tested to record real time gaseous mercury concentrations

A GML-based representation of both the raw

in the volcanic emissions. These measurements were

data and the tomographic projections is specified,

carried out in parallel with the collection of gaseous

which allows information to be shared for research

elemental mercury on gold coated sand traps. Speciation

and monitoring purposes. This representation also

was also investigated with the collection of reactive

allows for display in an easy to interpret manner on

gaseous and particulate mercury for subsequent analysis.

the web.

A portable sensor box was developed to simultaneously
record SO2, H2S, CO2, humidity, temperature and
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How are ‘Super’ eruptions preserved in the past? Volcanological features of Large
Volume Silicic Eruptions of the Paraná-Etendeka
A ‘Snake River-type’ ignimbrite: case-study of a vast Miocene high-temperature
explosive eruption from the Yellowstone hot-spot.
Coffee and Posters
Coffee and Posters
Session 2: Volcanic degassing and volcanic hazards. Chair - Tamsin Mather
Magma Degassing, Overturn and Mixing at Kīlauea Volcano, Hawai`i
A combined physico-chemical model for passive degassing from Stromboli volcano
Outgassing Activity at Villarrica Volcano, Chile: correlation of SO2 Fluxes, Seismic
Amplitude and Visual Observations
Assessing the pyroclastic flow hazards at Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat
Implications of long-term changes in valley geomorphology on pyroclastic flow
hazards
the Communication of volcanic risk in two contrasting Eastern Caribbean Islands –
Dominica and St Vincent
Lunch and Posters
Lunch and Posters
Posters. Seminar rooms 7, 8.
Posters. Seminar rooms 7, 8.
VMSG AGM, Mary Ogilvie Lecture Theatre
Session 3: Deciphering magma source regions and components. Chair - Helen
Williams
Robust tracers of recycled crust in the sources of ocean islands (Invited Talk)
Adakite-like ignimbrites of Peru: deciphering their origin
High-Nb basalt, or just plain old basalt? The importance of Nb-rich basalts in SE
Asian subduction zones
Do Icelandic alkaline basalts really show normal δ18O?
High 3He/4He depleted mantle? Insights from high 3He/4He in West Greenland
Extensive carbonate volcanism in Spain and France: new insights from dolomite
eruptions
Tea and posters
Tea and posters
Session 4: Unravelling igneous textures. Chair - Dougal Jerram
Textures in partially solidified crystalline nodules: a window into the pore structure
of slowly cooled mafic intrusions.
Reactive Symplectite Formation as Tracers of Late-Stage liquids: The Skaergaard
Intrusion.
Mineral lamination development in layered mafic rocks of the British Palaeogene
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17:15
17:30

4.4
4.5

Rachel Sides*
Graeme Nicoll*

17:45

4.6

Luca Valentini*

18:00

19:15

Igneous Province: A combined magnetic fabric, textural and mineral-chemical study
Crystal-Scale Records of Late-Stage Melt Infiltration
Crustal contamination and the generation of voluminous felsic magmas: Isotopic
constraints on the early evolution of the Palaeocene Rum igneous centre.
Flow Banding in Carbonatite-Silicate Pairs: Constraints from quantitative textural
analysis and implications for liquid miscibility
Posters and wine reception. Seminar rooms 7, 8. VMSG committee meeting,
Seminar room 6.
Posters and wine reception
Posters and wine reception
Posters and wine reception
Dinner
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09:00
09:15
09:30

5.1
5.2
5.3

John Maclennan
Stephen Blake
Màiri Gardner*

09:45

5.4

10:00
10:15

5.5
5.6

Marc-Antoine
Longpré*
Kathryn Goodenough
Fiona C. Meade*

10:30

5.7

Joanne Neilson*

11:15
11:45
12:00
12:15

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Tim Wright
Andrew Bell*
Heidi Soosalu
Steven Corder*

12:30
12:45
13:00

6.5
6.6

Sebastian Watt*
Emma Doyle*

14:00
14:15
14:30

7.1
7.2
7.3

14:45

7.4

Nick Petford
Rosie Smith
Sylvain
Charbonnier*
Jane Applegarth*

15:00
15:15

7.5
7.6

Henry Odbert*
Gerald Ernst

15:30

7.7

Ben van Wyk de
Vries

10:45

15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30

Session 5: Magmatic roots and routes. Chair - Vikki Martin
Melt mixing under Iceland
The Importance of Differentiation During the Ascent of Primitive Magmas.
Plumbing the Roots of Andesite Volcanoes: Evidence from short-duration
eruptions in the Taupo Volcanic Zone, New Zealand.
Consequences of the El Golfo giant landslide on the volcanism of El Hierro
Island, Canary Archipelago
The Caledonian igneous rocks of Assynt – towards a coherent story
Late-stage cone-sheet intrusions at the Carlingford Igneous Centre, Ireland:
Variable styles of contamination by a single crustal end-member.
New ages for Siluro-Devonian magmatism in the SW Scottish Highlands:
Timescales for volcanic-plutonic activity
Coffee and posters
Coffee and posters
Session 6: Magma movement and eruption, and its consequences Chair - John
Maclennan
The massive Dabbahu (Afar, 2005) rifting episode (invited talk)
Rates of volcano-tectonic seismicity before basaltic flank eruptions
Seismicity at the Askja volcano and its surroundings, north Iceland
Bubbles and Bangs: Establishing a transition between passive bubble bursts and
strombolian activity at basaltic magma volcanoes
Vulcanian explosion cycles: patterns and predictability
Application of granular column collapse physics for modelling pyroclastic flows.
Lunch and posters
Lunch and posters
Lunch and posters
Lunch and posters
Session 7: Making magma flow Chair - Mike James
Earthquake excited crystal-rich magma
High temperature fracture mechanics of lava domes
The June 2006 block-and-ash flow deposits of Merapi Volcano, Java, Indonesia
Investigating the influence of topographic slope and crustal thickness on the
advance and surface morphology of lava flows, using analogue models
Improving the quality of lava flux measurements at active volcanoes
The Oldoinyo Lengai March 24th – April 5th, 2006 eruption: Hornito cluster
collapse triggers unprecedented lava emission rates
Basaltic domes spawning pahoehoe lavas during fire fountaining at Cerro Negro,
Nicaragua explained through near-surface plumbing
Closing remarks
Awards
Tea
Tea
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